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Abstract
The ARC is a width adjusting agricultural robot and accommodates auxiliary functions
for supporting crop production and maintenance. Easily interchangeable payloads and
components provide a modular solution to perform focused crop surveying functions with the
potential for herbicide distribution, weeding, and harvesting while driving through varying crop
rows. The potential auxiliary functions will be implemented by future teams with this year's
effort being put toward finishing the physical chassis. The fmal product was successfully
designed to weigh approximately 600 pounds targeting rolling speeds of0.90 fps to 2.30 fps with
proof of concept shown in testing consisting of chain drive attached to wheels to show speeds are
attainable as well as bench tests to show differential control capabilities.
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1. Project Introduction and Research
1.1 Problem Background
The agricultural labor shortage brought on by higher standards of living, a change in our
country’s immigration culture, high standards of food security/safety during harvest, and the
difficulty of work coupled with the increasing demand on agricultural goods requires the
industry to adapt through modern technology. These issues have inspired this team to assist with
the demand by bringing new robotic automation technology to the agricultural industry through
Santa Clara University’s Robotics Systems Laboratory. Early stages of this design will see the
chassis working collaboratively with farmers in whatever capacity is necessary to assist with
reducing the need to overwork the few farm workers that are available and to enable increased
crop production rates. The team’s chassis will not only help workers to work under more humane
conditions, it will also help the essential industry of crop and food production in U.S. farms.
Under the guidance of Dr. Chris Kitts and Dr. Godfrey Mungal and by implementing humancentered design thinking with the feedback of interviewed farm owners and companies, this team
began the design and assembly of a remote controlled rover vehicle that will be able to adapt to a
variety of farming terrains. Future teams will introduce capabilities to the chassis to assist with
crop collection, weeding, and crop maintenance with the addition of manipulator attachments.
California’s agricultural production constitutes over a third of the USA's vegetables and
two-thirds of the country’s fruits and nuts, with farms and ranches receiving nearly $50 billion in
cash receipts in 2018 alone [1-1]. As this team is based in California, the importance of the
project is furthered by our ability to work with local producers that are a part of this large
industry. California’s position as one of the foremost agricultural producers also makes it
extremely susceptible to factors such as labor shortages, which impact the yields of harvests.
According to a 2019 study it was found that 56% of California farmers have been unable to find
enough laborers to harvest crops at some point in the past 5 years with 70% saying they had
more trouble in 2017 and 2018 than they did in the years prior [1-2]. Additionally, our project
could also lessen the amount of manual labor associated with agriculture. Crops often need to be
picked by hand, which leads to workers having to spend 10 hours a day swinging a knife in the
hot sun [1-3]. Automating or having robot assisted jobs could entice farm workers to stay in the
industry rather than finding less labor intensive jobs. Either for political or economic reasons,
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having a project such as ours could alleviate the struggles felt by a labor shortage or lessen the
load on workers.
Understanding the agricultural industry and environment in this sense was our
inspiration, but the next step was to develop that understanding further through research and enduser outreach. In order to gain a better understanding of similar products currently featured in the
market, this chapter reviews three autonomous agricultural robots, however over twenty were
researched. None of the identified robots included height adjustment mechanisms and very few
had the capability to adjust width. Our chassis would therefore make a significant mark in the
current market. For field research, the team conducted five farm visits and interviews.
Dimensions of a variety of target crops were taken, including strawberries, artichokes, and leafy
greens. The row widths measured ranged from 26 to 64 inches and crop heights ranged from 20
inches to 7 feet with one of the crop rows measured shown in Figure 1.1. Document research was
conducted to gain a better understanding of how to approach the project. Such research included
the topics of motor selection and mechatronics.

Figure 1.1 - Strawberry crop rows at California Giant Berries measured in sample of row sizes

1.2 Objective Statement
After the team was able to develop a thorough understanding of the problem at hand, an
objective statement was created to guide the team moving forward. The objective statement
stands as:
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The ARC will be designed in order to complement human labor by
designing a modular chassis with the ability to drive in between various
crop row sizes and support future payload functions towards multiple
agricultural production processes.
Establishing such an objective statement allowed for everyone on the team to be on the
same page about where this project is going in the long term. A common long term vision was
particularly important for this team because this team was not going to be able to see that long
term goal fulfilled while working on the project. The objective statement also guided the other
current products we researched, what questions we asked some of our potential end-users, and
establishing requirements for what the ARC would need to do to accomplish the goal we set out
to accomplish.

1.3 Similar Products
Automation and agricultural robotics are becoming more commonplace throughout the
agricultural industry. Automation can increase the efficiency of an operation, while decreasing
the dependence on labor, which is facing a worsening shortage within the United States of
America. Furthermore, national competitions are held annually for university teams to develop
agricultural robotics [1-4].
Because two of our initial main goals for our chassis were to have adjustable width and
height mechanisms, research into products of those types were our initial priority. An example of
a current product under development that features width adjustment is the AGROBOT E-Series
[1-5]. The two large rear wheels and the platforms carrying the strawberry packages can slide
along the upper metal frame. The system uses LiDAR to navigate down the rows in the field,
while the arms are equipped with 3-D vision sensors which send information to an AI control
system. This allows the machine to choose which strawberries to pick based on their ripeness.
Some limitations of this system are that it can only be used for one crop type and is expensive at
approximately $250,000 based on configuration.
During our research, no chassis has been found which has the capability to adjust height
based on crop. An example of a much smaller autonomous agriculture robot is the BURRO by
Augean Robotics [1-6]. This small robot is designed to fit between grapevines and crops of
similar spacing. To drive autonomously, it first follows a human down the rows to learn the
3

route, after which it can then rerun the field autonomously. The BURRO has a 15 mile range at a
speed of 4 mph, and can have up to 500 lbs of cargo loaded on it. It is primarily designed to
assist with crate transportation of grapes after they are harvested. The robot weights 300 lbs and
costs $11,500. These robots are expected to become commercially available in early 2020 and
have the ability to be modified in the future with additional robotic and AI attachments.
Our team will be collaborating with another senior design team that is developing
agricultural manipulators for the chassis. That team is aiming for their manipulator to be attached
to the underside of our team’s chassis. An example of this is found in the Weeding Robot by
Ecorobotix [1-7]. This lightweight robot is 285 lbs and can detect and target weeds with an 85%
success rate. The spraying mechanism also uses 90% less herbicide than traditional application
methods.
While there are many autonomous agricultural robots currently in the market, most have
the constraint of being only applicable to a certain crop or action. Our project is to therefore
develop a chassis with width and height adjustment capabilities and unique, modular actuator
attachments. Our team believes this project can help build a new technological landscape within
the robotic agricultural industry that is more adaptive to the user’s ever-changing needs.
Table 1.1. Comparison of autonomous agricultural robots currently on the market.
Product

Ability to
Change
Width

Ability to
Change
Height

Applications

Crops to be
used with

Cost [$]

Agrobot

YES

NO

Harvesting

Strawberries

250,000

BURRO

NO

NO

Moving
crates

Grapes

11,500

Ecorobotix
Weeding
Robot

NO

NO

Herbicide
Spraying

Beets, Canola

≈ 15,000 20,000

In order to gain a better understanding of rising agricultural technological developments
in academia, our team researched other college robotic projects working within this application.
Gaining more insight on such projects has informed the team about important considerations to
take into account, such as weather-proofing and heat distribution. Additionally, we have also
become more informed about industry standards for sensors, motors, and materials being used.
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For example, Queensland University of Technology published their report on their
development of the Small Robotic Farm Vehicle (SRFV) in 2014, which was in its final stages of
assembly at that time. The report introduces the SRFV as a lightweight, energy efficient, and
modular robot. Additionally, the SRFV is designed “to undertake a range of agricultural tasks
and experiments, including harvesting, seeding, fertilizing, and weeding management” [1-8]. Our
team found that this project’s goals aligned with many of our own desired project outcomes.
Thus, the team examined the SRFV team’s overall approach to their project, including important
design considerations.
The SRFV team considered approximately 30 vehicle configurations and rated them in a
matrix in terms of “traversability, traction and soil disturbance, stability, maneuverability,
modularity, number of driving motors, and number of steering motors” [1-8]. Based on their
analysis of the above criteria, the SRFV team chose a 2 wheel drive, 4 wheel configuration that
operates through differential steering. The SRFV team acknowledged that 2 wheel drive was
uncommon for off-road driving, but justified this decision due to their robot’s specific operation
on broadacre farms, which mostly includes terrain that is flat and straight. Our team benefited
from observing this written explanation of the SRFV team’s decision-making process. Our team
similarly determined important criteria to the project and evaluated their inherent value to
meeting project goals.

1.4 Field Research
For our field research, we interviewed farmers, growers, and owners of 6 different farms.
Our interviews consisted of the team members referring to a list of questions on Google Forms as
well as asking follow up questions as they arose. These questions revolved around the
interviewees’ perspectives on integrating technology in farmwork, emphasizing the problems of
significant difficulty for farmers, and getting the necessary dimensioning of crop rows on width
and height to determine the design parameters. Our results are shared and organized for each
farm.
1.4.1 Fambrini Farms
Within the preliminary phase of agricultural industry research, the team made informal
visits to farm stands to talk to sellers. The team visited a stand named Fambrini’s Farm Fresh
Produce in Santa Cruz, CA and talked to an anonymous vendor to gain their perspective on the
5

industry. The farm stand sold a variety of produce, including: brussel sprouts, strawberries, and
variations of leafy greens. One of the vendor’s main insights was that some farmers within the
industry valued their traditions in the sense that they wanted to continue the original methods of
farming practices that were passed down to them from their own families. Additionally, many
valued staying ‘in touch’ with the earth. What was meant by ‘in touch’ was that the farmers
enjoyed walking their land and doing some of the manual work, which instilled a sense of pride.
They shared their fears that introducing more tech will take away their awareness and joy from
their practice. Lastly, many farmers perceive robotic technologies to be highly expensive and
therefore not financially viable for their businesses. Thus, some farmers are deterred by the idea
of integrating robotics into their work practices.
The vendor expressed their openness to the idea of integrating agricultural robots into
Fambrini Farm. When asked about the desired utility of the robot, they preferred trimming and
data collection functions. They believed that for data collection for brussel sprouts in particular,
live video feed of the stems would be helpful, as they inform the farmer about the health of the
plants. The vendor proposed an idea for a robot that could use an arm to delicately brush the
bushes and leaves of the plant aside, while a separate camera is able to provide vivid video feed
of the plant’s stem.
1.4.2 Swanton Berries
The team also informally visited Swanton Berry Farm’s Organic Strawberry U-Pick stand
in Davenport, CA and talked with an anonymous vendor. The team was able to collect important
width and height dimensions of the strawberries, in addition to making valuable in-field
observations. One important observation included noticing a 22 degree slope on the ground at the
edge of the rows of crops, which influences the determined torque capabilities of our team’s
robot. Another observation was that small groups of birds were swooping onto the strawberry
fields. The vendor later explained that field crews not only need to harvest the fresh strawberries
but they also need to collect overripe and spoiled strawberries. Spoiled fruit attracts unwanted
bugs and birds that can ruin the fresh, profitable fruit.
1.4.3 Crystal Bay Farm
Crystal Bay Farm is a small family owned farm where we interviewed the farm owners
and married couple Jeff and Laurie Fiorovich in Watsonville, CA. Crystal Bay Farm has two
locations within close proximity. Their main location grows a variety of crops (strawberries,
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raspberries, corn, carrots, cabbage, etc.), while they grow squash and pumpkins at the second
location. The farm focuses not only on the production and sale of their crops, but also provides
an opportunity for guests to pick their own berries and crops as well as hosting small community
events. Because they allow visitors to pick berries themselves, we also had a great opportunity to
pick strawberries and raspberries ourselves to learn about the intricacies of the process and what
it might take to be able to design and program what pickers learn over years of practice.
Crystal Bay Farm allowed us to get the perspective of a non-corporate operated farm and
let us learn more about how we can work with smaller operations. The significant points that we
were able to take away from this experience was noting how small yet diverse their farm was and
how the ability to work on a variety of crops can be beneficial. The couple noted that their ideal
application for the robot would be tilling and potentially removing harmful pests without injuring
the natural diversity and pollinators of the farm. Tractors are already deployed for their
operations, but they made a note on the difficulties of adjusting the width of their tractors to be
able to operate on different sized rows; sharing with them our vision of creating a chassis that
will be able to expand and contract with ease had them excited and intrigued for what we could
create to help with this issue. While there was also enthusiasm for image recognition, such as the
work that Harvest CROO Robotics is doing, for strawberry picking, there was skepticism about
its ability to differentiate between ripe and unripe berries. This led to changing focus to the more
feasible processes of looking at simple image rendering and transmission that takes place with
standard cameras. We also learned from Jeff and Laurie about the necessity of crop rotation in
one section of farmland in order to maintain soil nutritional value; this point was reemphasized
in our latter farm visits as well.

Figure 1.2: Panoramic view of Crystal Bay Farm with strawberries, corn, carrots, raspberries,
and more in view
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1.4.4 California Giant Berries
California Giant Berries is a corporate grower of primarily strawberries and raspberries in
Watsonville, CA with over 200 acres of farmland. Here, we had the opportunity to speak with
Systems Coordinator Abelardo Rodriguez Jr. and one of the grower coordinators, Rich, in a
bungalow on a location down the road from their corporate office. We also had the opportunity
to get into the fields briefly to see workers picking berries and get dimensions on strawberry
sizes as they grow.
Given their corporate operations and large size, this gave us a better idea on the corporate
perspective, the struggles in the farming industry, and what processes they would like to see
automated. Particularly for the larger sized farms, it was noted that labor is definitely an issue for
growers as the labor laws protecting workers have only become stricter in California, which has
created a higher demand for automation. Similarly with acquiring labor, they also face an issue
in working with the labor that they do employ as it is not always easy to control the work rates
and mindsets of the employees they do have. Their inability not only to have more control on the
laborers but also on weather patterns that can negatively impact their growing rates have led to
higher interest in technological adaptation.
Abrelardo and Rich noted that some of the features that would also be vital for the robot
to succeed in their operations would be a weatherproof chassis, a simple user interface to
integrate with current laborers, the ability to drive across hilly terrain of the farmland, and most
importantly be able to cover one row faster than the current rate of 20 minutes (which is deemed
to be too slow). Abrelardo and Rich’s primary interests for a robot are picking and weeding, as
those are the most labor intensive. As such, they are interested in seeing how we would produce
such a system given the intricacies of picking.

Figure 1.3: Strawberry field rows at California Giant Berries showing the hilly terrain that
would need to be overcome
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1.4.5 Oceanmist Farms
Oceanmist Farms is another large corporate grower that focuses on a large variety of
vegetable-based products between Castroville (the site we visited), Heron, Yuma, and Mexico,
with their primary crop being artichokes. We met with CEO/President Joe Pezzini as well as VP
of Operations, Art, both of whom have extensive experience working on farms in their youth
before taking on their current positions of leadership with Oceanmist. Oceanmist was a great
resource for us as they provided us with an extensive perspective on growing vegetables and how
it differs from the berry industry, which was the focus of the majority of farms we visited. Joe
also took us out to the fields to show us romaine, celery, and cauliflower crops to allow us to get
dimensions there as well.
Oceanmist not only highlighted a few intricacies of vegetable crop production that stood
out from berry production, but also focused on their own operations. Beyond the similar issues of
dealing with labor shortage, one of the more unique issues they faced was dealing with the
diamondback bug and properly applying herbicide to brussel sprouts on the plant instead of just
the leaves. Joe and Art also expressed interest in automation for both laying down drip tape and
for irrigation systems. With their current technology, they mentioned that the crawler gears they
use on some of their current tractors move too slowly. They also wanted to make sure that food
safety and corrosion would not be an issue and mentioned that their processes sometimes occur
at night due to factory demands, the more optimal climate, and the fact that some rows need to be
covered multiple times.

Figure 1.4: The process of recording crop dimensions is shown on Cauliflower at Oceanmist
Farm
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1.4.6 Jacobs Farm
Jacobs Farm is a collection of small organic farms based in California and Mexico geared
towards practicing sustainable growth. In California alone Jacobs Farm has eight sites that
encompass more than 400 acres with an additional million square feet of greenhouses. For our
visit we met with Co-Founders Larry Jacobs and Sandra Belin at their Watsonville location. The
greenhouses in particular were built for growing various herbs year round such as sage, lemon
thyme, basil, chives, rosemary, and oregano. Jacobs Farm provided great information and
perspective given their penchant for testing automated systems and platforms to assist in various
farm related tasks like planting, weeding, and harvesting. Additionally Jacobs Farm has verbally
agreed to allow for testing of our project at their San Jose location.
During the visit, we spoke with Larry about issues of dealing with the increasing labor
shortage as well as the future of robotics in the agriculture industry. Processing, including
planting, harvesting, weeding, carrying product, bed forming, and laying down irrigation systems
were all brought up as candidates for automation. At the site they showed a pushcart with
automated blades and conveyer belt for harvesting basil. One of the issues they had was that it
could not account for differences in plant heights for optimal cuts. Their use of greenhouses
allows for year round growing of crops which, in their mind, only increased the need for further
innovation for robotics in agriculture.

1.5 Quantitative Results
The data taken from crop row dimensioning at each farm for various different crops are
shown below in Table 1.2 and gave us a good sense of the dimensions we want to target.

1.6 Customer Needs Evaluation
As noted in the background information, a total of 5 farm visits and interviews have been
conducted and dissected in this section to identify customer needs. Responses from the
interviews collected as raw data and focus on struggles farms currently face, technologies
utilized by farms, and important design specifications to consider when integrating robotics into
farming operations. Tables summarizing the raw data found can be found in Appendix A. Data
and measurements for different crops were also taken and tabulated. The data was used to
determine the preliminary dimensions for our chassis design. Remaining raw interview data was
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then interpreted to identify customer needs. Needs were then organized into a hierarchical
structure to determine relative importance.
Table 1.2. Dimensions of Various Farm and Crops
Farm

Crop

Furrow Center
to Center (in)

Bed Width (in)

Height of Plant
(in) (including
bed height)

Swanton Berry

Strawberry

40

27

25

Fambrini’s Farm

Brussel Sprout

48

33

32

California Giant
Berries

Strawberry

48

26

14

Crystal Bay
Farm

Raspberry

39

36

84

Crystal Bay
Farm

Carrots

52

24

22

Crystal Bay
Farm

Strawberry

54

32

15

Oceanmist Farm

Romaine

80

64

17.5

Oceanmist Farm

Celery

40

28

26

Oceanmist Farm

Cauliflower

40

28

41

1.6.1 Interpretation of Raw Data in Terms of Customer Needs
First looking at the raw data, table 1.4 summarizes the needs that this team decided were
of more significant needs from the conducted interviews. Interviews included some overlap
between answers which helped to drive the more important needs for our design.
From the data recorded during the various farm visits, a preliminary range for width and
ground clearance configurations was decided. A preliminary length for the robot’s wheelbase
was decided based on a truck utilized by the RSL. Table 1.3, shown below, tabulates the planned
range of dimensions for the chassis.
Interviewees listed various actions that they would like to see done by an automated
robot. Actions included picking, weeding, cleaning rotten produce from fields, moving the
bushes aside to check roots with a camera, trimming, and vacuuming bugs. All of these wants
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relate back to saving time and reducing needed effort for workers. For example, time wasted
picking up rotten fruit or cutting fruitless plants yields no profit.
Table 1.3. Overall dimensions for the chassis based on crop measurements
Ground Clearance

>36” (3 feet)

Chassis Width (Wheel to wheel)

39 - 66” (3.25 feet to 5.5 feet)

Chassis Length

Flexible, about 48” will work

Other wants that weren’t necessarily considered beforehand were also discovered. These
included wants like having the robot operate at a human’s walking pace, being able to handle
rows as long as 300 feet, being faster than 20 - 30 minutes per row, and being able to handle hilly
terrain found in Salinas and Watsonville. For our project, this could equate to a chassis speed of
0.28 m/s - 0.7 m/s (11 in/s - 28 in/s).
From the interviews, there were several surprise findings regarding what customers wanted from
a product or their current farming techniques. For example, although there are proper
designations for crop spacing and width configurations many farmers must compromise due to
the width settings of tractors and other farming equipment. Changing width configurations for
the crops would be too expensive, so farmers typically use one type of tractor/harvester for each
given crop/crop configuration. Thus, having a chassis that has easier width adjustment would be
appreciated because it can be used to collect different crops. From our conversations, it was clear
that farmers would appreciate a relatively low cost robot that could be used as a substitute for
tractors that require regular maintenance. Pickers often package while they pick, like with
strawberries, and may have to run to the edge of the field to ‘tag’ in their boxes after filling them
up. Having a robot to assist in the process will take stress off of the pickers and enable them to
collect more crops in a single run.
Some farmers also value staying in touch with the Earth and would prefer not automating
harvesting but rather have automated data collection and trimming. Farmers also use visual
signs-like flowers blooming for strawberry plants-to understand what phase of growth the plants
are in, simply having camera feedback would save farmers the trip of walking through the fields.
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Table 1.4. Interpreted needs for each farm based on interview data
Interviewed Farm

Interpreted Needs

Fambrini’s Farm

-

Manipulator to interact with plants
Vision and recording to inform
operators of field conditions

Crystal Bay Farm

-

Robot should support multiple
applications, modular manipulators
Manipulator to interact with plants
Robot should be able to clean the
fields and till
Robot should not interfere with natural
diversity
Be small enough to fit where current
equipment can’t

California Giant Berries

-

Ocean Mist Farms

-

Jacob’s Farm

-

Be able to handle hilly terrain
Technology should be user friendly
and easy for inexperienced users
Robot should keep up with workers in
the field
Capabilities to clean up field
A robot that can operate in different
terrains, primarily because they are
located in several geographic regions
A robot that can harvest a variety of
crops with different width
Configurations, crop heights, and
harvesting techniques.
Ability to transport heavy harvesting
and planting equipment
A robot that can adjust its height
clearance as it goes over crops
(bumps, pits in the ground)
Ability to detect individual stalks and
cut at the proper height
Ability to carry harvested crops off the
row
Ability to weed and harvest
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1.6.2 Conclusions on Customer Needs
Having pulled together information on similar products, what current farm owners and
farm workers have to say on what they need most in their current work setting, and assessing the
current documented data and information we have access to, we were able to have tangible
information to work with during the design process. The next step in our process was to look at
what we have learned and begin to prioritize what we wanted to focus on. With the long term
expectation already made for the ARC by the RSL, we were able to use the information we
gathered to set the path more tangibly and move to evaluating customer needs.
As seen in Table 1.5, the priorities were listed on a 1 to 3 scale with 1 being lower
priority and 3 being higher priority. The team assessed that the concepts of modularity and the
dimension changing mechanisms were key to what would make our senior design project unique
to the industry. Additionally, the safety for humans and the environment are necessary
requirements. The rankings of these customer needs allowed for more specific and tangible
requirements to be set as goals for the chassis to reach. Requirements that resulted from this list
are elaborated on in section 1.7.

1.7 Establishing Requirements
Using the specified metrics, our defined customer needs, and our objective statement, a
list of required features was defined for this system. The keynote feature of the ARC revolved
around the capability to adjust in width so that it would be able to accommodate the variety of
crop row sizes. While height adjustment was originally a critical feature as well, it was later
decided that height adjustment of the physical chassis would be replaced by height adjustment
capabilities for future auxiliary systems. The other absolute requirement of this system was that
it would be able to accommodate future auxiliary functions into its design. The predicted
auxiliary functions included a crop harvester, weeder, herbicide sprayer, and crop surveyor.
Therefore, when designing the main body and overall weight of this device, the main body had to
have a degree of compatibility with future potential auxiliary devices and an additional 100
pounds was added on to the ARC’s final weight as an estimate of how much a future auxiliary
device could weigh.
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Table 1.5. Customer Needs Hierarchy (3 is highest priority)
Type of Need
Multi-purpose

Maneuverability

User-friendly

Producible and
Sustainable

Need

Priority (1 - 3)

Operation for different plants (lettuce, strawberries,
brussel sprouts, herbs)

3

Modularity for sensors, wheels, and attachments

3

Allows for operator vision in the field

2

Moving brush/foliage to expose crops for closer video
capture

1

Apply specific pesticides to covered crops

1

Capability to perform weeding operations

1

Change the width and height dimensions to appropriate
ranges

3

Steady movement and performance in wet and dry
terrain

2

Smooth turning between lanes

1

Ability to change speeds to adjust to immediate need

2

Robot shouldn’t negatively impact the environment

3

Safe for people working with or around it

3

Minimal training required to learn operation

2

Simple Navigation & Control System

2

Minimal physical effort to adjust width & height

1

Structural durability

2

Weather resistance

3

Ease of repair

2

Affordability

1

Improves current alternative

3
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Following these requirements, came the requirements that would make this system
desirable for use and stand out in the market. One of the main critical requirements that was
targeted in design harped on the theme of “modularity” and applied that to the ARC’s
components. While the initial theme was applied to the ability to interchange auxiliary function
equipment, it was later applied to other parts as well. Another critical component was that the
ARC would have the capability to hit its target speeds while also being able to drive over rows of
crops. The prior critical component specification meant both motor capability on only two
motors would need to be able to drive over rows and that the chassis would be able to do so
structurally as well. The last critical requirement for this system was that it would be able to
sustain itself in farming environments. For our purposes, that primarily meant that the electronics
would be safely enclosed to protect these components from dirt, rain, and any other
environmental damage present.
Table 1.6 provides a list of quantitative requirements where applicable to the components
that were of highest priority to this project and guided most of the design. A comprehensive list
of all requirements considered and given priority metrics can be found in appendix table B4, with
the rest of appendix B showing the tabulation process of customer needs and requirement
benchmarking that led to the making of table B4. All requirements were prioritized on a scale
from 1 to 5 with 5 being the most important, and all requirements in table 1.6 are requirements
that were rated at a 4 or higher.
One of the less quantitative but still critical requirements not featured in table 1.6 is the
importance of modularity. This requirement was emphasized as a desire by the Robotic Systems
Lab and was a defining feature since its early conception. To define modularity further and how
it would apply to the ARC, it was desired that the ARC would be able to have components that
could be easily interchangeable so that it could be used as a highly flexible tool to farmers. The
modularity was particularly focused on the idea of having a variety of actions the ARC could
execute (harvesting, weeding, etc.). As will be seen in chapter 2, that modularity inspired design
in other positions as well but it was all a requirement focused on making this a versatile solution
to the agricultural industry.
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Table 1.6: Quantitative and Qualitative requirements of top priority ARC features
Category

Requirement

Category

Requirement

Weight

<1,000 lbs

Payload Weight

<100 lbs

Width
Range

>10” width range in
between 40 & 80
inches

Single charge
duration

~2 hours

Height
Capability

>36” from bed surface
to bottom of chassis
body

IP Rating

IP55
(dust and water jet
protected)

Width at
the Wheels

<14”

External Safety
Features

Deadman switch, stationary
brake, lights

Driving
Speed
range

Half walking speed
(~2.3 ft/s ≈ 0.7 m/s)

Controllability

Simple driving system with
future capability of autopilot

Having defined these requirements based on user and sponsor feedback, the next step was
to design our system. Chapter 2 discusses what the final design as of the submission of this thesis
was determined by this team, with the subsystem chapters going into the actual process of
designing each subsystem and some of our earlier designs.
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2. Proposed System
2.1 Proposed Solution
SCU's RSL intends to create a robotics platform that is cost-driven and truly applicationagnostic by launching a multi-year project beginning with our team. As the first team at RSL to
tackle this problem, we aimed to create a sturdy, remote-controllable chassis, with the intention
of leaving the design open-ended enough for future teams to develop further. Perfecting this
product would see a chassis that can adapt to a variety of crops and is equipped with placements
for attaching manipulator appendages and the necessary devices to allow remote operation from
a farm worker. We did not plan to create the manipulators to perform those auxiliary functions,
but considered the future potential of adding manipulators by selecting the chassis size according
to anticipated need for these functions.
In order to incorporate remote operation, photo processing units and cameras were
selected and designed for installation. Funding for these features took us beyond the initial scope
of the project of just developing the chassis with size modulation and required Xilinx funding.
The priorities of our design at this stage were modularity, a working weight of less than 1,000 lbs
(~454 kg), and ease of manufacturing, replication, use, and movement. The extent to which this
was designed and assembled is specified in the following section.
Figure 2.1 shows the conceptual sketches for our device while in use in the fields. The
side view shows the drive unit that houses the motors, batteries, and wheel systems for each side
of the chassis, the operator cameras for steering capabilities, and the operator control system with
a laptop table set up to help the driver stay close. The drive unit was the primary focus of this
team’s physical design as its current form allows for the entire system to be removed and
replaced with another drive unit for modularity in repairs. The drive system also uses a belt
driven system. The back view features the Main Body which is the main housing unit for the on
board computer and auxiliary function supplies, the generalized T slot form and position for
allowing width modulation, and the panoramic camera for additional driver visibility
capabilities.
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual sketch of ARC in use. The images above show the side and back views
of the device while in use.

2.2 Defining the Subsystems
For the ARC project, five subsystems were defined in the following sections:
1. Drivetrain
The drivetrain subsystem will consist of the components necessary for motion and motion
control. These components based on initial design concepts will include the wheels,
motors, and gearboxes.
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2. Size Modulation
The size modulation subsystem will focus on the components (currently perceived to be
only mechanical) that allow for the width and height of the chassis to be adjusted.
3. ROS/Software
The ROS/software subsystem will focus on the computational components that allow for
software based control and person-to-machine interaction.
4. Electronics/Electrical Hardware
The electronics/electrical hardware subsystem focuses on the circuit components, power
supply, and power transmission components required to execute ARC’s desired
functions.
5. Structural Design
The structural design subsystem will focus on the mechanical components that make up
the systems involved in the physical composition of the system. It can be recognized as a
broad “other” subsystem that consists of the general design of the ARC system.
Based on the subsystems, the customer needs assessment, and the interviews conducted
with farmers, growers, and industry workers, the customer needs list has been compiled in
appendix B table B1, followed by the perceived values of importance for each need, how other
similar products meet these needs, and our marginal/ideal values for what our system must meet
in tables B2, B3, and B4 of appendix B respectively.
For selecting concepts for what features we wanted to use to perform the width and
height adjustment as well as its additional auxiliary functions, tables 11 through 13 show the
evaluation matrices for each system. There were three sections established for types of criteria
across multi-purpose, user friendly, and producible and sustainable for organizational purposes,
and each type of criteria section had a few criteria that were put on a priority scaling from 1 to 5
with 5 being the most important. A weighting percentage was then placed for each criteria based
on the priority level for that criteria divided by the sum of all priority ratings. Each concept was
then rated on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being very likely to be able to satisfy that criteria. That
rating was then multiplied by the weight percentage to get its weighted score across each criteria
and is indicated by the number in parentheses. The sums of these weighted scores were finally
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added in the final row of each table with an indicator on which concept will be put forward for
development.

2.3 System Overview
Figure 2.2 shows what this team designed in order to accommodate for the above
requirements and as many needs as was feasible. The ARC features two Drive Units that house a
total of 4 Drivetrains each and are connected through the main body.
Main Body

Drive Unit
Drivetrain

Figure 2.2. Mechanical overview model for the ARC
The frame of a Drive Unit consists of 80/20 (1.5” x 1.5” and 1.5” x 3.0”) aluminum rails
connected by compatible gussets using the rail’s profile and takes the shape of the image shown
in figure 2.3. The unit itself acts as a frame to hold two wheels as well as the components to
drive them, two Drive Units and the Main Body assembly make up the full chassis. Drive Unit
design follows closely to the CAD model consisting of a frame with various connected mounting
and protection plates bolted on. The bottom level of the Drive Unit is where the bearing blocks
for the wheel shafts are mounted, the upper platform is where electronics, motors, and batteries
are stored. Mounting holes and clearance slots allow for the mounting of components and space
for the chain respectively.
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Figure 2.3. The isolated Drive Unit with side panels attached and vent holes in the four corners
of the side panels allow for ventilation of interior electronics components with vent caps as well
to prevent debris getting into the drive unit
Removable side panels for the upper compartment allow for the protection of important
components from dirt, rain, and other debris that could pose an issue during the chassis’
operation. The top of the unit only has part of the width adjustment mechanism, with the rest
being on the Main Body. The width adjustment mechanism takes advantage of the profile of the
80/20 rails and uses sliding bearing blocks to determine the width of the chassis. To secure,
handles on the bearing blocks can be hand tightened along with pins that are dropped into
existing positions.
The physical design for the Drivetrain consists of a single chain driven wheel powered by
our motor assembly that consists of a holding brake attached to the motor and gearbox assembly
with the separate components shown in figures 2.4a and 2.4b. Sprockets are mounted both on the
motor shaft and the wheel shaft to attach the chain and connect the two for chain driven drive.
An idler sprocket is additionally mounted on the Drive Unit’s frame to provide tension in the
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chain and remove unnecessary slack in the system. A single Drive Unit has two of these chain
driven systems, one for each wheel, as well as a single motor controller to facilitate driving. The
motors themselves are mounted on the upper platform of a Drive Unit and are secured via
brackets. The chain then loops through a slot in the upper platform down to the shaft of the
wheel where it connects to the sprocket on the wheel shaft. The idler sprocket is mounted on a
diagonal support and can be adjusted to provide the required tension.

5.3a

5.3b

Figure 2.4. The brushless DC motor (5.3a) is attached to the back of the gearbox (5.3b) and has
the brake system attached to the back of it to form the entire motor assembly
Lastly, the current physical design for the main body closely follows the current CAD
model with the exception of the sheet metal housing meant to contain components. Making up
the Main Body are two longitudinal 80/20 rails connected by a central platform that is meant to
house components required for operation of the chassis. The two longitudinal 80/20 rails (1.5” x
3.0”) run the entire width of the chassis and connect to the Drive Units, these rails also facilitate
the sliding of the units for width adjustment. Mounted on the outsides of the longitudinal rails are
the other half of the pin system to help secure the drive units at the desired width. This static pin
holder lines up with the other half of the pin system located on the Drive Units. The central
platform is made up of several 80/20 rails (1.5” x 1.5”) that span across as well as under the two
longitudinal rails allowing for a box-like compartment with the rails providing support on the
sides and bottom of the box. Like the rest of the chassis, all connections between rails are made
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using gussets compatible with the 80/20 system. The main body is also the subsystem that houses
the width adjustment mechanism that this team went with utilizing a pin system to secure the
Drive Units to the main body (as is shown in figure 5.4 below) which allows for a width
adjustment range of 48-60 inches from one wheel to the other at 2 inch increments for 6 total
settings. Figure 2.5, shown below, is a closeup of the rail and pin system. Utilizing 80/20
compatible sliding bearing blocks the Drive Units slide on the longitudinal rails of the Main
Body (shown in dark gray). Once in position the bearing blocks can be tightened down with a
screw. For additional security a quick release pin is dropped into a hole of the static pin holder
mounted on the Main Body which would also go through the dynamic pin holder mounted on the
Drive Unit.
The ARC system is controlled by a custom API using the ROS12 (Melodic) library and
the RoboteQ Linux API. The software is written in C/C++, running on an x86 laptop running
Ubuntu18.04. It consists of various running nodes, each to control a specific component in the
system. All of the nodes communicate with each other by publishing messages in their
corresponding ROS topics. In the near future, the goal is to have many of these messages be

Tighten able
Sliding Bearings

Static
Pinholder

Dynamic
Pin holder

Figure 2.5. Image of rail and pin system with labeled components.
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Figure 2.6. High Level Software Flow Chart.
broadcasted wirelessly, allowing for wireless operational control of the ARC. Currently, there
are five node types:
1. joy: takes joystick inputs and publishes them as Joy messages
2. arc_teleop: takes Joy messages outputted by the joystick and translates them into Twist
messages, which are used for navigation purposes
3. arc_main: takes the Twist messages created by the arc_teleop node and converts them
into corresponding MicroBasic commands to be interpreted by the motor controllers
using RoboteQ’s Linux API
4. usb_cam: takes the camera sensor data and publishes it as a digital video stream
5. image_view: reads the video streams and outputs them on a screen as a video feed
More about these nodes will be described in detail in Chapter 6.

2.4 Component Overview
Figure 2.7 above provides a detailed overview of the components in the ARC system, as
well as how they connect to each other. Two separate banks of four 12V lead-acid batteries are
connected in series to create a 48V source, one for each drive unit. These are fed to the motor
controllers through a physical switch, and fed to the other components through a 24V voltage
regulator. The on-board computer is a laptop running Ubuntu18.04, which is independently
powered. This computer interfaces with the cameras to provide a video stream for the operator,
as well as the joystick to translate driving operations into commands for the motor controllers.
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Figure 2.7. Component block diagram for the ARC system.

2.5 Concept of Operations
2.5.1 Objectives of the Chassis
While the overall goal of the ARC will be to perform the future auxiliary functions that
this team and its advisors have targeted for future use, the goals and objectives here will strictly
be what is targeted for the chassis alone. Focusing on the goals for operation use, the primary
goals will be that the chassis will be able to both drive comfortably within the speed range of
0.92 to 2.3 ft/s, it can fit within the designated rows of crops, it can perform differential turning,
and it will be able to drive over rows of crops as needed.
The methods used to achieve these goals were primarily through design alone. The
selected motors were chosen and sized in order to meet the requirements for speed with the
motor curve for the ARC’s brushless DC motors shown in figure 2.8. Along with these motors,
dual port motor controllers were also purchased to allow for PI control capabilities to maintain
wheel speed. Two controllers were purchased, one for each side of the wheels to allow for
differential turning. It was also critical that the wheels were as narrow as could be while still
being able to endure a heavy load and drive on rough terrain which led to the selected 8.5” wide
wheels that were also marked for off road capabilities. This selection allowed for some space to
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be used in a more robust frame and flexibility in spacing. The rail and pin system shown in
figure 2.5 allows for the needed flexibility to fit into furrows for different sized crop rows.
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Figure 2.8: Motor curve at various incline angles expected to be endured by the ARC with the
45 degree incline being the anticipated incline for driving over rows of crops
2.5.2 Start-up Sequence
Initial startup of the ARC will require setting the ARC to the necessary width,
transporting it to the desired location for operation, and powering up. Based on the uniformity of
rows of crops and the minimal frequency of needing to work on different crops for one device,
the need to change the width of the ARC will be infrequent and can likely operate at one width
setting over a span of 3 months at a time depending on the farm. Due to the large size and slow
speed of the ARC, transportation will require the use of a trailer.
Before powering on the ARC, both the structural frame and the wired connections should
be inspected. All batteries should be charged to at or above 12 V. If needed, the batteries should
be placed in their protective boxes and placed inside the drive units. The battery disconnects are
then connected together on each drive unit, connecting the power supplies to all of the electronic
equipment. Turning the main power (battery) switch to the ‘1+2’ setting turns on the power to
both drive units simultaneously. Next, the two motor control switches should be turned to the
‘ON’ position. Finally, the individual toggle switches for the safety lights, headlights, and brake
releases can be flipped. The ARC is then fully powered and ready for deployment under the
control of a trained individual with the joystick.
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Width Adjustment Procedure
Before being deployed for fieldwork the ARC must have its width adjusted accordingly
to maneuver in the field. To determine the wheel to wheel width required operators have to
measure the furrow widths (if applicable) at the farm location. If the measured furrow widths are
within the range of adjustability for the chassis then adjustment of the rail and pin system can
begin. Before working on the chassis ensure it is powered off or in a state where it may be
worked on. Additionally have a clear workspace with ample room for moving around the chassis.
First, the chassis should be propped up on blocks or jacked up using existing equipment. Given
the weight of the system a group of 4 is recommended for lifting the chassis. Whatever is used to
raise the chassis off the floor should be placed under the drive units, the platform between the
wheels is an ideal location as are the corners. Once the chassis is raised, unscrew the bearing
blocks on one side of the chassis via the handles on them. For that same side remove the quick
release pins from the front and back, caution should be taken as the drive unit no longer is
securely attached to the main body and can slide if knocked off its supports. Then while guiding
the drive unit, lift up the side that has been loosened and slide the unit to the intended hole on the
static pin holder located on the longitudinal rails of the main body. With the holes of the
pinholders lined up the pins can be put through both sets of pin holders making sure that the
quick release of the pin engages under the static pin holder. Whatever was used to prop up the
drive unit at its prior location should now be placed under its new location allowing for the
chassis to be placed completely on its stand. The bearing blocks can now be tightened thus
locking the drive unit in place. This procedure is then repeated for the other drive unit in order to
reach the required width. Once the width has been adjusted and drive units are properly secured
to the main body the ARC can be removed from its stand and is ready for use.
Possible Modifications
If the lining up of the pinholders proves to be too difficult or cumbersome, further
tapering of the holes of pins can help reduce the accuracy needed to secure the drive units in
place. Currently both pinholders have countersunk holes from the direction the pins are meant to
enter and the pins come with tapered ends.
Field Operation
After initial startup and width adjustment the ARC can be deployed in the desired fields.
For driving over crops the drive units of the chassis should be in the furrows of the field. The
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operator would control the chassis’ speed depending on the task at hand. Drive cameras allow for
operator vision with direct lines of sight in front of and behind the chassis. Additional payloads
in the forms of sensors, cameras, and actuators are also controlled by the operator. Additional
cameras would be used for data collection on the crops and soil through machine vision, image
capturing, or thermal imaging. The robust structure of the chassis from the 80/20 aluminum rail
also allows for the attachment of systems such as a pesticide sprayer or a robotic-weeding
mechanism. While the drivetrain configuration of the ARC is sized to climb out of ditches and
furrows, the best practice to turn around after going down a row of crops would involve first
completely exiting the furrows it is driving in. After driving a safe distance away the operator
can use differential turning and line up with the desired furrows. As mentioned previously, the
ARC is designed to handle payloads and operate in an off-road environment, however caution
should still be taken to hazards or obstacles such as mud or steep inclines as to avoid having the
chassis get stuck or tip over. Additionally, if remote command to kill power or cease functions is
ineffective, manual power switches on the chassis can be quickly turned to either simultaneously
shut off power to both drive units, or to individually shut off power to the motor controllers. This
provides a redundant backup to the software ‘dead-man’ switch and allows for work to be done
on the chassis without risk of electrocution. After field operations have concluded the ARC can
be powered down to allow for transportation and maintenance.
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3. Drive Unit Subsystem
3.1 Introduction
Acting as a frame to house the Drivetrain subsystem as well as other necessary
components for operation, the Drive Unit was designed to be able to slide along the Main Body
while maintaining function and structural integrity. The ARC system has a single Drive Unit on
each side to be able to drive. The structure would have to be robust enough to survive use in the
field whilst being compact enough to operate between crops. Figure 3.1, shown below, is a
labeled overview of major components in the Drive Unit.
Width Adjustment
Mechanism

Batteries

Figure 3.1: Overview of the Drive Unit with labeled components. Note that the cover plates are
hidden and two batteries are transparent to allow for a clear view.

3.2 Design
The frame of a Drive Unit consists of 80/20 (1.5” x 1.5” and 1.5” x 3.0”) aluminum rails
connected by compatible gussets using the rail’s profile. The unit itself acts as a frame to hold
two wheels as well as the components to drive them, two Drive Units and the Main Body
assembly make up the full chassis. Drive Unit design follows closely to the CAD model
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consisting of a frame with various connected mounting and protection plates bolted on. The
bottom level of the Drive Unit is where the bearing blocks for the wheel shafts are mounted, the
upper platform is where electronics, motors, and batteries are stored. In particular a vertical plate
in between the batteries serves as the mourning space for electronics. Mounting holes and
clearance slots allow for the mounting of components and space for the chain respectively.
Removable side panels for the upper compartment allow for the protection of important
components from dirt, rain, and other debris that could pose an issue during the chassis’
operation. Due to previously stated complications and time constraints, solutions for protection
in the form of a top cover were unable to be designed and tested. As of now the top of the unit
only has the width adjustment mechanism, which corresponds to the matching mechanism on the
Main Body. The width adjustment mechanism takes advantage of the profile of the 80/20 rails
and uses sliding bearing blocks to determine the width of the chassis. To secure the drive units,
handles on the bearing blocks can be hand tightened and pins are dropped into existing positions
through the pinholders.

3.3 Expected System Requirements
Each drive unit of the ARC system is meant to house the half of the drivetrain
required to drive two wheels. Drive units must be able to fit within the furrows of a field with
enough clearance to not disturb or damage crops. Additionally, the design must be able to
withstand the forces imposed by not only the weight of components (batteries, electronics,
motors, etc.) but also the applied torques from the drivetrain. The Drive Unit must be robust
enough to support its projected weight of 250lbs, and the mounting plate in the center must
be able to support the 125 lb weight of the electronics. Modularity was also a factor in the
design and selection of extruded aluminum profile as the primary frame material. The
selection of 80/20 and its ecosystem of compatible parts allows for the mounting of future
auxiliary systems or design changes, which were both important goals of the design.
Given the prospective agricultural environment that the ARC will need to operate in,
there is a need for the drive unit to be able to operate in adverse conditions. In order for the
Drive Units to have uninterrupted operation, the electronics need to go without overheating.
Therefore, a requirement for the Drive Unit is that it remains within the optimal temperature
ranges of the electronics that it houses. The optimal and maximum temperatures of the
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electronics can be seen in Table 3.1. Although the temperatures in agricultural areas can
reach well over 100 ℉ , the Drive Unit must be designed to withstand a significant
temperature increase that may damage the electronics.
Table 3.1: Temperature requirements for Drive Unit electronics.
Electronic Component

Optimal Temperature
Range (℉ )

Maximum Temperature (℉ )

Motors

14 - 122

170

Motor Controller

5 - 185

194

Batteries

32 - 140

140

3.4 Alternatives and Tradeoffs
In choosing the frame material for the Drive Unit and overall chassis several options were
considered. Aside from aluminum T-slot other frame systems such as Unitstrut and different
stock metal tubing were looked into. Beginning with stock metals such as square tubing,
concerns about their strength as well as the amount custom machining required for a full sized
chassis were weighed. Hollow tubing was considered for its weight savings compared to a solid
piece of the same dimensions as well as the ability to have telescoping members which were
ideas from initial conceptual designs. However, to cut down on custom mounts and machining
jobs the choice was made to go with an established framing system such as Unistrut and 80/20,
both of which have large ecosystems of mounting hardware and compatible equipment. Since
modularity and being able to have modifications were driving design ideas the final choice was
made to move forward with 80/20 as it was felt that the profiles offered provided the most design
flexibility when it came to availability of mounting. Depending on the profile choses a single
piece would have mounts on the top, bottom, and sides of the profile.
The choice of aluminum as the rail material was also a tradeoff between factors like cost,
strength, and weight. Different steels could provide higher yield strengths allowing for more
robust designs that could hold more, however to transportation and overall wishes for the chassis
to be relatively light were also important. Buying such specialized profiles resulted in higher
upfront costs for frame materials when compared to buying stock and making our own custom
gussets with sheet metal. The higher upfront cost would mean less time and labor wasted on
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machining and designing things like gussets and mounts. Buying into a system like 80/20
allowed for relative ease in putting together the frame after cutting pieces the length. Aside from
some unavoidable mounts for certain components, less work requiring machine shops was
ensured. For our purposes and these reasons, 80/20 aluminum rails were found acceptable given
these considerations.

3.5 Analyses and Design Considerations
The quantity of critical electronics on the ARC made it necessary to perform thermal
analysis. Operation of the motors, batteries, and motor controller will generate heat and lead to a
rise in temperature within the drive unit. Additionally, the chassis will operate outside in fairly
warm regions that can have a temperature upwards of 110 ℉ . There is a possibility that the
combination of heat generated within the drive unit and the ambient environment can lead to
internal temperatures that may damage the electronics and impede the function of the ARC The
main objective of the thermal analysis was to validate the choices for ventilation in the chassis
and determine if the presence of additional coverage will lead to a drastic increase of internal
temperature.
Establishing the simulation required several alterations to the original drive unit model
and the default settings within Solidworks’ thermal simulation feature. To improve the speed of
the simulation, all of the components below the large mounting plate were removed since there
are no parts underneath that are in danger of overheating. L-brackets and other connecters were
also removed for the same reason. Figure 3.2 is an image of the modified model used in the
analysis. Meshing the model was difficult because of the complex geometry and interferences
between the parts taken from McMaster Carr. The motor assembly used in the full CAD model
of the ARC was replaced with a rectangle of similar overall dimensions to remove interference
issues and a curvature based mesh was used in place of a standard mesh. The mesh for the model
can be seen in Figure 3.3.
To simulate the heat generated by internal electronics of the drive unit, a series of heat
fluxes were applied to the batteries, motors, and motor controller. Two critical assumptions were
made when determining the magnitude of the heat fluxes: all of the electronics will constantly be
at their maximum voltage/current capacity and that all of the power generated by the electronics
would be converted to heat. While both of these assumptions are not representative of the
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realistic operation of the ARC, it seemed reasonable to run simulations with the most drastic
conditions to ensure that the chassis would be able to function in any condition without issue.
Other assumptions were that the heat generated by the electronics would radiate outwards evenly
through the surface of the electronics and that the outside of the drive unit would have the same
temperature as the environment. A heat flux was applied to each of the three major electronic
components of the drive unit and the magnitude of the fluxes was calculated from the
manufacturer specifications. The motors were rated for a maximum power of 660 Watts and that
compared to the surface area of 0.163m^2 lead to a calculated heat flux of 4037.98 W/m^2
(0.3556 Btu/sft^2). A similar process was used for the motor controller and batteries, which
yielded heat fluxes of 603.67 W/m^2 (0.0531 Btu/sft^2) and 420 W/m^2 (0.0370 Btu/sft^2).
Along with the heat fluxes, an applied temperature of 110 ℉ was applied to the cover plates of
the drive unit to represent the highest ambient temperature that the ARC will operate in. To get a
better understanding of the impact the heat fluxes have on the temperature of the electronics,
three additional simulations were run at 25%, 50%, and 75% of the aforementioned heat fluxes.
Figure 7.3 depicts the loads applied in the 100% heat flux simulations.
The side plates of the drive unit were designed with a pattern of holes in the corner to
help with ventilation of the drive unit. Two models were used for the thermal analysis to
determine if a top cover plate could be added to the drive unit. As is, there is not a plate covering
the top of the drive unit to better ensure that there is not any overheating, but the possibility of
having a top cover plate to better protect the electronics within the drive unit provided the
motivation for another simulation. Temperature plots for the simulation without and with a top
cover plate can be seen in Figure 3.5. The tabulated results from the simulations can be seen in
Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Summary of simulations conducted with a top cover. Note that the thermal factor of
safety is in reference to the batteries’ maximum allowable temperature of 140 ℉ .
Heat Flux Percentage

Maximum Temperature (℉ ) Thermal Factor of Safety

25%

113.9

1.23

50%

117.7

1.19

75%

121.5

1.15

100%

125.8

1.11
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Figure 3.2: Image of modified drive unit for thermal analysis. Everything below the mounting
plate has been removed and certain elements have been simplified.

Figure 3.3: Curvature-based mesh used in thermal analysis. A fairly fine mesh was used to
obtain more accurate results.
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Figure 3.4: Thermal loads applied in the simulation. A fixed temperature of 110 ℉ was applied
to the exterior of the model and the appropriate heat fluxes were applied to the electronics.
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Figure 3.5: Temperature plot of simulation with and without top cover plate. The image on the
left is from the simulation without a top cover and the image on the right has the top cover, but it
is hidden. These were conducted at 100% heat flux coming from the electronics.
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From the thermal analysis, it can be concluded that the chosen ventilation pattern and the
lack of a top cover plate keep the electronics below their maximum rated temperature. According
to the specifications of the electronics, the maximum temperature that the electronics can reach is
140℉ , as designated by the limit of the motor. Figure 7.4 shows that the motors reach a
maximum temperature of approximately 124.9℉ without a top cover plate, which is well below
their limit. Considering that the simulation was established with 2drastic thermal loads, it is
reasonable to conclude that the electronics should be fine under typical operating conditions.
Another conclusion is that the addition of a top cover plate leads to a 0.9 ℉ increase in the
temperature. Therefore, future efforts can be made to design and implement a top cover plate to
further protect the drive unit. Although the top cover plate removes the potential of convection to
help cool the electronics, it is believed that the cooling effect would be minimal. Since the ARC
would be moving at relatively low speeds, there would not be any significant decrease in
temperature due to the impact of forced convection. Thus, a top cover plate would not have any
substantial drawbacks but would have a great deal of upside as it pertains to protection from
water and debris. Originally, the vents on the sides of the drive unit were intended to be made of
plastic that can be 3D printed. However, the high operation temperature of ARC could
potentially melt the vents. From this, it is recommended that the vents be made of a lightweight
metal. The data in Table 1 shows a steady decrease in the maximum temperature as the heat
fluxes from the electronics decrease. It is not likely that the electronics will need to operate at
more than 75% of their power capacity, thus removing the threat of any overheating.
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4. Drivetrain Subsystem
4.1 Introduction
A drivetrain includes all components required to deliver driving power to the wheels of
the system. For the ARC this includes the motor, gearbox, motor controller, holding brake,
chain, and sprockets. An effective form of locomotion in an agricultural setting is very important
for the ARC to complete its tasks on the field. Figures 4.1 and 4.2, shown below, show labeled
components of the subsystem and a closeup of the wheel shaft bearing block assembly
respectively.

Motor and
Gearbox
Motor
Sprocket

Wheel
Sprocket

Figure 4.1: Front and side view of the Drivetrain on a Drive Unit with major subsystem
components labeled.
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Figure 4.2: Close up of a wheel shaft bearing block assembly. Two of these support the
Drivetrain wheel shaft on both ends.

4.2 Design
Currently the physical design for the Drivetrain subsystem consists of a single chain
driven wheel powered by a motor. Sprockets are mounted both on the motor and wheel shaft
with a holding brake mounted to the motor and gearbox assembly. To support each wheel
shaft two bearing block assemblies are mounted on the frame allowing for support of the
shaft on each end. An idler sprocket is additionally mounted on the Drive Unit’s frame to
provide tension in the chain and remove unnecessary slack in the system. A single Drive Unit
has two of these chain driven systems, one for each wheel, as well as a motor controller to
facilitate driving. Although not shown in the overview the motor controller would be
mounted on the electronics plate highlighted in the prior subsystem overview of the Drive
Unit. The motors themselves are mounted on the mounting plate of a Drive Unit and are
secured via brackets on the front of the motor configuration as well as over it. The chain then
loops through a slot in the upper platform down to the shaft of the wheel where it connects to
the sprocket on the wheel shaft. The idler sprocket is mounted on a diagonal support and can
be adjusted to provide the required tension as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The idler sprocket is mounted on the diagonal piece of the frame for
adjustability as needed.

4.3 Expected System Requirements
The drivetrain of the ARC system must be able to operate in agricultural settings
where things like dirt and mud can enter the system. Various types of wheels, tank treads,
and other forms of locomotion were considered given the environment. Wheels would have
to be able to support the weight of the overall design and motors would have to provide
enough torque to meet requirements based on factors like customer needs and environment.
As a complete system a requirement for the total weight of the ARC to be under 1000 lbs was
made to combat issues such as soil compaction as well as transportation of the system. Other
factors such as maintenance, cleaning, and assembly also were important in the design
process. Whichever choice of power transfer for the Drivetrain would have to fit within the
furrows of the field. Additionally, the Drivetrain would have to be able to meet the torque
requirements needed for the chassis to move at target speeds over various inclines. In
selecting a motor, analysis for our target field crawling and maximum speeds, 0.3 m/s and
0.7 m/s respectively, was done at inclines of 5, 15, and 45 degrees. Detailed analysis on
motor selection is present in chapter 7 of this document.
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4.4 Alternatives and Tradeoffs
When designing the Drivetrain, it was crucial to evaluate different options for
transmitting torque from the motors to the wheel shaft. Given the robotic nature of the ARC, the
use of a belt driven and chain driven seemed optimal because they could be easily mounted to
the gearbox and wheel shaft. Belt driven systems provide the advantage of minimizing jamming
and the need for lubrication, which are optimal for continual operation in the field. Belt driven
systems are known for their strength, simple maintenance, and they have the ability to operate in
wet and debris ridden conditions. Ultimately, a chain driven system was selected because it is
more robust and is better suited for operation in an agricultural environment.
The drive shaft was deemed as one of the most important components in the Drivetrain.
Due to the weight of the chassis and the associated torque required to move the ARC, it was
clear that the shaft would not only need to be durable, but also have sufficient corrosion
resistance to support movement in potentially wet environments. An additional requirement of
the shaft was that it needed to be keyed to fit with the selected wheel hub. Given the concern for
the weight of the drive unit, lighter materials like aluminum were considered for the wheel shaft.
However, the loading requirements of the shaft were deemed as higher priority because any
structural failure in the wheel shaft could prove catastrophic. With this consideration, steels were
also included as options for the wheel shaft. It was ultimately decided that 1045 carbon steel
would be used for the wheel shaft because it provided a good balance between strength and
corrosive resistance.
The decision to include a chain tensioner and an associated mount was made to ensure
consistent tension in the chain, there was the possibility that the tensioner was not needed for the
Drivetrain to operate. Since chains can be shortened to a desired length, there was an option to
simply shorten the chain to keep enough tension in the chain to transmit torque. This option
would have proved more cost effective because there would be no need for the custom idler
sprocket mount. However, including the idler sprocket significantly reduces the risk of losing
tension during the ARC’s operations. Therefore, the idler sprocket was crucial to allowing the
ARC to be implemented without the fear of structural failure or stopped motion.

4.5 Analyses and Design Considerations
The wheel shaft is a very involved component because it interfaces with the wheels,
bearing blocks, and chain driven sprockets. It is crucial that the wheel shaft is structurally sound
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as it receives torque from the motor and the load from the chassis. Any substantial failure or
deflection will lead to a major collapse of the drive unit and impede the ARC’s functionality.
Static loading, fatigue, and linear dynamic simulations were run on the wheel shaft to
verify that the subsystem will be able to sustain the load and torque requirements of the drive
unit. An optimal model for the simulation would consist of the wheel shaft, bearing
configuration, and the T-slot frame of the drive unit. However, the behavior of the wheel shaft
was the focus of the analysis. Therefore, the model was reduced to the wheel shaft, bearing, and
the T-slot directly attached to the bearing mounts. The T-slot was included to determine if they
will dampen any vibration within the model or have an impact on the resonant frequencies. An
image of the model can be seen in Figure 4.4. The model was loaded with a downward vertical
force of 250 lbs acting along the surface of the wheel shafts and an applied torque of 1503 lb-in
(176 Nm). The vertical load is meant to represent half of the weight of one drive unit which will
be supported by the wheel shaft and the applied torque corresponds to the maximum torque from
the motors. In place of using any fixed geometry, bearing fixtures were applied at the interfaces
of the wheel shafts and bearings. This was a more appropriate fixture because T-slot underneath
the bearings will not be fixed. A pin relation was added at the junction between the bearing and
bearing mount. An image of the standard mesh, applied loads, and fixtures can be seen in Figure
4.5. 1045 carbon steel was applied for the wheel shaft, 6061 aluminum was applied for the Tslot, and 304 stainless steel was applied to the bearings and bearing blocks.
Since this subassembly is the most critical subassembly in the drive unit, a thorough
analysis was performed to evaluate its rigidity and longevity. A static loading, fatigue,
frequency, and linear dynamic study were conducted on the subassembly with the
aforementioned loading conditions. The fatigue study was added to determine how many cycles
of the static loading that the subassembly could endure before failure. While the ARC is still in
development, the long-term goal is to have the chassis implemented and used in agricultural
products. Once it reaches that level of production, it will be vital that the expected life of the
chassis is located and included in future design decisions. The frequency study was performed to
isolate the resonant frequencies for the structure and determine if it is expected to oscillate near
any of those frequencies. The results of the simulations can be seen in Figures 4.5-4.10.
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Figure 4.4: Image of wheel shaft subassembly used in the simulations.

Figure 4.5: Image of the mesh, applied loads, and fixtures used in the analysis. Note that the
vertical load and torque are both indicated by the purple arrows.
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Figure 4.6: Image of von Mises stress plot of the subassembly under static load. Note that the
maximum stress occurs on the surface of the wheel shaft, close to the bearing interface.
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Figure 4.7: Image of displacement plot of the wheel shaft subassembly under static loading.
Note that this plot was fairly similar to the one generated by the linear dynamic study.
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Figure 4.8: Results of fatigue study conducted on the wheel shaft subassembly under static
loading.
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Figure 4.9: Table of resonant frequencies of the wheel shaft subassembly in the frequency study.
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Figure 4.10: Image of von Mises stress contour plot of the wheel shaft subassembly in a linear
dynamic study. Note that the image shows the 100th (final) step of the study.
The immediate reaction to the results of the four simulations was that the wheel shaft
should be able to sustain the loads placed on it by the motor and weight of the chassis. With a
yield strength of 45,000 psi, the wheel shaft has a safety factor of 1.716 compared to the
maximum stress of the static loading study. The linear dynamic study revealed lower stress
values in the subassembly, but the location of the maximum stress shifted to the bearing block.
The 304 stainless steel bearing blocks experienced a maximum stress of 3732 psi on its outer
flange, but this leads to a safety factor of 7.77 compared to the bearing’s yield strength of 29,000
psi. The results also indicated that resonance is unlikely to occur because the first modal
frequency is 204.18 Hz and it is unlikely that the drive unit would oscillate far beyond the motors
maximum frequency of 50 Hz since there will be a considerable damping from the drive unit’s
contact with the ground. As seen in Figure 4.8, the wheel shaft will be able to handle over 26,000
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cycles of the static loading before failure. The loading was set as zero based, which assumed that
the loading would be applied and removed in a cycle, rather than receiving loading at alternating
amplitude. Therefore, the load would have to be applied and completely removed for a cycle to
be completed. It is unlikely that the load would be completely removed from the wheel shaft
while the chassis is being used, so it is safe to conclude that it will take a considerable amount of
time before the shaft reaches the end of its life. Considering the severe loading conditions, the
results of the simulations suggest that the wheel shaft subassembly should be structurally sound.
The deflection seen in Figure 4.9 is minimal and does not provide any cause for concern.
The motor bracket is a critical component in the drive unit because it is intended to secure
the motor to the mounting plate while it is running. The torque requirements of the chassis
require that the motor operate at a fairly high speed, which could cause the motor and gearbox to
move. To prevent any damage to the motor assembly or the chain driven system attached to it, it
is imperative that the assembly remain in a fixed position while it operates. The motor bracket is
intended to secure the motor assembly through four connecting bolts that go into the sides of the
bracket and bond it to the mounting plate. The analysis in this subsection was conducted to
ensure that the motor bracket and the connecting bolts would not fail due to the stress created by
the motor’s operation or experience resonance. It was also imperative to include evaluation of
the E-plate connections because the chassis’ operation could be greatly hindered by a
disconnection of the motor controller that, while a rare occurrence, could still occur due to
abnormal movements in the chassis such as a sudden jerk in the driving system or aggressive
vibration from the motor due to a high torque output.
A linear dynamic study with an emphasis on time-modal analysis was conducted to get an
understanding of the stresses and resonant frequencies that will arise from running the motor. To
perform the simulation in a reasonable amount of time, the model of the drive unit was modified
to just the mounting plate, a simplified motor assembly, the motor brackets, the E-plate, and the
motor controller. Additionally, connecting bolts and nuts were added to hold the motor bracket in
place. A fine curvature based mesh was also used in the study. Figure 4.11 shows an image of
the model that was used in the simulation. An applied torque of 1503 lb-in (176 N-m) was
applied to the output shaft of the gearbox to simulate the maximum possible torque that can be
generated from the motor assembly. An additional force of 96.75 lbs along the surface of the
gearbox’s output shaft was included to represent the force applied from the chain. A vertical load
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of 150 lbs was also applied to represent the weight of the electronics and upper frame that will be
on top or above the mounting plate. The maximum torque was applied instead of the optimal or
rated torque values because the resonant frequency only depends on material properties and the
material of the model. The material for the model was assumed to be 304 stainless steel,
primarily because the manufacturer does not provide precise material of the motor on their
specifications sheet. Fixtures were added to the out edges of the mounting plate to represent the
T-slot that will be used as a support along the underside of the plate. Figure 4.12 depicts the
applied fixtures, loads, and the mesh. The results of the study consist of a von Mises stress plot, a
deflection plot, and a table of the resonant frequencies, which are in Figures 4.13-4.15.

Figure 4.11: Model used in motor bracket validation.
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Figure 4.12: Applied fixtures, loads, and the fine curvature based mesh that was used in the
motor bracket validation.
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Figure 4.13: von Mises stress plot from static loading study. Note that the maximum stress
occurs at the base of the gearboxes output shaft.
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Figure 4.14: von Mises stress plot from linear dynamic study.
Mode No .

1
2
3
4
5

Frequency (Rad/sec )

340.22
1,556.9
1,755.7
2,027
2,098.3

Frequency(Hertz)

54.148
247.79
279.43
322.6
333.95

Period (Seconds )

0.018468
0.0040357
0.0035788
0.0030998
0.0029944

Figure 4.15: List of first five resonant frequencies form the frequency study of the motor bracket
subassembly.
While the linear dynamic study shows that the subassembly will be able to sustain the
applied loads comfortably, the static study showed that there is not a large margin of safety. The
maximum stress in the static study was 26,770 psi and occurred at the surface of the gearbox’s
output shaft. This only allows for a safety factor of 1.08. While this does not suggest a direct
failure, there is not much confidence in the output shaft’s ability to handle continued application
of the applied loads. However, it should be noted that the simplified model of the motor and
gearbox was made as a singular part with the output shaft being a simple circular extrusion. In
reality, the output shaft has the ability to rotate, while the shaft in the model was a rigid
extension of the rest of the battery model. It is possible that making this simplification in the
model contributed to the high stress in the output shaft. Unfortunately, the complexities of the
actual motor and gearbox made it challenging to mesh and run any of the simulations. Another
relief is that the applied torque of 176Nm is the maximum torque for the gearbox. Typical
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operation of the drive unit will not require that much torque. Thus, the subassembly should go
without defect under static and dynamic loading. One unsettling conclusion is that the first
resonant frequency is 54 Hz, which is very close to the maximum 50Hz working frequency of
the motor. This corresponds with the motor’s maximum rate of 3000 rpm. Since our system will
be moving relatively slow and the gear ratio is high between the gearbox and motor, it is safe to
assume that the chassis will not even need to run the motors at their maximum rate. The addition
of the supporting T-slot and the entirety of the drive unit frame will add stiffness to the system
and prevent any detrimental resonance. Future teams may want to re-evaluate the analysis on this
subassembly and incorporate more of the drive unit’s frame to get a better understanding of the
structural integrity of the motor brackets, motor assembly, mounting plate, and e-plate.
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5. Main Body/Width Adjustment Subsystem
5.1 Introduction
To meet the desire for being able to operate in several types of crops the team was also
interested in designing a width adjustment subsystem. The idea behind this being that operators
could adjust the width of the chassis with relatively low effort and hardware requirements. Width
adjustment would ensure crops would remain undamaged by wheels traveling in the furrows.
The Main Body of the chassis itself would hold necessary components and payloads for field
operations. Figure 5.1, shown below, shows a labeled overview of the Main Body assembly.

Figure 5.1: Overview of the Main Body with labeled components.

5.2 Design
The current physical design for the main body closely follows the current CAD model
with the exception of the sheet metal “bucket” meant to contain components which was unable to
be manufactured due to time constraints and complications regarding COVID-19. Making up the
Main Body are two longitudinal 80/20 rails connected by a central platform that is designed to
house components required for operation of the chassis. The two longitudinal 80/20 rails (1.5” x
3.0”) run the entire width of the chassis and connect to the Drive Units, these rails also facilitate
the sliding of the Drive Units for width adjustment. Mounted on the outsides of the longitudinal
rails are the other half of the pin system to help secure the drive units at the desired width. This
static pinholder lines up with the other half of the pin system located on the Drive Units. The
central platform is made up of several 80/20 rails (1.5” x 1.5”) that span across as well as under
the two longitudinal rails creating a box-like compartment with the rails providing support on the
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sides and bottom of the box. Like the rest of the chassis, all connections between rails are made
using gussets compatible with the 80/20 system.

5.3 Expected System Requirements
The Main Body has to hold and protect components that are not mountable on other
parts of the chassis or require a central position. Proper enclosure of components, particularly
electronics, is important given the system's proposed operation in agricultural environments.
In order to properly provide clearance over crops the Main Body must be positioned above
the chosen crops of interest. Additionally, due to its position directly above crops the design
must be able to hold payloads that weigh less than 100 lbs. Such payloads can be any
auxiliary systems such as additional cameras or spraying systems that require a central
mounting position. Additionally the design should be able to handle extraneous loading
conditions caused by momentary uneven loading or uneven terrain on the field.

5.4 Alternatives and Tradeoffs
Similar to the Drive Units, the 80/20 aluminum rails are the material chosen to make
up the Main Body structure. As mentioned in the alternatives and tradeoff analysis for the
Drive Unit, the same line of thinking was used in choosing 80/20 for the Main Body.
Similarly the tradeoffs for the type of material used also follow the prior analysis. Design
considerations specific to the Main Body pertain to the design of the “bucket” and the width
adjustment mechanism. The bucket itself was originally a low priority design item due to
emphasis being put on initially getting Drive Units driving. Due to further complications and
time restraints imposed by COVID-19 this led to the “bucket” not being fully flushed out
design-wise nor manufactured. However, various designs for the bucket were considered.
Other ideas included the bucket being a thick piece of metal that could have threaded holes in
which components could be screwed onto. Having a dome cover was also considered to
allow for more room in mounting components but as previously mentioned these design
ideas were relatively low on the priority list. For alternative width adjustment mechanisms, a
telescoping design utilizing spring loaded pines, akin to those seen in adjustable crutches,
was considered. However the complicated nature of a robust enough springloaded system
combined with required operator effort pushed the design in the direction of drop in pins.
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Maintenance and cleaning of the width adjustment mechanism were also taken into
consideration given the nature of the project's purpose. An enclosed system like telescoping
spring loaded pins would be hard to maintain if dirt or debris got in the system.

5.5 Analyses and Design Considerations
The interface between the pin, static pinholder, and dynamic pinholder is a necessary
sub-component because it prevents the drive units from unwanted width adjustments. It is critical
that the pin and pinholders be strong enough to endure any applied load without fracture or
deflection to provide a consistent chassis width. A static loading simulation was conducted to
examine the strength of the pin and its ability to sustain an immense load without failing. Figure
5.2 shows a CAD model of the pinholder interface that was used in the simulation. In the
simulation, a 250lb load was applied horizontally along the surface of the pin. This was meant to
represent a drastic case, where the pin would be subjected to the full weight of one drive unit.
Stress and displacement plots were generated to evaluate the pin. Figure 5.3 is a stress plot
showing the stress distribution in the pin.

Figure 5.2: CAD model used to evaluate the pinholder interface.
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Figure 5.3: Stress contour plot of pin under an applied horizontal load of 250lbs. Note that the
pinholders are hidden so that the stress distribution on the pin’s surface can be seen.
Figure 5.3 shows that the pin will endure a maximum stress of approximately 18ksy. The
pin itself has a yield strength of 68ksi, which results in a safety factor of 3.72. The maximum
deflection in the pin was 0.00018 inches. These results instill confidence in the pin’s ability to
sustain any potential load that may be applied to it during the chassis’ operation.
To accommodate for the width modulation system, a supplementary mechanism for
lifting the chassis must be incorporated. Future endeavors can be placed towards developing such
a mechanism, but there are certain components and support placements that are more plausible
for the ARC The 8 ft long T-slot that stretches across the entirety of the chassis is a potential
contact spot for a jacking or lifting mechanism. The T-slot was evaluated for its potential to
support such a mechanism in the future without any significant stresses or deflection.
A static and fatigue analysis were conducted to evaluate the T-slot’s ability to support the
entire load of the chassis. The analysis was conducted on one of the 8ft segments of T-slot for
simplicity. An applied load of 125lbs was applied to each of the ends at planes similar to the size
of the gripping attachments used to connect the main body and the drive unit. The load was
meant to represent half of the weight of the two drive units, since each long segment of T-slot
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supports half of the chassis. Two versions of the simulation were run with different fixture
conditions. The first simulation only had a fixture at the center while the second simulation had a
fixture at the center and at the ends. An image of the mesh and the applied loads and fixtures for
the two simulations can be seen in Figure 5.4. The fatigue analysis was conducted by comparing
the stress endured by the T-slot and putting it against an S-N curve, which was based on the
material selection of 6061 aluminum. A von Mises stress plot and displacement plot in Figures
5.5 and 5.6.
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Figure 5.4: Image of the two sets of loading conditions used in the simulations. The top picture
is from the simulations with a fixture in the middle and the bottom is an image of T-slot with a
fixture in the middle and the ends.
The results from the static loading studies suggest that the T-slot does have the capability
to be used as a contact point for a future jacking system, but only under certain loading
conditions. As seen in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the T-slot endures less stress and deflection when it
has the additional fixtures at its ends. Failure will occur if the T-slot is lifted solely at the middle
but with supports at the end, the safety factor rises to 2.06. The deflection also drops
significantly. Having supports at the ends ensures that the T-slot will not deflect and damage any
of the width modulation or connective parts of the chassis. While the current scope of the project
does not involve the design of any jacking or lifting mechanism, having these results will prove
beneficial for future groups as they look for ways to facilitate the width adjustment of the ARC.
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Figure 5.5: Image of von Mises plots from the two sets of static loading studies. The top image
represents the loading condition with only a fixture in the middle and the bottom image is for the
loading condition with a fixture in the middle and at the end.
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Figure 5.6: Image of deflection plots from the two sets of static loading studies. The top image
represents the loading condition with only a fixture in the middle and the bottom image is for the
loading condition with a fixture in the middle and at the end.
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The current design of the ARC’s main body consists of a thin plate that is bent to fit into
the center T-slot structure and form a bucket. It is required that the main body be able to support
the load of any payload that is attached to it without major deflection or fracture. The current
design should only be seen as a first iteration because the actualized design should be more
robust and allow more room for future additions to the chassis. However, it is crucial to verify
that the current design can support significant payload so that future teams have something to
build from. Therefore, a static load study was conducted to determine how the main body will
behave while operating with a payload.
The model for the main body consists of the central “bucket” and the immediate T-slot
connections. While the overall purpose of the simulations was to confirm that the main body can
support the load, two separate simulations with different load positioning were run to see how
that affects the main body’s structure. In the first simulation, the weight of the payload is applied
to the inner surface and bottom surface of the bucket. This is meant to represent the situation
where the payload hangs directly from the bucket while other materials (such as an onboard
computer or other stored electronics) also reside inside the bucket. In the second simulation, the
weight of the payload is applied to the bottom surface of the T-slot below the bucket instead of to
the bottom surface of the bucket. The configuration of the T-slot makes it more optimal for
mounting, thus it was imperative to investigate this simulation to validate that idea. In both
simulations, a payload weight of 300 lbs was applied in both simulations to access the maximum
allowable weight of for the payload. Any payload beyond 300 lbs would bring the total chassis
weight near its limiting weight of 1000 lbs. While the material of the bucket has not been
finalized, 6061 aluminum was used because it is lightweight and readily available. Figure 5.7
shows the model of the main body, while Figures 5.8 - 5.11 show the von Mises stress plots and
deflection plots for the simulations.
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Figure 5.7: Image of model used in main body analysis.
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Figure 5.8: von Mises stress plot for simulation with payload applied to the bucket.
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Figure 5.9: von Mises stress plot for simulation with payload applied on the T-slot.
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Figure 5.10: Displacement plot for simulation with payload applied to the bucket.
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Figure 5.11: Resultant displacement plot of simulation with payload applied to T-slot.
Table 5.1: Summary of results from static loading and fatigue studies on the main body.
Simulation Type

Maximum Stress
(psi)

Factor of Safety

Maximum
Deflection (inch)

Payload on Bucket

793.8

10.07

0.00451

Payload on T-slot

3121

2.563

0.01437

The results in the above figures and Table 5.1 show that the current design of the main
body is capable of supporting 300 pounds of payload without significant yielding or deflection.
The optimal scenario is that the payload is supported by the bucket rather than the T-slot because
that leads to less stress and deflection, but either configuration provides sufficient support for the
load. While the results suggest that the main body is stable, it does not account for any
fluctuating movement of the payload and assumes that the weight is distributed uniformly.
Making these changes in the analysis may provide additional insight into the main body’s
structural integrity.
Since the current design of the bucket consists of sheet metal, it is unlikely that an
adequate mounting system can be attached for the payload. Future teams can choose to redesign
the bucket to make it more robust and accommodating for a mounting system, or they may
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decide to utilize the T-slot for mounting. The results of this study show that either would be
acceptable. There is also the possibility of completely redesigning the main body to better
support the functionality of a desired payload. At this time, a final decision on future payload has
not been made, but future teams can use that to dictate how they alter the main body. As is, the
current design shows no cause for alarm in regard to the weight of future payload.
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6. Software Subsystem
6.1 Functional Requirements
Table 6.1. Requirements Table.
Category

Requirements

Drive Logic

Skid Steering, joystick controlled

Safety

Deadman switch, kill switch

Video Transmission

Two 640p feeds at 20FPS

Data Logging

Motor data, 2Hz minimum

6.1.1 Drive Logic
One of the main functional requirements of our system includes the ability to manually
operate the system. The chassis must use a skid steering control style to avoid the need for wheel
steering, which may prove to be difficult on muddy terrain. This is to be controlled by a standard
off-the-shelf joystick.
6.1.2 Safety
Multiple physical kill switches will be integrated between the components of the system.
This should make it easy to override and selectively shut off power to components in case of an
emergency. Only two explicit driving speeds limits will be enabled during operator control
(driving and crawling), both of which are slow enough to avoid unnecessary accidents. A
deadman switch should be required to be triggered at all times to enable joystick control of the
ARC. Another button on the joystick should also function as a kill switch to end any ROSrelated computing processes on the on-board computer.
6.1.3 Video Transmission
To properly and safely operate the ARC, the operator should have a reliable method of
viewing the surroundings of the ARC through a video feed. The operator should specifically be
able to view objects in front and behind the ARC. Given the low speed of the chassis, this feed
only needs to be at least 640p at 20FPS.
6.1.4 Data Logging
This chassis will undergo multiple years of development to refine and perfect. However,
it will consistently undergo changes with different teams implementing various features and
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inventing robot designs. It is crucial that there is a straightforward data logging solution for
development and debugging purposes. The data logging module should track various motor data
(e.g. speed, power, current draw, etc.) at a minimum of 2Hz. This feature should also
accommodate a number of different data logging plugins as necessary (e.g. rosbag, rqt_bag, etc.).

6.2 Non-Functional Requirements
6.2.1 Ease of Use
The system should be straightforward to use and control with minimal training required
(under one hour). Steering inputs should be explicit and intuitive. Components that are projected
to be replaced often (batteries, wheels, computers, etc.) should remain modular and thus easy to
replace. Software-reliant hardware, such as joysticks, cameras, or motor controllers, should be
easily reconfigurable and not require major changes to the code to work properly.
6.2.2 Modularity
As stated previously, this team is the first of a multi-year effort. In addition, the
fundamental purpose of this chassis is for future teams to be able to take it and easily refine and
make changes. The code should be minimally coupled and highly cohesive. Each module should
be as independent from one another and self-contained as possible, while communication
between modules should be kept at a relative minimum.

6.3 Technology Stack and Rationale
6.3.2 Libraries and Drivers
Robotic Operating System (ROS) will be the main set of libraries upon which the
software will be built. ROS has many tools that are great for creating general purpose robots.
Additionally, the ROS community provides semi-regular updates to common ROS libraries that
are crucial to our project. roscpp provides a client library to use to quickly interface with various
aspects of ROS. joy provides a library to interface and transmit inputs from a joystick. usb_cam
is a well-built driver that transfers the video feed from a USB camera to various ROS topics. We
will be specifically using ROS12 (Melodic), as it currently offers a stable release with a
reasonable end-of-life date. A separate RoboteQ API, used to interface with the RoboteQ motor
controllers in the system, will be integrated and used in the software.
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6.3.3 (Robot) Operating System
Our operating system of choice is Ubuntu (x86 architecture), specifically version 18.04 to
work with ROS12. Ubuntu's open-source nature has made it one of the most popular and thus
most tested and compatible operating systems for ROS.
6.3.1 Programming Language
The majority of the source code of our system will be written in C++. This provides
extremely dynamic and high-performance interfacing with ROS. This also works well in parallel
with the RoboteQ API, which is written in C++.
6.3.4 Modularity
As we are the first group of what is intended to be a multi-year project, it is vital that we
create a highly modular system. Various modules of the system should be fairly self-contained
and only loosely coupled to other modules. This will allow future groups to expand on the
system and benefit from high levels of code reuse. Each module would ideally be able to
function independently from each other

6.4 Use Cases
For the scope of the first year of this project, we are planning to provide the operator with
just the core functionalities. As per Figure 6.1, the operator should be able to drive the chassis
(accelerating/decelerating to specific speeds and rotating), continuously monitor the video feed,
and log motor data if desired. Most importantly, the operator should be able to shut off the entire
system in case of an emergency with just one button.

6.5 Final System Design
6.5.1 Data Flow
Figure 6.2 below provides a simple view of the data that flows through our system. The
diagram is split into two main categories: edge nodes, which consist of all the components
physically on the ARC system, and the computer. In addition, a joystick will be interfacing with
the computer, which is intended to offer wireless control in the near future.
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Figure 6.2. Basic Data Flow between Modules.
6.5.2 ARC API
Figure 6.3 below shows a UML diagram of the provided RoboteQ API, as well as the
custom ARC API that uses the RoboteQ API. The ARC API runs two instances of the
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RoboteqDevice class, one for each controller on board (left and right). It also implements various
features, most notably the translation of navigational (Twist) messages into their corresponding
motor commands (this is where differential steering is implemented). Several other functions can
also be called to retrieve various data from the motors such as power, speed, amperage, etc.
ARC
- - nh : ros::NodeHandle
- - vel_sub : ros::Subscriber
- _log_pub : ros::Publisher
- _port_O : string
- _port_ 1 : string
- -- I canNodelD : int

RoboteqDevice

- _r_canNodelD : int
- _!_controller:

RoboteqDevice

- _r_controller:

RoboteqDevice

- device_fd : int
- fdO : int
- handle : int

- controllerCallback(const
geometry_msgs::Twist::ConstPtr

&) : void

# lnitPort(void) : void

+ connect(void) : int

# Write(string) : int

+ disconnect(void) : void

# ReadAll(string &) : int

+ motor_on(const bool &, canst int&) : void

20 #

lssueCommand(string,

string, ...) : int

+ motor_off(const bool &, canst int&) void

+ lsConnected(void) : bool

+ get_battery_voltage(const

+ Connect(string) : int

+ get_command(const

bool &) : int

bool &, canst int&) : int32_t

+ Disconnect(void) : void

+ get_power(const bool &, canst int&) : int32_t

+ SetConfig(int, int[, int]) : int

+ get_speed(const bool &, canst int&) : int32_t

+ SetCommand(int[, int[, int]]) : int

+ get_amperage(const

+ GetConfig(int[, int&], int) : int

+ make_log(void):

bool &, canst int&) : int32_t

arc::MotorControllerDatalog

+ GetValue(int[, int&], int) : int

Figure 6.3. RoboteQ and ARC API UML Diagram.
6.5.2 System Architecture
All decisions made with regards to the way data flows through the system was made with
future expandability and modularity in mind. Figure 6.4 below shows how all of the actual ROS
nodes are linked to each other when the entire system is running. A joy_node accepts inputs
from an attached joystick, which it publishes to the joy topic as Joy messages. The arc_teleop
node reads these messages, converts it to Twist messages, and publishes them to the arc/cmd_vel
topic (which is important because future autonomous navigation nodes will likely publish in
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some form of Twist messages). These messages are then received by the arc_main node, which
runs an instance of the ARC API described above. This API converts these Twist messages to
the corresponding motor commands and implements skid steering. Finally, the arc_main node
also publishes various motor data (speed, power, etc.) to the arc/motor_logs topic, which can be
read and saved by a variety of tools, whichever works best for the specific situation. Due to the
one-to-many nature of ROS Topics, multiple logging tools can be used simultaneously with
minimal performance consequences.
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Figure 6.4. Node Graph of the Full ARC System.
6.5.4 Command Input Conversions
The initial conversion from Joy to Twist messages is fairly straightforward. Upon
verifying that the deadman switch was triggered, the linear and angular Joy inputs are stored in
their corresponding Twist message locations. If these inputs need to be scaled down to the lower
speed setting, they are done so accordingly.
The second conversion from Twist to actual motor commands is more complex. The
system currently uses a simple formula derived for systems with relatively low computational
power, where Left/Right represent left and right commands respectively, |x| for the absolute
value of the linear Twist command, and z representing the angular Twist command:
Left = |x| - z
Right = |x| + z
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// if trigger control button is pressed to enable control
functionality
if(joy->buttons[this->_enable] == 1) {
twist.linear.x = joy->axes[this->_linear];
twist.angular.z = joy->axes[this->_angular];
// if need to downscale
if(joy->axes[this->_speed] <= 0.0) {
twist.linear.x *= this->_low_speed_factor;
twist.angular.z *= this->_low_speed_factor;
}
} else {
twist.angular.z = 0;
twist.linear.x = 0;
}

Figure 6.5: Joy to twist conversion
double abs_x = twist->linear.x;
if(abs_x < 0.0) abs_x = -abs_x;
double left_command = abs_x - twist->angular.z;
double right_command = abs_x + twist->angular.z;
// limit commands to 1.0 ==> 100%
if(left_command > 1.0) left_command = 1.0;
if(right_command > 1.0) right_command = 1.0;
// negate commands if in reverse
if(twist->linear.x < 0.0) {
left_command = -left_command;
right_command = -right_command;
}

Figure 6.6: Twist to motor commands
This works well for rotating in place (otherwise known as point rotation), but doesn’t
account for the distance between the wheels for proper turning commands (requirements for such
are well described in a paper by G.W. Lucas [6-1]). This was put off for future teams due to not
having a completed system to conduct tests on and the extra complications derived from the
adaptable width of the system in the intended design.
6.5.5 Data Logging Capabilities
As mentioned above, data logging is handled by the ARC API, which makes use of the
RoboteQ API. The ARC API can retrieve information regarding the following four attributes of
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each of the four motors: motor command applied, power output applied, RPM, and current draw.
In addition, battery voltage can also be tracked. Additional applicable metrics can also be added
and monitored with ease through the API. These are monitored at a minimum of 2Hz, but will
run faster when the system anticipates a change in system metrics (i.e. when a change in joystick
input is detected). Additional testing needs to be conducted on a fully built system to verify the
resolution of these metrics, but from our preliminary bench tests they seem to be promising.
6.5.6 Installation and User Manual
Installation and program running instructions can be found in Appendix H.
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7. Mechatronics Subsystem
7.1 Introduction
The mechatronics subsystem of the ARC consists of the motors, motor controllers,
batteries, and all necessary circuitry components. Additional auxiliary electronic components
include safety features, headlights, and safety lights.
Torque and speed analysis was completed in order to determine what motor would be
required for us to proceed with operations across challenging terrain. Electronics analysis
provided information on the expected power requirements for the motors and other required
components for the overall system. This allowed for an informed decision while selecting
batteries for the main power supply.
Working in conjunction with the software subsystem, PID motor speed control was
implemented.

7.2 Expected System Requirements
The highest priority requirement for the mechatronics subsystem was to power a
sufficiently sized motor configuration. Notably, our customer emphasized the desire for the ARC
to be powerful enough to drive across the furrows in a field. The need for powerful motors
further influenced the other electrical components as they need to endure high current loads.
Additionally, the motors and associated gearboxes need to allow the ARC to reach its desired
maximum speed which is 0.7 m/s (see Section 1.8). It was also expected that the ARC would
have a run time per charge at or above 2 hours. Ideally, farms would deploy the ARC almost 24
hours a day. Therefore, the battery supply system had to be designed to be quickly replaced, for
charging and battery exchanges. Additional mechatronics requirements include a lighting system
for both safety and night operations, as well as regulated voltages for future auxiliary payloads.
Finally, with the high voltages and currents found in the mechatronics system, safety was a
paramount expectation, resulting in redundant safety features.
The expected design requirements led to the development of a preliminary electronic
block diagram, seen in Figure 7.1 that guided the electronic design.
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Figure 7.1. Preliminary Electronic Block Diagram.

7.3 Motor Analysis and Design Considerations
To select the proper motor configuration that fulfills the expected capabilities of the
ARC, product specifications were used to drive the decision-making process. The driving factors
for the motor-sizing calculations were the projected mass of the system, the incline of the
ground, as well as the required speeds of the system. The projected mass and the ground
inclination largely influenced the torque requirements of the motor.
7.3.1 Initial Mass Budget
Sizing the motor was one of the first tasks accomplished for the project due to it being
critical to the overall design and outcome of the project. Based on the early sketches and design
ideas, the mass of required components was estimated in Table 7.2, giving a total initial mass
budget of 453 lbs. Rounding this number to 500 lbs, a factor of safety of 2 was applied. This
gave a maximum mass of 1000 lbs. Sizing the motors for total weights well above those
expected allowed for flexibility in design improvements, such as larger wheels, more batteries
per drive units, and additional structural aluminum.
7.3.2 Ground Inclination
In addition to the overall mass of the chassis, the incline of the ground also largely
influences the required torque abilities of the motor. The needs of the customer lead to the
designation of the maximum incline. The customer wants the ARC to be able to traverse
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horizontally across beds of crops, as it would take excessive time for the ARC to travel all the
way to the end of a row to simply change rows. Thus, the motors in the ARC are sized to climb a
45° incline, modeling the slopes of furrows.
7.3.3 Torque Assessment
As previously mentioned, the mass and ground incline values were primary factors in the
torque calculations. From the mass budget and with the factor of safety discussed in Section
7.3.1, the weight used for calculations was 1000 lbs. With this in consideration, the torque
requirements are tabulated in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1. Calculated torque requirements for 1000 lb mass at variable inclines.
Angle of Incline (°)

Torque [Nm]

5

25

15

63

45

163

7.3.4 Speed Assessment
Interviews with the customer and end-users influenced the decision for the ARC to be
able to run at the speeds of 0.28 m/s and 0.70 m/s. The lower of the speeds is the designated field
crawling speed, which is necessary for the auxiliary functions to have enough time to perform
their operations. The higher speed of 0.70 m/s was chosen in order to accommodate the end users
in the case that they want the ARC to traverse terrain at a faster rate. This would be helpful if a
farmer wanted the ARC to travel quickly to a different section of the farm before performing an
auxiliary function.
7.3.5 Motor Selection
As a result of the torque and the speed assessments, the DB87L01-S motor from Nanotec
was chosen for all four motors after an extensive search [7-1]. Alongside this motor selection,
featured in Figure 7.2, is a precision planetary gearbox with a ratio of 1:60 and an installed brake
[7-2]. Besides meeting the specifications, this configuration also met other important project
needs. The company Nanotec provides good documentation on the abilities and physical
dimensions of the motor, which increases their helpfulness to future senior design teams on this
project. Additionally, they offer a flexible range of options in terms of encoders and brakes.
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Lastly, Nanotec provides the service of mounting the gearbox and brake to the motor, which
simplified the manufacturing and assembly process for the team.
Table 7.2. Approximated preliminary mass budget based on major components used to size
motors.
ARC Component Category
Sprayer device

Chassis

Electronics

Total

ARC Component

Mass (lbs)

Tank

72

Sprayer mechanism

5

6105 Aluminum Rail

44

Solid Aluminum Bars

35

Hollow Aluminum Bars

21

Wheels

100

Motor Configuration

58

48V Battery

98

Laptop

5

Main Setup

2

Camera Configuration

3

Sensors

5

Lights

5
453

75

GPLE80-3S-60-F87

Brake-BKE-2,0-6 ,35

Precision planetary gearboxes

Brake

D887L01-S
Brushless DCmotor

Figure 7.2. Motor configuration selection purchased from Nanotec.
As seen in Figure 7.3, the different torque operating points expected for field operations
all fit below the motor curve. The lowest operating point, at 25 Nm for an rpm of 15 is expected
to be used most frequently. The higher operating points are expected to only be used when
traversing over a hill or bed of crops. While the lowest operating point is not close to the peak
efficiency of the motor, this is a necessary trade-off since the motor is still able to operate at a
variety of desired torques and speeds.
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Figure 7.3. Motor curve with expected torque operating points at varying degrees of incline and
speeds. The green dots represent 25 Nm at a 5°, the yellow dots represent 63 Nm at 15°, and the
red dots at 163 Nm at 45°.
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7.4 Electronic Analysis and Design Considerations
The design of the electronic systems started by creating a preliminary power budget in
order to first select and acquire the batteries to be used as the main power supply.
7.4.1 Power Budget
The first step in the electronic analysis was to create a preliminary power budget. This
budget, included in Table 7.3, includes initial power estimates for all electrically powered
components planned to be included with the robot. With estimates of power, voltage, and current
for the overall system, potential power supply sources were identified.
Table 7.3. Preliminary power budget of electronic chassis components. One important note is
that while the rated current for the motors is 17.95 A, they can reach a peak current of 53.85 A.
Total Rated
Total
Power per
Number of Power Current Current
Component
Voltage (V) Component (W) Components
(W)
(A)
(A)
Motors

48

440

4

1760

17.95

71.8

On-Board Driving
Node (NUC)

19

50

1

50

2.63

2.63

Cameras (driving)

5

5

3

15

1

3

Lights

12-24

24

2

24

2

2

Brake Override

24

11

4

44

0.46

1.83

From Table 7.3, it is clear that the main power draw for this system is the four motors. As
the motors draw the most current, their performance will have the greatest impact on battery run
time, making it an important consideration for battery selection. As the motors have a rated
voltage of 48V, all motor analysis was conducted using a 48V DC motor curve. Therefore, in
order to ensure our system reaches the speed and torque levels needed, 48 volts need to be
applied across each of the motors. To minimize the overall voltage of the main power supply, all
four motors will be wired with their controllers in parallel, so the power source only needs to be
48 V.
7.4.2 Battery Selection
The main customer for this chassis, the Robotics System Laboratory, expressed a desire
to use Lead Acid batteries for the main power supply. The main reasoning behind this was to
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mitigate the safety concerns and testing delays possible from EHS restrictions on other battery
chemistries. Some of the specifications considered while searching for battery options included,
size, price, capacity, and voltage. Our motors need 48 V, however most lead acid batteries have a
voltage of 12 V. Therefore, in order to achieve an overall supply voltage of 48 V, four 12 V lead
acid batteries were wired in series. When batteries are wired in series, the voltages are added
together, however the capacity of the overall power supply remains constant. The theoretical run
time for a battery power supply is given by equation 7.1.
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 [ℎ𝑟] = 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 [𝐴𝐻]/ 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 [𝐴]

[7.1]

Based on customer needs, the overall goal for the run time of the chassis is approximately
2 hours. With all components running at maximum conditions, giving a total rated current of
81.26 Amps, a two hour run time would require a capacity of 163 AH. However, without greatly
increasing the number of batteries used and the overall weight of the system, 163 AH is a
relatively large battery capacity. Concerns over battery capacity were reduced, when the final
ARC design included the two drive units. Each unit would individually carry four batteries,
powering only two motors. This doubled battery capacity and run time. Furthermore, the
estimated battery capacity for 2 hours was very conservative, assuming maximum current draw
at all times, which is not expected in field operations.
The final battery selected was the Duracell Ultra 12V 35AH AGM SLA Battery with M6
Insert Terminals [7-1] (see Figure 7.4 ).

Figure 7.4. Duracell Ultra sealed lead acid battery. Four of these batteries would be wired in
series to achieve an overall voltage of 48V and capacity of 35 AH.
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This battery was selected because it is relatively small at 24.56 lbs, with a width of 5.12
in, a height of 6.57 in, and a length of 7.68 in. This battery also has a unit cost of $90 and is
easily picked up in a local store in San Jose. This particular battery is also well proven and is
commonly used for wheelchairs and electric scooters in hospitals. The main drawback of this
battery is the low overall capacity of 35 AH. While running at the rated max power, the
estimated runtime for the chassis with eight of the Duracell 12 V batteries is 57 minutes. During
practical running of the chassis however, the expected operating points are all well below the
48V curve, meaning the power draw will be significantly less than the max rated power for the
motors. Therefore, the run time is expected to be much greater than the conservative estimate
based on equation 7.1. A total of eight batteries were purchased. Ideally, a user would have two
sets of eight batteries. When the first set runs low on charge, they can easily be swapped out,
allowing for extended operations of the chassis system. The set not in use at any one time would
then be charging.
7.4.3 Future Battery Improvements
With the successful implementation of the lead acid battery supply, in the future, and
with additional funding, the power supply can be improved by using Lithium Ion batteries. The
ideal next step improvement for batteries in the Optimum Battery 12V 35AH Deep Cycle
Lithium Ion Battery [7-4] (see Figure 7.5). The price of this battery increases to $450 per unit,
however, gives the advantage of having a weight of only 10 lbs, with a length of 6.88 in, a width
of 4.09 in, and a height of 6.49 in. Lithium Ion batteries also have the advantage of holding their
charge for a much greater amount of cycles than traditional lead acid batteries. Even further
battery improvement could come from increasing the capacity of the batteries. This is possible
for lithium ion batteries. The weight would only increase to within the range of lead acids,
however the price quickly climbs into the range of multiple thousands of dollars.
7.4.4 Wiring Width Adjustment
A major concern during the mechanical design brainstorming of the chassis width
modulation was how the wiring would react to the multiple width settings. Therefore, underneath
the main body of the chassis, cable wire carrier chains were planned to be included (see Figure
7.6). This would hold all necessary wires together and allow them to easily adjust in the width
direction. This component was not necessary for the assembly of individual drive units, and was
therefore cut from the modified system assembly due to COVID-19.
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Figure 7.5. Lithium ion battery with the same voltage and capacity of the lead acid battery
selection.

7.5 System Final Design
7.5.1 Wire Gauge Selection
Most of the wire gauges were predetermined based on the Nanotec motor assembly. The
wiring for the motor poles was 16 AWG, while the wiring for the motor’s hall sensors and brakes
were 22 AWG. The wiring to connect the batteries in series and to connect the power supply to
the motor controller was chosen to be 8 AWG. This decision was based on recommendations
found in the motor controller user guide. The selection of fuses and switches was also based on
the larger 8 AWG sizing. Due to the different wire gauges used, Faston connectors had to be
purchased for all three sizes.

Figure 7.6. Uxcell Black Plastic Drag Chain Cable Carrier 10 x 15mm.
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7.5.2 Motor Controller Selection
The Robotics Systems Laboratory is very familiar with Roboteq motor controllers and
therefore the search for motor controllers was heavily focused on Roboteq models. The final
selection was the Roboteq FBL2360 Motor Controller, as seen in Figure 7.7.

Figure 7.7. Roboteq FBL2360 Motor Controller.
Some of the main reasons behind selecting this motor controller is that it can handle up to
60 volt of input and 60 amps of current. It is also a dual channel motor controller, meaning it can
simultaneously control two motors. This allowed for only one motor controller being needed per
drive unit. The controller also had simple connectors for integrating the hall sensors.
7.5.3 Safety Features
During the electronic design process, extensive research, calculations, and
communication with Nanotec were carried out. Due to the possibility of a peak motor current of
54 A, the design was heavily focused on ensuring safety both during manufacturing and field
use. Redundant safety features were included as follows:
●

Battery Boxes: Protects batteries from any impact and/or leakages. Also protects
contacts. Provides easier movement of batteries in and out of the system.

●

Battery Quick Disconnects: Allows for battery wires to be pulled free of the rest of the
system. This also provides easier battery removal in field operation when batteries need
to be recharged.

●

40 Amp Fuse: Provides an immediate current cutoff if the current reaches 40 A.
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●

Battery Master Switch: Can be used to power off one drive unit individually or cut off all
power at once.

●

Motor Controller Switch: Used to power the motor controller on and off.

●

Joystick 'Dead-Man' Switch: The red trigger button on the joystick must always be
pressed down by the user to provide any signal from the controller to the motor.

●

Joystick Emergency Trigger: The striped thumb trigger button on the joystick may be
pressed at any time to force the ROS program to shutdown, halting all software
processes.

7.5.4 Preliminary Motor Bench Configuration
Once all major electric components were selected and ordered, the first benchmark to
achieve was to implement control on a single motor. Using the provided documentation from
both Nanotec and Roboteq (Appendix F.6), a preliminary motor circuit was assembled as seen in
Figure 7.8. With this initial circuit one motor was successfully controlled. At first just directional
control was implemented, which was later followed by speed control. For speed control, first PI
control was implemented, followed by PID control. This single motor circuit also verified the
overall electronic design before continued electronic assembly.

Figure 7.8. Annotated motor circuit for preliminary bench setups to power and control a
single motor.
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7.5.5 Complete Design
The final motor circuit for the drive units remained the same as seen in the bench test in
Figure 7.8. For the entire ARC the circuitry design was repeated in both drive units, connected
by a dual battery switch, which allows for either a single or for both drive units to be powered at
once. The final complete electronic schematic is found in Figure 7.9.
In addition to the main motor circuits, other electronic items included in the final design
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Figure 7.9. Full electronic schematic for the ARC with two connected drive units.
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include a 48V to 24V voltage regulators, LED headlights, and amber flashing safety lights. The
headlights help meet a customer need of operating at night and the amber lights provide added
visibility in the field for safety. The brakes were included in the motor assembly and pre-
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7.5.3 Drive Unit Implementation with COVID-19 Restrictions
With shelter-in-place restrictions limiting the ability to assemble the complete ARC
system, the final testing required some temporary electronic modifications. As seen in Figure
7.10, four batteries were still used for a single drive unit, however they were moved on top of a
table rather than being contained within the drive unit.

Figure 7.10. Batteries in series for drive unit testing.
As seen in Figures 7.11 and 7.12 a temporary switch mount was added for testing. In the
final ARC design side and top panels would be attached to the ARC. The switches in the final
case would be inserted in holes through the top plate.
During testing, it was determined that the voltage regulator purchased may be defective.
Therefore in order to release the brakes during testing, two extra batteries were used to solely
power the brakes.

Figure 7.11. Views of electronics and switch mount for drive unit testing.
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Figure 7.12 View of batteries sitting on table top wired into the drive unit for testing.
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8. Manufacturing and Assembly Process
8.1 Introduction
Once the subsystems for the ARC were completely designed and initial analyses
confirmed, the team’s next steps involved outsourcing, manufacturing, and integrating the
subsystems into the final product. One important consideration to take into account is the team’s
limited access to SCU’s machine shop, meaning all machined parts needed to be outsourced.
Additionally, the arrival of COVID-19 severely limited the team’s ability to fully assemble the
ARC, as all facilities and resources were restricted in access. The team was able to adjust to the
situation and implement one of the Drive Unit subsystems, as the main frame was mostly
constructed before the pandemic came into full effect.

8.2 Machined Parts
Table 8.1 depicts the necessary parts to complete the first iteration of this project. The
team has used Mayfly Manufacturing, BT Laser, SendCutSend, and MBARI connections for
outsourcing. The following parts were laser-cut: The front and back cover plate, the drive unit
mounting plate, the motor mount, the square bracket, and the motor controller plate. The
following parts were machined using a mill and/or drill press: the static and dynamic pin holder,
the bearing mount, platform spacer, and the chain tensioner. The motor bracket was
manufactured using a sheet metal folding machine.
The parts that were able to be modified at the SCU machine shop involved the wheel
sprockets, the motor sprockets, and the keyed wheel shaft. The wheel sprockets needed a 0.25
inch x 0.125 inch keyway cut into them, and the motor sprockets needed a .236 in x .118 in
keyway. This was done by using a broaching machine and an appropriately sized cutting tool.
The keyed wheel shaft was delivered as 60 inches and needed to be cut into four 14 inch pieces
with the use of a vertical band saw.
The spacers for the gearbox output shaft were 3-D printed. The primary parts that were
manufactured by the team itself were the T-slots that were cut to size using the Miter Saw in the
Maker Lab at SCU. Involved team members were trained on the use of this equipment
beforehand. The remaining parts were determined to not be priority parts and will be
manufactured by future teams of the project: Side Cover plates and the vents.
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Table 8.1. Finalized List of Outsourced Manufactured Parts
Part Name
Front and Back Cover Plate
Side Cover Plate
Drive Unit Mount ing Plate
Mot or Mount
Mot or Bracket
St at ic Pinho lder
Dy nam ic Pinho lder
Platfo r m Spacer
Bear ing Mount
Square Bracket
Whee l Sproc ket
Mot or Sproc ket
Cha in Tensioner
Keyed Whee l Shaft
Mot or Contro ller plate
Vents
Space rs

Mate r ial
606 1 Al.
606 1 Al.
304 S.S.
606 1 Al.
304 S.S.
606 1 Al.
606 1 Al.
606 1 Al.
304 S.S.
606 1 Al.
Stee l
Stee l
606 1 Al.
1045 Car bon Stee l
606 1 Al.
ABS
ABS

Quantit y
4
4

2
4
4
4
4

8
8
16
4
4
4
4

2
16
4

8.3 Material Decision-making
Since the ARC will be implemented in a farming environment in the future, the materials
used to compose the robot will need to be durable enough to withstand harsh weather elements.
Other important factors considered involved availability of the material, machinability, the
material strength characteristics, and the cost. Taking this into account, 6061 Aluminum was
used for the majority of the hardware of the ARC. For parts that were determined to be subject
to a higher amount of stresses, such as the bearing mount, 304 Stainless Steel was used. In
regard to 3-D printing of the spacers used on the gearbox output shaft, ABS was used due to its
availability and heat resistance.

8.4 Assembly
As seen in Figure 8.1., the first step in the assembly process of the ARC was to assemble
the frames of the two drive units. This mainly involved strategically connecting the cut-to-size
T-slots using brackets and fasteners specifically designed for T-slots. Once the main frame was
established, the drive unit mounting plate and motor mount were attached. Afterwards, the
bearing mount was attached to the drive unit, which allowed the wheel, wheel shaft, and
accompanying shaft collars and wheel shaft sprockets to be attached. The primary tool used in
this process was the allen wrench.
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Figure 8.1. Assembled frames of the two Drive Units
The next step was to assemble the four chain tensioners, as seen in Figure 8.2., with an
allen wrench. This involved arranging washers, the female threaded round standoff, and the idler
sprocket on the machined chain tensioner part.

'tl/l/t'

race/ Erases Cleanly
/ 6omm oge sans Traces

Figure 8.2. Assembled chain tensioners
The motors were then fastened down with the motor bracket and motor mount. At the
end of the output gearbox shaft, the 3D-printed spacer, sprocket, and shaft collar were attached.
WD-40 was used in order to help ease the sprocket onto the shaft. With the wheel and gearbox
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sprockets in place, the chain was then cut with a chain breaker, re-sized with a master link, and
attached to the system.
With the main frame of the Drive Unit completed, the wiring set up of the critical
electronics could be completed. This involved creating/lengthening the wires of the hall sensors,
the brakes, the Amber flashers, the LED light bars, the batteries, and the motors. Many wired
connections needed to be lengthened in order to reach the motor controller that is located in the
center of the Drive Unit. Additionally, a temporary control panel made out of wood was placed
on the side of the Drive Unit for the LED light bar, the Amber flasher, and the brakes. A
soldering kit and heat gun were used to establish strong wiring connections. A multimeter was
also used during this process to check for continuity within the circuits.
The resulting final assembly of the Drive Unit, given the constraints of COVID-19, is
depicted in Figure 8.3. Note that assembly of the ARC is relatively uncomplicated, which means
the ARC can be easily modified and innovated upon in the future.

Figure 8.3. Side view of assembled Drive Unit
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9. System Integration and Testing Results
9.1 Introduction
Since January, there have been small scale tests completed within the RSL to
continuously verify system components, such as performing bench tests on motors and
confirming the functionality of the electronics. After completing the assembly of the Drive Unit
system, further testing was completed in order to verify a portion of the system requirements.
The testing plan, shown in Table 9.1, demonstrates the three test areas: Drive Unit motion test,
Synchronous and differential motor driving test, and Lighting and camera functionality test.
These tests were adapted to fit the restrictions put in place by COVID-19 and the need for social
distancing. The results of these tests will be discussed in the following sections.
Table 9.1 System Verification Testing Plan
Test

Equipment

Need

Drive Unit Motion

Stop watch, camera,
blue tape, Drive Unit

Ability to change speeds to adjust to
immediate need

Synchronous and
Differential motor driving

Camera, blue tape,
motors, batteries,
wiring

Smooth turning between lanes, Steady
movement and performance in wet and
dry terrain

Lighting and camera

Control panel, wiring,
electronics

Allows for operator vision in the field

9.2 Drive Unit motion testing
Set-up for Drive Unit motion testing involved propping up an assembled Drive Unit on
four cinder blocks and four car jack stands to ensure the wheels are not touching the ground. A
table was set up next to the Drive unit, which carried the four batteries necessary for powering
the two motors and an extra two batteries to power the motor brakes. The overall layout is
depicted in Figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1 Layout of the Drive Unit motion test
Once the batteries were safely connected in series to create a 48V source, they were
connected to the circuit as seen in Chapter 7.5. The joystick was tethered to the on-board PC,
and it was used to control the field crawling speed of .28 m/s and the maximum speed of .7 m/s
for the Drive Unit. The results of this test are displayed in Table 9.2.
Table 9.2 Drive Unit Motion Test Results

r

I Field crawling speed (m/s)

I

Maximum speed (m/s)

L.__

Desired speed (m/s)

0.28

0.70

Actual speed (m/s)

0.26

0.67

~

L

I

7
_J

The results of this test are considered successful. While there was a small amount of
error between desired and actual speed, more PID tuning can be completed in order to further
minimize the error. The results are further demonstrated in Figure 9.2, where the RPM versus
time is displayed for the two motors installed on the Drive Unit, given a command input for the
maximum speed.
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Figure 9.2. Drive Unit Test Motor Step Response
As seen in Figure 9.2, the two motor speeds R1 and R2 are quite synchronous, and meet
the desired speed command within approximately 2 seconds of the step input.

9.3 Synchronous and Differential motor driving test
Set-up for the synchronous and differential motor driving test involved placing two tables
side by side to each other. One table holds all eight batteries, while the other battery contains the
rest of the circuit components, including the four motors and two motor controllers. The overall
layout is depicted in Figure 9.3.
The test involved controlling the joystick to move left forward, right forward, left
backward, right backward, forward and backwards. Figure 9.4 demonstrates the results for a
maximum speed control input for all 4 motors.
As seen in Figure 9.4, all 4 motors are quite synchronous. These motors reach the
desired speed within approximately 2.5 seconds. Further PID tuning can also be completed to
further reduce any error.
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Figure 9.3. Differential Steering Bench Test Layout
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Figure 9.4. Differential Steering Motor Step Response
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9.4 Lighting and camera test
Lastly, the lighting and camera functionalities were tested. For the lighting, the set-up
involved soldering the wiring and ensuring connection to the two switches on the control panel,
which were connected to a 24V source. For this test, a single amber flasher and LED light bar
was tested. The front and rear cameras are completely powered by the on-board PC. The
camera test simply tested whether the cameras can be successfully recorded given the system.
As seen in Figure 9.5, both the Amber Flasher and the LED light bar were able to be
powered via their own control panel switches. More development is planned in the future for a
more robust, accessible control panel.

Figure 9.5 Lighting functionality test for Amber Flasher and LED Light bar
As seen in Figure 9.6, the front and rear cameras can capture live camera feed. A video
was recorded to ensure the data could be collected.
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Figure 9.6 Camera functionality test for front and rear cameras
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10. Team and Project Management
Managing this project over the course of the year took a team effort to accomplish. This
chapter outlines some of the major challenges that the team came across during the design and
production process as well as the resources we were allocated for the project. This chapter also
outlines the timeline that this team created on a quarterly basis, how the designing of this project
took place, what significant risks arose throughout the process, and how the team managed itself
throughout the project life of this academic year.

10.1 Project Challenges and Constraints
The two significant challenges that this team came across involved the manufacturing
process that would need to be pursued given the loss of student access to the Machine Shop in
January as well as the testing and system verification that became significantly more complex
with COVID-19. Starting with the manufacturing complexities, plans up until January were
geared towards performing the reasonable manufacturing processes in the Machine Shop and
consulting with Don MacCubbin on the best manufacturing/assembly processes. Following his
untimely retirement, attention was turned towards the Maker Lab and increased outsourcing
procedures. Our own manufacturing efforts were scaled back to nothing more than using a miter
saw to size the t slots used for the frame with the assistance of Maker Lab manager Anne
Mahacek. The plate forming and complex manufacturing jobs being outsourced through
connections offered from Dr. Chris Kitts, Dr. Calvin Tszeng, and Valeria Guerrero. Their
assistance allowed for the critical components of the ARC to be completed for us to move on to
testing.
Testing was a significant complication due to the lockdown with COVID-19 but we
looked to still make it happen. Fortunately for our team, the majority of the assembly of the
minimum components needed for testing were completed prior to the campus lockdown. Testing
procedures were outlined in detail to allow for testing procedures to take place at the private
residence of two of our team members that lived together. With the guidance of our faculty
advisors and Anne Mahacek, those testing procedures were approved and testing was able to take
place in a scaled back capacity from what was initially planned to produce the results outlined in
chapter 9.
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10.2 Budget
Table 10.1. Sources of funding and initial quantities
Income

I

The funds from the three listed sponsors is
based on expected income that will be requested
of both sponsors. Additional funding incurred
on the project beyond the expected project
budget and what’s supplied by the School of
Engineering and Xilinx is to come from the
Robotic Systems Laboratory

Sponsor

Funds

School of
Engineering

$3,000

Robotic Systems
Laboratory

$8,662

Xilinx

$3,360

Total Income:

$11,220

As seen in Table 10.2, the estimated budget was created by conducting market research
into the three cost categories of the project: Electronics, Mechanical Hardware, and Software
Tools. Additionally, published papers of similar projects to the ARC were observed in terms of
budget in order to ensure the cost of the project was competitive with that of industry. See
Chapter 11 for the Costing Analysis, and how the budget has changed over time during the
project.

10.3 Timeline
With each set of timeline tasks to be done came their own setbacks. Starting with the fall
quarter Gantt chart in Appendix D table D1, the Gantt chart was not put together until the middle
of the quarter. The primary issue that interfered was the delays in design that our team
experienced. While design decisions were a hold up in our process for both fall and winter
quarter, the delay in decisions being made on the structural configuration resulted in delaying the
decisions made how the circuitry layout would be configured, what wheels would best suit the
system, and how the manufacturing process would be laid out. Along with these tasks, the shaft
bearing design selection and component acquisition was put on the backburner. Given the design
overhaul that the ARC experienced in January along with the sudden change in manufacturing
possibilities, these uncompleted tasks ended up either never needing to be done or being done
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Table 10.2. Initially estimated expenses by subsystem
Expenses
Item

Quantity

Estimated Cost/Unit

Overall Estimated
Cost

Motor Configuration

5

$1000

$5,000

Motor Controllers

2

$700

$1,400

Battery

4

$100

$400

Cameras

2

$80

$160

Encoders

4

$40

$160

Miscellaneous

TBA

N/A

$300

Electronics

Subsystem total

$7,420

Mechanical Hardware
Wheels

4

$25

$100

Frame Materials

1

$300

$300

Miscellaneous

TBA

N/A

~$200

Subsystem total

$600

Software Tools
Computational Platforms

2

$400

$800

Piksi Multi Evaluation
Kit

1

$2,400

$2,400

Subsystem total
Total Expenses:

$3,200
$11,220

Table 10.2 follows the legend stated below:
1
Miscellaneous Electronics includes microcontroller, wires, logic gates, integrated
circuits, analog to digital converters, passive electronic components.
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2

Miscellaneous Mechanical Hardware includes but is not limited to: supplies for
constructing adjustable frames, gears, bolts, screws, and wiring.
under completely different contexts in the following quarter. Due to software issues as well as
attempting to integrate a brand new ROS system that was newly released, software integration
experienced a lag in what work would be possible this year which saw the GPS feature of the
ARC scrapped for our team’s scope.
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Figure 10.1: Initial cardboard prototype of the ARC based on Fall 2019 design
As mentioned in evaluating the tasks that saw issues in the fall, Winter quarter saw a
different system needing to be worked on than what was originally planned and formed into a
prototype in figure 10.1. More functions and features continued to lose their place in this year’s
scope. Appendix D table D2 shows the Winter Quarter Gantt chart that the team developed with
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detail put into the expected component production method, process, and acquisition dates also
outlined. Software’s only delay in this quarter was pushing back the video processing to spring
quarter along with design’s only setback being pushing back the completion of the thermal
analysis to spring quarter. Both of these tasks were then completed in the spring with successful
results. For manufacturing, the most notable task that did not happen was the assembly of the
main body system. Design of the central bed had not been finished to put together. We also
finished the assembly of two drive unit frames as opposed to the entirety of one drive unit frame.
The completion of the assembly for Spring quarter was made complex due to the pandemic.
Spring quarter proved difficult to plan around as rules and restrictions were frequently
changing due to COVID-19. All of the tasks have been able to be completed for the Gantt chart
noted in Appendix D table D3. Fortunately, and as noted in what was completed in Winter
Quarter, the majority of the hardware required for testing was completed in the winter aside from
a few hardware pieces awaiting completion from outsourced workers and some acquired pieces
still needing adjustments before being completed. Those required pieces were completed.

10.4 Risks and Mitigations
As was already mentioned in section 10.3, a major challenge that was faced by this
team’s ability to complete our work was the restrictions put in place by COVID-19. This task
involved assembling and testing the hardware that we were able to assemble in order to prove
our ability to accomplish the tasks we set out to achieve. In order to complete both of these tasks,
a testing procedure that can be found in Appendix F was created and approved for performing
scaled down testing to test both a single drive unit to show wheels turning both directions as well
as performing synchronous motor control across four different motors. Also outlined in the
procedures was the process of transporting the required materials from the RSL to the testing
site, how batteries would be charged, and a detailed process for soldering the final components.
Collaborating with advisors also ensured that the tasks we wanted to do were being done by the
safest means.
Additional risks that came with working on the ARC came from the size of the ARC.
Both in a physical and electrical sense, the ARC was designed to weigh over 600 pounds and
supply a peak current of 50 amps. The weight of the ARC broke down to approximately 250
pounds per drive unit with the rest in the main body design with a total wingspan of 7 feet. In
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order to more safely and reasonably transport the ARC, each drive unit was to be transported
after being detached from the main body and with the chain being detached from the motor to
allow for the drive units to be moved by their wheels. As for the current and battery concerns,
one of the solutions was to utilize battery boxes to keep the batteries safe from external physical
damages. As for protecting components from current damage, fuses were installed as well as
switches to easily turn off power to also protect people while working on the electrical systems.
These precautions and attention to detail allowed for safe work to take place while working on
the ARC.

10.5 Team Management
In order to keep tasks organized and responsibilities coherent, the team decided to split
the responsibilities of the project into 4 different function oriented roles: team lead, design
engineering, manufacturing engineering, and electronics/software engineering. The tasks that are
associated with each of these roles are outlined in Table 10.3. An important feature of these roles
too that was established early on was that while these responsibilities were given to each of these
roles, that did not mean that they were the only ones to work on that. Particularly in times of high
intensity for the specific functions (such as design in the fall and manufacturing in the winter), it
was encouraged that these tasks be taken on in a group effort but that the person leading that task
was the person whose function focused on that task.
The methods outlined in this chapter allowed for the proposed system in chapter 2 to
come to where it did at the conclusion of this team’s project work.
10.5.1 Additional Coursework for Project
To start building electrical design skills, our mechatronics lead enrolled in graduate
mechatronics classes (MECH 207 & 208) to learn more about electronic components and circuit
building. In addition to the class, we have referred to an applied mechatronics book [10-1] that
expands on the theory behind mechatronics components, how to develop mechatronics systems,
and how to select the appropriate components for our project. This book covers basic
components (resistors, capacitors, motors, etc.) and advanced concepts such as sensors and
controller programming. The combination of the graduate class and reference to the
mechatronics book provided us with sufficient background knowledge and skills that enabled us
to construct our robot once our preliminary design was completed.
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Table 10.3: Team Functional breakdown and associated roles
Function Role

Associated Member Role Expectations

Team Lead

Darran Casey

Design

Noah Kane Manuel
Lavelle Simmons

Manufacturing

Isabella Morales

Electronics/
Software

James Reimer
Ryan Ku

-

Facilitates internal & external communications
Responsible for documentation and reports for
project

-

Responsible for design work
Organizes and distributes CAD models to
necessary parties
Responsible for analysis work

-

Coordinates with manufacturers
Prototyping lead

-

Designs electrical systems and power input
Integrating ROS systems and software control of
ARC

In our design process, we conducted several structural analyses to evaluate the strength
and durability of our model. After completing a CAD model in SolidWorks, we uploaded the
model into SolidWorks to conduct our finite element analyses. From there, we will run
simulations with applied loads to represent the conditions that the robot will face while
operating. Three of our members took an FEA class (MECH 151) to help us learn how to
correctly perform the analysis and teach us how to use ABAQUS. An FEA textbook [10-2] and a
machine design textbook [10-3] were used to aid us in our analysis and design process to help us
verify our methods.
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11. Budget Analysis, Variances, & Final Cost
11.1 Introduction
In Chapter 10, it was explained that the combined income from the School of
Engineering and Xilinx was $6,360. Additionally, the Robotic Systems Laboratory agreed to
cover the rest of the expenses, which were projected to be $4,860. Thus, the total projected
budget was $11,220. This chapter will review how the budget has changed over time to
accommodate design decisions that would lead to the successful implementation of the ARC.
All design decisions that led to increases of the total projected budget were approved by the
Robotics Systems Laboratory.

11.2 Budget Variance
As seen in Table 11.1., the budget has increased by approximately $3,802. At the time
the initial budget was created, the only finalized costs involved that of the motor configuration.
The other cost categories were based on a combination of educated observations from market
research and the budgets of similar robotic projects.
Table 11.1. Proposed Budget and Final Cost by cost category
Subsystem Expenses

Proposed Budget

Final Cost

Electronics

$7,420

$9,515

Mechanical Hardware

$600

$5,107

Software Tools

$3,200

$400

Total

$11,220

$15,022

The major driving cost of the project was the primary electronics at $9,515, which
involved the motor configuration, motor controllers, and batteries. The increase in cost of this
category was a result of the decision to power the ARC with 8 12V batteries instead of the
initially projected quantity of 4. Additionally, the motor controllers were pricier than expected,
which was driven by their ability to deal with high currents of up to 60 Amps and the need to
purchase a spare motor controller in case of failure.
The most significant increase in cost of the project was the Mechanical Hardware, which
was estimated to be $600 as seen in Table 11.1, but turned out to be $5,107. The main reason for
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this large price increase is that the ARC requires a large amount of expensive brackets and
specific connections in order to make use of the T-slotted framing. The cost of mounting
hardware was underestimated, at a cost of $200, but was actually $1,488. Additionally the frame
materials were estimated to be around $300, but the final cost was $955. This occurred because
the cost of T-slots was not accounted for at the beginning of this project. Yet, these increases in
the budget were deemed necessary by the team in order to ensure the structural integrity of the
ARC.
The costs of Software Tools decreased because the team decided to no longer invest in
the Piksi Multi Evaluation Kit and multiple computational platforms. This occurred due to rescoping of the project. Instead, a single on-board laptop is being used.
The final cost of our single and complete ARC was $15,022. Additionally, money was
also spent by the RSL for backup motor assemblies and motor controllers that are not reflected in
our budget or costs.

11.3 Conclusion
While the ARC final budget is $3,442 more than the initial projected budget, every
design decision that led to this increase was supported by the funder of this project. Making the
investment in quality electronics and mounting hardware was worthwhile in ensuring the quality
of the final product. The team made sure to be as cost-conscious as possible, especially when
deciding upon more expensive purchases. The upfront investment in the ARC will be beneficial
to the Robotics Systems Laboratory for many years to come, as other teams and engineers
continue to innovate upon and add new technologies to this project.
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12. Business Plan
12.1 Introduction
Due to the decreasing availability of workers for agricultural work [12-1], the predicted
continual increase in food demand [12-2], and the importance of California to the country’s food
supply [12-3], the main critical problem the ARC addresses is the agriculture labor shortage.
Easily interchangeable payloads and components provide a modular solution to perform focused
crop surveying functions with the potential for herbicide distribution, weeding, and harvesting
while driving through varying crop rows. The labor shortage and other economic disruptions
affect farms of all sizes. Therefore, this product would be seen as a viable solution for farms of
all sizes and most beneficial for those that grow a diverse collection of crops.
Compared to similar products in development and in the market, the work we are
attempting to take on is unprecedented. Similar products that we focused on included the
Agrobot, BURRO, and Ecorobotix weeder. While these products have been able to succeed in
their domain, they lack diversity in capabilities of what types of crops they can treat and what
functions they can perform. Their inability to meet this broadness in function will set our product
apart from the rest.
With the backing and funding of Santa Clara University’s Robotic Systems Lab, this
team is confident in being able to deliver a high value product that will be able to adapt to the
demands of future customers and users.

12.2 Product Description
The ARC will be taken to market branded as a versatile product designed to complement
the current labor force with adjustable width devices and modular components. Versatility is an
important target both in the ability to operate in a variety of crop row sizes as well as being able
to perform a variety of functions. The ARC was designed with a width adjustment range of 4864 inches at 2 inch increments on both sides. Modularity was incorporated into the chassis design
with the ARC’s Drive Units. The Drive Unit’s compact design allows it to operate independent
of the rest of the system. This can be used practically, as for example, a drive unit can be
swapped out with another unit should the one currently installed have any mechanical issues.
The chassis design will also incorporate modularity with the introduction of future payload
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functions that will be designed in the next few years. These payloads will be easily replaceable
and installable. With versatility through width adjustment and functional flexibility, the ARC can
prove versatile to whatever demands are required of a farm owner or farm worker.
At a speed of covering an acre every 90 minutes and the ability to travel alongside farm
workers, the ARC can complement the work done by human labor without replacing current
laborers. Workers can rely on the ARC to either cover the tasks that are less desirable to perform
or covering the same job by following workers and either double checking the task that they did
or covering the crops that the worker intentionally left behind. Working with such a device can
help to reduce the overall amount of work that the current laborers perform to a reasonable
amount and lessen the demand placed on current workers.

12.3 Company Goals & Objectives
As our company expands and looks to immerse ourselves in the agricultural technology
industry, there will still be a focus towards human centered design thinking. An unfortunate
reality of many engineering products and projects is that it can be easy for teams to lose touch
with the target consumer that they are developing the product for in the first place. Losing touch
with the end user can lead to a great system in the eyes of the engineers but something not
feasible for use in the intended markets. Therefore, utilizing the established connections in the
research stage, as well as those that the Robotic Systems Lab has developed in its expanding
agricultural work, we intend to keep a concentrated group of stakeholders to provide the needed
end-user input. Keeping in touch with end users will also allow for relationships to deepen with
potential customers and potentially lead to referrals as a result of a successful product.
Utilizing our strengths, we aim to become a for-profit business with the ability to sell
commercially, with a catalog of products to purchase within 5 years. The four initial auxiliary
functions include a harvester, a weeder, a herbicide sprayer, and a surveyor. The full ARC
chassis and auxiliary attachments will be purchased separately to allow for users to buy what
they want based on their individual farm operations. This will allow us to maintain a for-profit
business and will allow us to continuously improve our products for all stakeholders involved.
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12.4 Potential Markets
While autonomous agricultural robotics is still an emerging market, the company would
first target small and mid scale farms. In particular, the company would focus on farms growing
multiple types of crops, such as romaine lettuce, strawberries, carrots, and brussel sprouts. In the
United States this results in the largest initial potential market being in California. The initial
focus on these types of farms is because farms with multiple crop types are more likely to need
equipment that accommodates different furrow and planting spacing. As the ARC is adjustable in
width, a single capital investment provides a benefit across all the users' crop types. Additionally,
when compared to large-scale, industrial farm equipment, the ARC is relatively small and
inexpensive. This means that small and mid sized farms have the opportunity to purchase the
ARC and that a single ARC could significantly improve operational efficiency.
With a conservative growth strategy, target markets would then expand to other Western
states growing low to the ground crops, especially Arizona and Idaho. Expansion would then aim
to target markets across the United States and to branch into international markets. A methodical
growth strategy provides the ability to ramp up production while expanding to new markets,
while also offsetting increased inventory, sales, and service costs. Additionally, during expansion
alternative versions of the ARC can be designed and manufactured to accommodate a growing
portfolio of crops. One such example is raspberries, which at their full height currently interfere
with the aluminum chassis structure. Assuming a ramp up in manufacturing of ARC units, target
markets will also expand to large scale farms which will require fleets of ARCs.
In 2020 the global market for agricultural robotics is $7.4 billion USD [12-4]. By 2025
this market is expected to grow to $20.6 billion USD [12-4]. It is also estimated that American
farms will hold the largest share of this market and that the market value will be dominated by
hardware and not software [12-4]. Farms of all sizes are currently investing in advanced
agricultural robotics [12-5]. With labor shortages and the force of market competition farms must
continually invest in technological improvements to increase their efficiency and margins. In
2019, just over 10,000 units of ag-robots were shipped worldwide [12-6]. By 2025, annual
shipments of ag-robots is expected to be 727,000 units a year [12-6]. With this explosive growth
and industry pressure for all farmers to invest in agricultural robotics there is enormous market
potential for the ARC.
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12.5 Competition
A full discussion of similar products is included in Section 1.3. These products include
the AGROBOT E-Series [12-7], the BURRO by Augean Robotics [12-8], and the Weeding
Robot by Ecorobotix [12-9].
While there are a variety of autonomous agricultural robots currently in the market, most
have the constraint of being only applicable to a certain crop or action. The ARC can help build a
new technological landscape within the robotic agricultural industry that is more adaptive to the
user’s ever-changing needs by serving multiple crops and functions.

12.6 Sales & Marketing Strategies
The ARC is intended to be purchased by customer farms. These farms would assume full
ownership of their new robot. The ARC can be used for multiple crops and functions, therefore
creating value for the farmers to own rather than rent. Sales, while mainly focused on selling
complete ARC units, also have opportunities for auxiliary revenue streams from selling backup
drive units and a series of auxiliary payload apparatuses.
The advertising and sales work conducted for the ARC is focused on engaging with
farms. The order in which to contact farms would be prioritized by the expansion plan laid out in
Section 12.4. While pitching the product to farmers, major points of emphasis will include the
ability of the ARC to change widths, the ability to add or swap on multiple auxiliary attachments,
and the potential for reduced costs.
In order to spread awareness of the ARC in the agriculture industry it is also important to
attend both tech and agriculture shows, events, festivals, fairs and conventions to demonstrate the
capabilities of the product. One such example is the CES (Consumer Electronics Show) in Las
Vegas, where ag-tech products are becoming more commonplace.
Distribution of the ARC would expand in the same manner as which the targeted market
segments expand. Assuming final manufacturing and assembly occurs in the United States,
individual drive units, main bodies, and auxiliary attachments, could be packaged separately, and
shipped via semi-truck directly to the customer’s farms. If the company were to eventually
expand internationally, distribution costs would greatly increase. The large weight of the ARC
will incur high costs if it has to be shipped by air. While it could easily be shipped by container
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ship, this could mean it takes months to reach the customer. With high international demand,
secondary manufacturing locations would need to be explored to lower distributions costs.

12.7 Manufacturing Plans
The final manufacturing and assembly of the ARC would be completed by our own
company. This assembly would occur at our own warehouse and plant. Specialized, machined
components such as the static and dynamic pinholders, bearing mounts, and motor brackets
would be outsourced to machine shops. This would provide faster turnarounds on these parts and
allow us to stock greater inventories of the machined components. Metal plates and sidecoverings would also be outsourced. These components can be outsourced to Send-Cut-Send
who laser-cut our current metal plate components. Our warehouse and plant would ideally be
located in California for ease of shipping to our target customers.
In order to start manufacturing, space in an existing warehouse or factory needs to be
acquired. In California, an average cost per square foot to rent this type of space is $1.20 [12-10].
Starting at 5,000 SF would be reasonable. This is small enough for a start-up but large enough to
fit all equipment necessary, multiple employees, and small inventory stock of both machined
components and completed ARCs. A 5,000 SF manufacturing space would cost $6,000 per
month. The money to rent the property and start manufacturing would be raised from
investments from the current design team and local farms interested in the ARC. As needed,
additional lines of credit would be secured from banks.
As sales and market share expands, increased production will require additional
manufacturing space that would be either purchased or rented. Identical assembly lines would be
created to efficiently manufacture multiple ARCs at once. Duplicate equipment would also need
to be acquired and additional workers onboarded.

12.8 Product Cost & Price
For the current iteration of the ARC the total cost was $15,022. This cost includes all
materials and electronics for two drive units, one main body, and 8 batteries. It does not include
the costs of any additional payload attachments. By purchasing material in bulk for production
volume and developing a supply chain, we estimate that the material cost per unit could be
reduced by 15% ($2,253) [12-11].
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The current cost of the ARC includes all outsourcing costs, however our team received
substantial discounts as we were students working in an academic setting. To continue
machining the needed complex parts, we expect outsourcing costs to rise by approximately
$1,000 per unit. Table 12.1 includes all expected per unit costs and is used to determine the retail
price of an ARC. While the average salary for manufacturing work in California is $14.40/hr, we
plan to pay $20/hr to attract and retain strong employees [12-12].
Table 12.1. Unit costs of an ARC.
Item

Notes

Unit Cost [$]

Material Costs

Assuming 15% reduction

12,770

Machining

Width Adjustment Mechanisms, Plates,
& Bearing Mount

1,000

Labour

80 hours @ $20.00/hr

1,600

Total Cost:

15,370

With a total expected unit cost of $15,370 at production volume, we plan to sell a single
ARC for $30,000. This provides about a 50% margin. This is 50% more expensive than the
Ecorobotix, however this is reasonable as the ARC is much larger, has the ability to work with a
larger variety of crops at all stages of growth, and can perform multiple functions. The price of
$30,000 is still significantly cheaper than the large autonomous ag-robots. For just over $250,000
a farm could have one Agrobot or have a fleet of 9 ARCs.
Additional costs to be considered include the fixed costs to furnish and setup the
manufacturing space. These costs are included in Table 12.2.
With a monthly location cost of $6,000, a per unit cost of $15,370, and a per unit profit of
$14,630 (per unit revenue of $30,000), our company would break even in a month by selling just
one ARC unit. This demonstrates incredible profit margins and shows a strong feasibility for
success in the market.

12.9 Service
The expected lifespan of an ARC is to be 10 years. It is expected that the farm will
purchase and completely own the ARC. This means that the customer will assume all
responsibility for day-to-day service and maintenance. Of course, the customer is always free to
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reach out to our company for any technical questions and advice on best practices for
maintenance, and troubleshooting.
A key feature of the ARC is the fact that the drive units were designed modularly. This
means that the customer can either order a spare or replacement drive unit. The spare can be
attached to the robot while servicing another drive unit, so the ARC can remain operational.
Table 12.2. Fixed costs to manufacture ARCs on a single assembly line.
Item

Quantity

Unit Cost [$]

Miter Saw

1

400

Electrical Soldering Station

1

250

Tables & Chairs

3

1000

Tools

3

250
Total Cost:

1900

12.10 Financial Plan & Investor’s Return on Investment (ROI)
All money needed for initial development of the ARC has already been provided by
Santa Clara University’s School of Engineering, the Robotic Systems Laboratory, and Xilinx. In
order to improve the product with autonomous capabilities and to develop a line of auxiliary
function attachments it is expected that an additional $15,000 of R&D will be spent over the next
5 years. However, the actual ARC unit has the potential to begin sales in 2022. We therefore
assume that 2022 is the first year of renting a manufacturing space and when workers will be
hired for manufacturing. Money will also be needed to cover costs described in Tables 12.1 and
12.2.
A first round of investing would be pursued from friends, family, and interested farms
that we have interviewed. With this money R&D can continue, manufacturing space can be
rented and furnished with the necessary equipment and tools, and additional workers can be
hired. This money also allows for the purchase of initial inventories of parts.
Assuming two more years of R&D pre-revenue, the need to buy raw materials and tools,
hiring workers, and renting a manufacturing space, the initial amount of money pursued would
total approximately $60,000.
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In order to create expected cash flow and cash on hand diagrams as seen in Figures 12.1
and 14.2 respectively, the following assumptions were made:
● The 5-year plan would start in September 2020 and the intiall $60,000 would be received
that month
● R&D continues over all 5 years at a constant rate of $15,000 per year
● The next two years would still be pre-revenue and focused on R&D in an academic
setting
● Initial property rental and fixed cost purchases occur at the start of production in October
2022
● In the first year of production 1 ARC is sold per month, in the second year, 2 per month,
and in the third year 3 per month
● 2 auxiliary payloads are sold each month at a profit of $3,000 each

5-Year Planned Cash Flow (Sept. 2020-2025)
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Figure 12.1. Planned cash flow over the next five years including continued R&D all 5 years and
sales beginning year 3.
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Figure 12.2. Expected cash on hand over the next five years, including continued R&D all 5
years and sales beginning year 3.
The amount invested by the initial investors would be completely recouped by month 29
(February 2023). By September 2025 the company would have over $1,000,000 on hand. These
models also use extremely conservative growth assumptions of the ARC units sold per month. In
all likelihood, with the same production facilities, these sale numbers could be quadrupled. Our
investors should feel confident that they will recoup their initial investment and have the chance
to invest early in a company with potential exponential growth.
Assuming the normal 2% inflation rate, our 5 year net present value is included in Figure
12.3. Due to the economic conditions caused by COVID-19 and the potential for increased
inflation with the increased money supply from economic stimulus this assumption may need to
be adjusted.
Our models demonstrate that even with minimal sales and very conservative growth, the
ARC is expected to be extremely profitable with minimal risk. However, it is always important
to have contingency plans. If there was a failure to secure manufacturing abilities, the design of
the ARC could then be licensed or sold to a major agriculture firm. With this exit strategy, the
company should be at least able to receive $100,000, enough to pay back the original investment
and cover any outstanding debts.
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Figure 12.3. Net Present Value of operation over 5 years.

12.11 Additional Considerations
An alternate or secondary business model is when the farm does not own the robot. In
this case another company would deliver the ARCs as a service for hire. The 3rd party could then
also use the robots for other seasons and crops at other farms. This protects small single farms
from the larger initial investment to purchase the ARC. The farms then also don’t have to worry
about wasted money due to non-use.
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13. Engineering Standards and Realistic Constraints
13.1 Environmental and Societal Impact
As has been seen in trends of California farms, the demand for agricultural products has
continued to rise with a continually increasing population with at least a 59% increase for global
food demand being expected between 2005 and 2050 [13-1]. Meanwhile, the manpower needed
to be able to meet this increasing demand has gone down. 40% of California farms have reported
that they are unable to recruit enough labor to be able to meet this increasing demand [13-2]. The
combination of these two statistics has resulted in the laborers on farms having to do more work
than ever before. Interviews also revealed that workers are unable to collect financial assistance
through welfare due to working too many hours and leads to workers earning less money for
more work [13-3]. Additionally, some agricultural workers have moved from the produce sector
to marijuana because it is an easier crop to harvest [13-4]. In order to keep the produce sector
alive, the ARC can fulfill a role that could meet the demand for labor at its required levels while
allowing for laborers to work more reasonable hours for a better quality of life.
One of the other significant issues that the agricultural industry tends to have difficulties
facing is rotting produce. When harvesting a large amount of a crop from a field it is expected
that the total cost will increase with a larger quantity harvested. Due to factors such as laborers,
labor laws, field conditions, and crop quality, the harvesting of a crop will exhibit diminishing
marginal returns. In order to maximize profit, the farm will only pick additional quantities of the
crop until the point where the marginal cost of picking the addition amount is equal to the market
price of the crop. With the current large scale agricultural labor shortage increasing marginal
costs, this means that farmers are forced to leave thousands of pounds of fruits and vegetables in
the field to rot. In California this is prevalent in the strawberry business. Farmers simply cannot
afford to pay laborers for non-profitable tasks. Some non-profitable tasks include cutting
‘runners’ (fruitless plants) and picking up rotten produce. Yet not engaging in these tasks can
lead to negative consequences that affect the business, such as attracting pests. Globally, in the
agriculture industry pests and plant pathogens cost farmers approximately $540 billion [13-5].
This exposes a large market space for new products to enter and thus, the ARC can accomplish
such tasks, which can indirectly improve the economic situation for many farmers.
With these challenges in mind, the ARC’s scope has been targeted to complement the
labor that is currently keeping the industry alive. While the current mode of operation for the
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ARC is done through remote control, the goal for this project in the long term is to see
autonomous functionality become a reality to allow the ARC models to work in fields alongside
human laborers. In order to have this expected impact, the important assumption being made is
that companies will use the ARC or multiple models to complement their current workforce and
not replace their current workforce. The current scope was also created focusing on the
Watsonville region, but future models could be expanded throughout California and in other
states for a larger impact.
13.1.1 Quantitative Results
13.1.1.1 Societal
Societal improvement provided by the ARC will be found primarily in the life
improvements that can occur for the laborers. Deploying the ARC in fields to provide assistance
in agricultural efforts will have workrates dependent on the design and capabilities of future
payload functions. Simply looking at the rate at which the ARC can move and assuming that the
ARC in this instance will cover rows of a width of 40 inches, the ARC has speed capabilities to
cover an acre of land in under 90 minutes. When being deployed to work simultaneously with
workers, this will allow workers to work at a faster rate by covering less ground and allowing for
the ARC to cover the ground that the laborers are skipping over. Based on surveys of the USDA
for California agricultural workers, this will allow for the 43.1 hour/week average that workers
experienced in 2019 to be reduced while maintaining their same numbers. While the rate of work
for the ARC with its extra payload functions is still to be determined based on future designs,
current farm workers are estimated to be able to harvest at a rate of 10 seconds per plant [13-6].
Even if the ARC could only work at 10% of that speed in harvesting crops, that could still save a
farmer working at that rate can save a worker approximately 4 hours of work a week if working
simultaneously.
Similarly, a big societal impact that has already affected the industry comes from the
effects of COVID-19. Due to the pandemic, it is expected the stricter regulations on worker
health and working proximity standards will come to be the new norm which is where the efforts
of the ARC can be put to use. Based on how the industry was already hurt by the pandemic,
approximately $1.32 billion in losses are expected in the industry between March to May of 2020
as a direct result of COVID-19 [13-7]. Though the ARC is still very much in the early stages
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prior to commercial deployment, its potential will allow for agricultural operations in accordance
with new safety guidelines by working with current workers and providing assistance as needed.
13.1.1.2 Environmental
The environmental impact that the ARC is notable in its production and operation
processes. Parts acquired for chassis production were sourced primarily from McMaster-Carr
which works towards environmental sustainability in practices, though actual numbers on these
efforts are not public. Looking at production practices, the majority of the chassis system is made
of aluminum which is a material that has seen a lot of secondary production methods
implemented aluminum products [13-8]. With the chassis being developed from 58 feet of
1.5x1.5” t slot and 38 feet of 1.5x3” t slot among additional aluminum plates, that material can
be produced from recycled materials.
More notable in the ARC’s environmental process is its operation process. As noted in
the financial losses incurred by rotting crops, this information also demonstrates the amount of
food wasted by crops being allowed to rot. A study showed that approximately 33.7% of
marketed yields were wasted out of 123 surveyed fields to show that there are many crops that
could benefit from having assistance in crop collection [13-9]. This statistic inspired one of the
ARC’s potential functions to retrieve the rotten fruit that human laborers do not have time to tend
to while on the field. Looking at the potential crop of romaine lettuce to scavenge and an average
spacing of this crop from plant to plant being 10 inches [13-10], the speed capabilities of the
ARC would allow it to travel at a rate of covering between 1 and 3 heads of romaine lettuce per
second. Working towards a final long term project that can drive alongside human laborers will
allow for the ARC to retrieve heads of romaine lettuce even at a conservative rate of 12 heads a
minute to reduce the losses of crops.
13.1.2 Conclusions
Looking at the areas of impact that the ARC can influence, there is a significant potential
for providing direct assistance to the work demand placed on current farmers and providing a
more sustainable work environment for farm owners. A lot of this success does depend on the
future work that teams are able to achieve and the work rate that the future payload functions
will be able to achieve. Nonetheless, the groundwork has been laid with the work that has been
done up to this point to achieve a mobile system that will have the capability of higher end
agricultural assistance.
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13.2 Economic Impact
Farms, like any business operation, are profit-maximizing enterprises. A benefit to the
ARC is that --in the future-- it can be further developed to autonomously operate in the fields
throughout the day and night. This increased efficiency will help to increase profit margins by
increasing revenue from increased operational capacity and allows farm workers to devote more
time to other tasks besides harvesting, de-weeding, and spraying their crops. When harvesting a
large amount of a crop from a field it is expected that the total cost will increase with a larger
quantity harvested. Due to factors such as laborers, labor laws, field conditions, and crop quality,
the harvesting of a crop will exhibit diminishing marginal returns. In order to maximize profit,
the farm will only pick additional quantities of the crop until the point where the marginal cost of
picking the addition amount is equal to the market price of the crop. With the current large scale
agricultural labor shortage increasing marginal costs, this means that farmers are forced to leave
thousands of pounds of fruits and vegetables in the field to rot. In California this is prevalent in
the strawberry business. Farmers simply cannot afford to pay laborers for non-profitable tasks.
Some non-profitable tasks include cutting ‘runners’ (fruitless plants) and picking up rotten
produce. Yet not engaging in these tasks can lead to negative consequences that affect the
business, such as attracting pests. As mentioned earlier, the global agriculture industry suffers
$540 billion in losses due to pests and plant pathogens [13-5]. This exhibits a large market space
for new products to enter and thus, the ARC can accommodate such tasks, which can indirectly
improve the economic situation for many farmers.
As of 2020, the minimum wage in California rose to $13 an hour. By 2022 the minimum
wage is scheduled to increase to $15 [13-11]. The amount of labor hours needed per acre varies
greatly based on task, crop, and equipment. Harvesting berries takes over 80 labor hours per
acre, while hauling the crop to processing, inspecting crops, and installing drip irrigation takes
around 25 labour hours per acre [13-10]. In California the price of electricity is $0.17 per kWh
[13-12]. The ARC’s 8 batteries provide a total of 3.36 kWh, representing a total cost of $0.57 per
charge. Assuming a crop row width of 40", the ARC can cover 1/4 to 3/5 of an acre per hour at a
constant rate of 0.28 m/s and 0.7 m/s respectively. If we assume it will take 4 hours for the ARC
to complete an acre’s worth of work, two battery charges would be required. This results in a
cost per acre of $1.14. Using traditional laborers and a task that takes 25 hours per acre, the cost
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per acre would instead be $325 in 2020 and $375 in 2022. The price of the ARC would still be a
major fixed cost. If the retail price was set to $15,000 the farmer would break even in cost
savings after approximately 46 acres worth of work.
Another important economic impact to take into account is how the ARC can help
farmers in times of crisis, which is especially apparent in these times with the COVID-19
pandemic. When humans cannot go to work on farms due to health concerns, the ARC can help
ensure the business continues so that food can continue to be supplied. According to the National
Sustainable Agriculture Coalition, the recent pandemic can lead to “a total loss to the economy
of up to $1.32 billion from March to May 2020” [13-13]. Times of crisis also emphasize the
importance of the food supply chain. Having continuous agriculture operations from increased
automation and robotics will improve and protect the economic health of the entire agriculture
industry through future pandemics, wars, and natural disasters.

13.3 Ethical Implications
The large-scale distribution and implementation of the ARC can lead to a multitude of
ethical implications. Through various interviews and intensive background research, it is clear
that there is a labor shortage amongst farmers in California, which has led to the creation of the
ARC so that it could work alongside laborers. The ARC is meant to improve the quality of life
of laborers by performing the more labor-intensive tasks. One potential positive influence is that
the number of agricultural-related injuries and illness could significantly decrease. For example,
one study found that up to 41% of men and 40% of women laborers report “high levels of
persistent musculo-skeletal pain” [13-12]. Thus, it can be argued that the ARC serves ‘the
common good,’ as it ensures the provision of food for the U.S. (even in times of crises, such as
pandemics like COVID-19) while supporting workers rights.
Yet it can also be argued that once the ARC is upgraded to have autonomous capabilities,
it could completely replace the jobs of farm workers. While this isn’t the intent of the team who
created the ARC, it is not unforeseen that if the ARC were to become a product that could be
sold, it could be used in an unethical manner by other owners. However, those that subscribe to
the utilitarian or common good approaches would raise the fact that global food demand has and
will continue to increase (global coalition Farming First suggests that it is expected to rise by
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35% over the next ten years) [13-13]. As such, autonomous operations by the ARC could bring
about higher crop yields per manpower.
During the industrial revolution, innovation brought about new industries and inventions,
such as high-capacity trucks and tractors, many of which directly contributed to a rise in
productivity for farmers. While the number of farming jobs decreased, we saw a rise in total food
supply, as well as a sharp increase in other jobs (i.e. industrial) that not only completely offset
the number of lost agricultural jobs, but also sustained a higher standard of living. Like the
industrial revolution, this may bring about a similar shift of jobs, which if done right, could
prove to be a positive sum game.

13.4 ARC Manufacturability
One of the driving design considerations for the ARC was its ability to be modular in its
build and allow for the mounting of future hardware. In doing so a choice was made to use the
80/20 T-slot Aluminum Building System for the main structures of the ARC. In particular,
roughly 58 feet of 1.5” x 1.5” and 38 feet of 3.0” x 1.5” extruded aluminum profile makes up the
chassis. Aside from custom mounting hardware the ARC makes use of the currently existing
ecosystem of aluminum framing systems. Much of the structure can be built using purchasable
gussets and brackets sold commercially with the aluminum t-slot being easy to cut to length with
the use of tools such as a miter saw. This saves time and effort when compared to designing and
manufacturing connections from scratch or using less flushed out framing systems. By designing
the majority of the structure around existing parts the need for more complex tooling or
specialized parts was able to be reduced.
Of our current estimated budget of $1,400, t-slot components make up roughly $1,600.
Although selecting another framing alternative such as steel square tubing may have been
cheaper, extra capital would have to be spent on manufacturing connections for the frame on top
of already needed custom parts. The national average cost for a welder is around $150 - $250 per
job with hourly rates ranging from $65 - $125 this doesn’t include factors such as the welder’s
hourly rate, materials, and type of job which can factor in pricing as well [13-14]. Although
buying into the aluminum framing ecosystem may be more upfront cost in terms of material the
prefabricated parts and compatible products to suit different needs allows for less expensive and
time consuming manufacturing of frames. Additionally, using such a modular system can be
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more forgiving for more minor redesigns which would cost hundreds of dollars of modifications
or complete scrapping of a welded frame.

13.5 Health and Safety
Traditional agricultural labor requires exhaustive efforts from field workers who have to
lift and carry heavy bundles of crops or operate potentially lethal equipment. The demand for
agricultural labor is rising with a growing national and global population, but the amount of
workers is not growing at the same rate. The ARC is a means to ease the work of agricultural
laborers and assist farmers in meeting the growing food needs. With a maximum weight capacity
of 1000 lbs, the ARC has the capability to carry 300+ pounds of payload. Granted that a future
manipulator or harvesting equipment may add up to 100 pounds to the weight of the chassis, the
remaining 200 lbs can be dedicated towards carrying produce. A typical person cannot feasibly
carry 200 pounds in one trip, but they can achieve this feat and do so without the worry of
exhaustion or injury. Even without a payload, the ARC can still be used for harvesting in tandem
with field workers. The addition of some storage space on the chassis could allow harvesters to
place their recently harvested produce on the chassis, which would then bring it to the main
base/hub to be cleaned and processed. This alleviates the need for workers to return the produce
themselves to the main hub, thus limiting the chances of laborers being overworked.
While there are much potential benefits to the implementation of the ARC, there are
concerns over the safety of the chassis. Most farm related injuries involve a piece of equipment,
such as a harvesting tool or tractor. Specifically, 44% [13-14] of all farm injuries are due to
tractor rollover. Tractors can weigh thousands of pounds and move at an average speed of
approximately 8 meters per second. Coming into a tractor at this speed can be dangerous, but this
same risk is not of the same magnitude in regards to the ARC With a maximum speed of 0.7
meters per second, the odds of a major injury causing impact are unlikely. The robust form of the
chassis, along with its low center of gravity prevents the chance of a rollover occuring.
Therefore, the chassis is considerably safer than the typical tractor. The electronics on the ARC
also provide a threat because of the potential for electrocution or burns. To prevent these
concerns from causing injuries, all electronics have been securely grounded and the batteries
have been placed in battery boxes to prevent any acid leaks. Overall, while there is a level of risk
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involved with operating the ARC, the chassis is comparatively more safe than traditional large
farming equipment.
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14. Summary and Conclusions
14.1 Summary
The ARC team concluded the year having successfully designed the chassis of the
Adaptive Robotic Chassis in preparation for future senior design teams to take on for future
work. Utilizing data collected from interviewing farm owners and workers as well as comparing
information to what is already on the market, the ARC was able to be developed using desirable
features to optimize performance best suited to the farm work environment. Following the
closure of the university campus caused ambitions in manufacturing, this team scaled back from
assembling the entire chassis to refining and testing the functionality of the drive units and motor
control which proved successful. Completion of the ARC chassis will allow for additional
auxiliary functions to be designed for the system to make it suitable for full implementation.
Those improvements to the system are included in the following section. Lastly, the major
obstacles that arose for the project are discussed further and offer additional insight on what can
be improved by future teams.

14.2 Focus on the Future
As has been stated throughout this report, the ARC is a multi-year targeted project with a
significant potential for being produced for commercial means to improve the agricultural
workforce. Because there are a significant number of potential projects to take on moving
forward, only some will be expanded upon in this section with all of the changes listed in Table
14.1. This is also not all of the tasks that are expected to be completed in the next year of senior
design projects, as the number of these tasks that could be completed will be dependent on the
number of teams that work on this project next year.
14.2.1 Payload & Auxiliary Functions
One of the main purposes of creating an easily replicable chassis is for teams to focus on
developing unique functions for the chassis without having to start from scratch. In designing the
ARC, we envisioned numerous teams in the near future inventing creative and innovative
auxiliary functions that can be attached and detached at will. This could be a spraying apparatus
for spraying pesticides, weed pullers to kill weeds, or even harvesting mechanisms for harvesting
specific crops. Grabbers could even be attached for the ARC to carry out litter collection
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functions. However, image recognition will have to be achieved to carry out many of these
functions.
Table 14.1. List of Future Work to be done on the ARC
Subsystem

Tasks

Drive
Unit/Drivetrain

● Designing and adding a top plate cover
○ Ensure the design is weather-proof
● Designing vent hole caps
● Finalize the switch panel for amber lights and LED light bars
● Finalize the mounting of the motor controller and the motor
controller and battery switch
● Brush system for the chains
○ Separating drivetrain from electrical components
● Replace all the zinc-plated bolts/connections with stainless steel
● Adding a clutch
● Design a new drive unit plate with fixed hole locations and a
larger gap for the chain to pass through

Main Body

● Detailed design towards main body structure
○ Incorporate space for the onboard PC
● Vision camera mount
● Auxiliary function integration
● Extra payload functions
● Complete assembly of main body with two Drive Units attached
● Replace the zinc-plated bolts/connections with stainless steel
● Height stability to keep the same height gap while driving

Mechatronics

●
●
●
●
●
●

Battery mounting
Easily removable battery system
Camera mounting
Lights/flashers mounting
More robust switch mounting on permanent top plate covering
Dedicated on/off switch

Software

●
●
●
●

Separate driving and control modules
Wireless communication between nodes
GPS
Autonomous navigation node

14.2.2 Wireless Communication
One of the main features we were aiming to have by the end of this year was to have
wireless communication between our operator and the system; However, due to the workflow
changes we had to made to adapt to policies surrounding the COVID-19 situation, our COEN
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member had to take on an ELEN-focused role for the latter third of the project. Regardless,
wireless control of the system would allow for more flexibility in operator location (he/she
would not be tethered to the system). This would, in turn, benefit greatly for safety purposes.
14.2.3 GPS
Adding accurate and reliable GPS data would obviously be extremely important for
tracking purposes. At the most basic level, GPS data would be able to allow the operator to
locate the ARC system in the middle of a field. However, GPS data would also be incredibly
useful for the next suggested improvement: autonomous navigation.
14.2.4 Autonomous Navigation
One of the primary (and preliminary) purposes for the ARC is to obtain greater
agricultural efficiency, be it crop harvesting, weed elimination, pesticide application, etc.
However, this would be hindered if an operator had to be in full control of each ARC.
Autonomous navigation would greatly help remove the previously-necessary human operator.
With this feature, tens or even hundreds of ARCs could be put out onto a field at once to
accomplish required tasks within a fraction of the time that would have previously been
necessary.
14.2.5 Image Recognition
As mentioned in the payload and auxiliary function section, image recognition would be
crucial for many possible auxiliary functions, if not important by itself. Image recognition could
be used to identify weeds among crops, the current health and/or ripeness of specific crops,
locating the correct path for autonomous navigation, and more.
14.2.6 Weatherproofing the Drive Unit structure
A broad but still critical next step, there are some finishing touches that need to be done
on the drive unit to make it farm suitable. Primarily, the side plates need to be manufactured and
attached as well as a top plate that still needs to be designed. Implementing both of these
solutions will make the drive unit significantly more environment proof which is critical to make
it easily washable as some of our contacts have previously expressed interest in. It would also
add protection to the electronic components within the Drive Unit from general weather/debris
conditions during operation.
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14.3 Lessons Learned
All steps of the project had lessons that could be taken away for how we could improve
as engineers moving forward. One of the big things that we learned was how important it is to
get to a design and make a physical form of it because of what can be learned from a physical
system. This lesson already taught us the importance of being able to recognize when enough is
enough on trying to design the perfect system. Once the system was built, a number of small
issues came up between tolerancing and sizing not working out to the specifications we were
hoping for as well as recognizing interference issues on the system that were not as easily
noticeable just by viewing the CAD model. It was also recognized that there is a significant
importance placed on being able to establish a physical system just to ensure everyone has the
same vision in mind. Drawings help with this as well, but not putting something either in a
physical spacing or in a well drawn sketch can lead to ideas and processes taking form in vastly
different ways. Overall, these lessons will help the members of the ARC team be stronger
engineers and have benefited greatly from the process of senior design.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Interview Raw Data Results
A1 Customer: Fambrini’s Farm
Interviewer(s): Shawn Davis, Isabella Morales
Address: Santa Cruz, CA

Date: August 30, 2019

Question/Prompt

Customer Statement

What are some struggles farmers are facing?

-

Bugs, birds, and snakes
Pests harm the crops

What current technologies do you use?

-

Consider themselves a traditional farm
and don’t use tractors and other heavy
equipment

What struggles with current farm technologies
do you have?

-

Worried about price of robotics

What are important design specifications if
you were going to integrate robots into your
farming practice?

-

The robot should have some kind of
arm to move the bushes to see the
roots

What functions could you envision this robot
doing on your farm?

-

Checking the health of plants
Would prefer robotics working on data
acquisition and trimmining functions
rather than harvesting

A2 Customer: Crystal Bay Farm
Interviewer(s): Darran Casey, Isabella Morales, Valeria Avila Guerrero
Address: 40 Zils Rd, Watsonville, CA 95076
Date: September 14, 2019
Question/Prompt
What are some struggles farmers are facing?

Customer Statement
-

-

Pesticides are being replaced by
organic alternatives: not as effective as
methobromide traditionally used in
strawberry fields
Even with crop rotation, crops are not
as good as in the past because of
diseases and excessive soil pressure
Money is wasted on work like
cleaning out fields where neither the
picker or farmer are happy (needs to
be done every 3 weeks) [labor wasted
and no money made]
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-

What current technologies do you use?

-

What struggles with current farm technologies
do you have?

-

-

-

-

What are important design specifications if
you were going to integrate robots into your
farming practice?

-

Field workers are paid below
minimum wage
Some fieldworkers don't want to work
with them anymore because marijuana
is a bigger industry that pays better
under better environmental and health
conditions.
2 tractors. One broken. One is a
medium size component tractor
Small farms usually have 1-2 tractors.
Most cultivating is done by hand, so
tractor may not be used often.
Some farm technologies interfere with
natural diversity: example pollinators
like bees should not be killed by the
robot
It's cumbersome and heavy to change
implements to change bed size width
because they need to flip the wheels
over. It's an old technology. The tool
dictates the bed size, he bought a
tractor and he configured it the widest.
Implements can be Power Take Off
(PTO) driven and hydraulics driven
(more expensive and less
maintenance.)
He broke the PTO (part that spins to
run motor tiller) and he needs to get
maintenance. It's a heavy component.
His tractor is broken, and he has been
renting one of them for the main
tillage. Need a lot of power for this
tractor: ripping the soil, disking, motor
tilling. Lightweight tractors like
cultivating tractors skim the surface
and take the weeds out.
Furrow tends to be small, and tillers
don't usually fit in the rows
The robot should have application
modularity
Adjustable on width and height
Lightweight for cultivating or weeding
functions
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What functions could you envision this robot
doing on your farm?

-

The robot should be able to clean the
fields (rotten fruit, weeds, fruitless
plants)
Tilling would be an ideal application

A3 Customer: California Giant Berries
Interviewer(s): Darran Casey, Valeria Avila Guerrero
Address: 75 Sakata Lane Watsonville, CA 95077

Date: September 18, 2019

Question/Prompt
What are some struggles farmers are facing?

Customer Statement
-

-

-

-

Cal Giant is invested in technology,
but the reason why they don't move
forward is because of labor. Migration
policies and less people involved in
picking is changing labor, and they
need more help.
Labor laws are very strict in
California. California is 5-8 years
ahead in regulations and practices on
chemicals, materials and food safety.
For big growers, the labor is the
biggest issue. There is not enough
labor today and California laws protect
workers a lot.
The laborers do not see the bigger
picture and they question how some of
their work impacts the overall goal.
They ask why their everyday things
have to be done the way they are done.

What current technologies do you use?

-

Drones, Water irrigation system, field
management software, Tractors
because that is controllable

What struggles with current farm technologies
do you have?

-

They think that it's hard to implement
robots when you are dealing with
people.
He is skeptical that robots will be able
to do things that people can
Although they can control technology,
they can't control people or mother
nature.
Some picking machines are good for
flat areas, but in Watsonville and

-
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-

-

What are important design specifications if
you were going to integrate robots into your
farming practice?

-

-

What functions could you envision this robot
doing on your farm?

-

Salinas there are a lot of hills and this
presents challenges to the machines.
They take 20-30 min per row. They
are too slow.
Some food safety technology requires
Ipads to input information from the
crew, but some of them do not know
how to use the technology.
For water management, they have to
deal with California water resource
board. They have a lot of regulations.
Move at walking speed, not slower.
Move at the speed of the labor ~ 60
acres a day for a 180 acre ranch when
picking in 3 days. 34 crates an hour.
1.57 people per acre in peak season.
They used to work within 6-7 hrs
The task has to be as close to a human
as possible
Affordable, because rich farmers have
an opportunity to purchase this
technology, but growers with farms of
20 acres or so would not have the
same opportunity.
Picking and weeding functions

A4 Customer: Ocean Mist Farms
Interviewer(s): Kyle Asano, Darran Casey, Shawn Davis, James Reimer, Lavelle Simmons
Address: 10855 Ocean Mist Pkwy A, Castroville, CA 95012
Date: October 4, 2019
Question/Prompt
What are some struggles farmers are facing?

Customer Statement
-

Labor shortage that has been going on
for about the last 7 years and is only
getting worse
Crop planning: try to get 2-3 plants off
the same piece of land each year (need
30 days between crops)
Manage multiple locations and crops
simultaneously (Northern and
Southern California, Arizona, Mexico)
Invasive pests (Diamondback for
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-

What current technologies do you use?

-

brussel sprouts)
For crops that are covered (ex. Brussel
sprouts and cauliflowers), leaves have
to be moved away so that pesticide can
be effective
Use tractors for planting
Sprinkler/pipe irrigation systems for
seedlings and roll drip tape for rest of
growing cycle
Automated systems for moving
produce and packaging

What struggles with current farm technologies
do you have?

-

Don’t see a great need for drone
technology for the crops they grow
because they are less permanent

What are important design specifications if
you were going to integrate robots into your
farming practice?

-

Separate leaves from crop and
precisely apply pesticide
Move slower than walking speed
(1mph)
Transportable of low-boys
Stainless steel for food safety
Ideal to perform most of the harvesting
work at night

-

What functions could you envision this robot
doing on your farm?

-

Apply pesticides
Rolling out drip tape/irrigation
materials
In the long run: automated harvesting

A5 Customer: Jacob’s Farm
Interviewer(s): Shawn Davis, Noah Kane Manuel, Isabella Morales
Address: 2895 Freedom Blvd # B, Watsonville, CA 95076
Date: October 11, 2019
Question/Prompt
What are some struggles farmers are facing?

Customer Statement
-

What current technologies do you use?

-

Labor shortage and expenses are
increasing
Lack of human power to complete
important tasks, such as de-weeding
Tractors
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-

What struggles with current farm technologies
do you have?

-

Equipment for bed forming, pipe
laying, plastic cover laying
Sprinkler/pipe irrigation systems in
greenhouses
User operated motorized herb
harvester
Automated harvesters don’t
automatically adjust to cut at optimal
heights
Plastic covers aren’t environmentally
friendly

What are important design specifications if
you were going to integrate robots into your
farming practice?

-

Height adjustment while in the field
Work all day
Stainless steel manipulators for FDA
regulations

What functions could you envision this robot
doing on your farm?

-

Weeding, harvesting, and carrying
boxes of harvested crops off the field
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Appendix B: Product Metrics
B1 Tabulated Customer Needs
Table B1. Preliminary customer needs prioritized on a 1 - 5 scale with 1 corresponding to a low
priority and 5 corresponding to a high priority.
Subsystem

Need

Priority
(1 - 5)

Size Modulation

Has easy size modulation capabilities

5

ROS/Software

Is easy to operate/interact with farmers

4

Drivetrain

Is able to move through furrows/plant beds

5

Drivetrain
Electronics/ Hardware

Can operate in wet environments (rain, muddy, etc.)

4

Structural Design

Is transportable in a truck bed

2

Drivetrain
Electronics/ Hardware
Structural Design

Easy to maintain

3

Drivetrain
Electronics/ Hardware
Structural Design

Not affected by dirt/debris

4

Structural Design

Able to support a sizeable payload

4

Electronics/ Hardware

Operates with a long battery life

3

Drivetrain
Size Modulation
Electronics/ Hardware
Structural Design

Easy to replace parts

5

Electronics/ Hardware
Structural Design

Safety precautions to avoid injury

4

ROS/Software
Electronics/ Hardware
Structural Design

Can connect to a manipulator

2

ROS/Software
Electronics/ Hardware

Operate at different times of the day

1
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Size Modulation

Able to work with multiple crops

5

Structural Design

Weather resistance

4

Structural Design

FDA approval

5

Structural Design

Prevents soil compaction

3

Structural Design

Durable structure

3

Drivetrain

Speed adjustment

4

Drivetrain
ROS/Software

Can turn easily (small turning radius)

3

All

Mass producibility

1

Electronics/ Hardware

Long life for electronics

2

Electronics/ Hardware

Easy to charge

3

ROS/Software
Electronics/ Hardware

Operator vision during use

1

ROS/Software

Minimal training for operators

3

Electronics/ Hardware
Structural Design

Minimal environmental impacts

3

Size Modulation
Structural Design

No damage to crops

5

All

Affordable for users

1

Drivetrain

Steady movement

3

Structural Design

Even weight distribution

4

Drivetrain

Ability to adjust its course while moving down rows

4

B2 Metrics Priorities List
Table B2. Prioritized metrics table with associated units and needs.
Need #
5,27,17 Total Mass

Metric

Priority
(1 - 5)
3

Units
Slugs
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1,14

Max Crop Height

5

Inches

1,14,
20

Min/Max Width

5

Inches

3,4,17,
27,30

Wheel Size

4

Inches

3,19,29 Chassis Speed
,31

3

Feet/Second

6,21,28 Unit Manufacturing Cost

2

Dollars

8,10,11 NEMA Motor Size

3

Rating

8,29

Motor Rated Torque

4

Pound - Inch

8,11

Motor Rated Power

4

Watts

8,11

Motor Rated Voltage

3

Volts

19

Gearbox Output Torque

4

Pound - Inch

19

Gearbox Reduction Ratio

3

Unitless

8,11,18 Gearbox Axial Shaft Load
,30

2

Pounds

8,11,18 Gearbox Radial Shaft Load
,30

4

Pounds

4,7,11,
12,15

IP Protection Rating

4

Rating (ex: IP54)

9,13,22 Time of operation per charge
,23

2

Minutes

19,20,2 Turn Radius
9,31

3

Inches

1,2,3,5

Chassis Length

3

Inches

1,3,14,
27

Minimum Ground Clearance

5

Inches

1,2

Time to adjust height

2

Minutes

1,2

Time to adjust width

2

Minutes
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6,12,25 Training Time

2

Days

8,12,18 Maximum chassis load
,30

3

Pounds

2,24

1

Seconds

1,14,27 Bed height compatibility

5

Inches

23

Charge time

2

Hours

16

FDA approval

5

Subjective

26

Environmentally safe

3

Subjective

Video transfer delay
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B3 Benchmarking Metrics
Table B3. Benchmarking the ways that similar products met our required system metrics
#

Metric

Priority
(1 - 5)

Units

Ecorobotix
[1]

Burro
[2]

Agrobot
[3]

1

Total Mass

3

Slugs

8.9

10

n/a

2

Max Crop Height

5

Inches

9.8

n/a

n/a

3

Min/Max Width

5

Inches

79

26

243

4

Wheel Size

4

Inches

n/a

5

n/a

5

Chassis Speed

3

Feet/Seco
nd

1.3

7.4

n/a

6

Unit
Manufacturing
Cost

2

Dollars

n/a

$11,500 $250,000

7

NEMA Motor
Size

3

Rating

n/a

n/a

n/a

8

Motor Rated
Torque

4

Pound Inch

n/a

n/a

n/a

9

Motor Rated
Power

4

Watts

n/a

n/a

n/a

10

Motor Rated
Voltage

3

Volts

n/a

n/a

n/a

11

Gearbox Output
Torque

4

Pound Inch

n/a

n/a

n/a

12

Gearbox
Reduction Ratio

3

Unitless

n/a

n/a

n/a

13

Gearbox Axial
Shaft Load

2

Pounds

n/a

n/a

n/a

14

Gearbox Radial
Shaft Load

4

Pounds

n/a

n/a

n/a

15

IP Protection
Rating

4

Rating
(ex: IP54)

n/a

n/a

n/a

16

Time of operation

2

Minutes

300 acres

n/a

n/a
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per charge
17

Turn Radius

3

Inches

n/a

n/a

n/a

18

Chassis Length

3

Inches

67

52

187

19

Minimum Ground
Clearance

5

Inches

51

n/a

n/a

20

Time to adjust
height

2

Minutes

n/a

n/a

n/a

21

Time to adjust
width

2

Minutes

n/a

n/a

n/a

22

Training Time

2

Days

Used via
smartphone

n/a

n/a

23

Maximum chassis
load

3

Pounds

n/a

16

n/a

24

Video transfer
delay

1

Seconds

WiFi/ long
distance

n/a

n/a

25

Bed height
compatibility

5

Inches

n/a

n/a

n/a

26

Charge time

2

Hours

380 Watt
solar cells

4

n/a

27

FDA approval

5

Subjective Yes

Yes

Yes

28

Environmentally
safe

3

Subjective Yes

Yes

Yes
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B4 Marginal and Ideal Metrics
Table B4. Marginal and ideal metrics based on our priorities and similar metrics
#

Metric

Priority
(1 - 5)

Units

Marginal
Value

Ideal Value

1

Total Mass

4

Slugs

<31

<11

2

Crop Clearance
Height Range

5

Inches

18-36

18-25

3

Min/Max Width
Range

5

Inches

30-100

40-80

4

Wheel Width

4

Inches

<14

~10

5

Min/Max Chassis
Speed

3

Feet/Second

>0.25/<4

1/2.5

6

Unit Manufacturing
Cost

2

Dollars

<12,000

~6,000

7

NEMA Motor Size

3

Rating

23-24

23

8

Motor Rated Torque

4

Oz- Inch

>80

85

9

Motor Rated Power

4

Watts

>200

220

10

Motor Rated Voltage

3

Volts

24-48

24

11

Gearbox Output
Torque

4

Pound - Inch

>350

390

12

Gearbox Reduction
Ratio

3

Unitless

40-70

60

13

Gearbox Axial Shaft
Load

2

Pounds

>50

100

14

Gearbox Radial Shaft 4
Load

Pounds

>75

75

15

IP Protection Rating

Rating (ex:
IP54)

IP54

IP55

16

Time of operation per 2
charge

Minutes

>180

360

17

Turn Radius

Inches

<120

72

4

3
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18

Chassis Length

3

Inches

67

52

19

Minimum Ground
Clearance

5

Inches

30 - 48

36

20

Time to adjust height

2

Minutes

<3

<1

21

Time to adjust width

2

Minutes

<3

<1

22

Training Time

2

Days

<5

<2

23

Maximum chassis
load

3

Pounds

22

22

24

Video transfer delay

1

Seconds

<10

3

25

Bed height
compatibility

5

Inches

2- 6

4

26

Charge time

2

Hours

<8

4

27

FDA approval

5

Subjective

Yes

Yes

28

Environmentally safe 3

Subjective

Yes

Yes
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Appendix C: Full Project Budget
Vendor

Part
Number

Brushless DC motor

Nanotec

DB87L01-S

$365.60

5

$1,828.00

Precision Planetary Gearbox

Nanotec

GPLE803S-60-F87

$595.00

5

$2,975.00

Motor brake

Nanotec

BRAKEBKE-2,06,35

$135.90

5

$679.50

Motor Controller

Robtoeq

FBL2360TE

$825.00

3

$2,475.00

Battery+Bulbs

SLAA1235C

$89.99

4

$359.96

Electric Isolator

Amazon

B01EACRB
0K

$16.99

2

$33.98

USB to RS232 Adapter Cable

Amazon

B003WOW
BBW

$5.97

2

$11.94

Joystick

Amazon

B000U1OO
H4

$39.99

1

$39.99

LED Strobe light

Global
Industrial

WB988915

$37.95

2

$75.90

RS

754-7503

$5.01

2

$10.02

Hall Sensor Connector

Robtoeq

ABCX2

$19.00

2

$38.00

Emergency Switch

Amazon

B071YDZR
BC

$24.99

1

$24.99

Female Gauge Connectors (16-14
AWG)

Amazon

433012088
3

$8.99

1

$8.99

TE
Connectivity

62998-2

$0.30

40

$12.00

Heat Shrink Tubing Kit

Amazon

B0771K1Z7
Q

$10.98

1

$10.98

Battery Quick Disconnect (50A 610 AWG 4 Pack
)

Amazon

B07CSKB9
C3

$13.12

2

$26.24

8 Gauge wire (15B +15R)

Amazon

B07CQ7LX
6C

$28.99

1

$28.99

16 Gauge wire

Amazon

B0746HRV
ZP

$8.38

1

$8.38

Controller fuses 40A

Amazon

B079V7J83
9

$6.53

6

$39.18

Controller switches (On-off w/key
(red)

Amazon

B000MMC8
24

$20.91

2

$41.82

M6 Connectors (8 awg -1/4" ring
eye) (10 pack)

Amazon

B073Y7TT8
Q

$9.08

1

$9.08

Part Name / Description

Duracell 12V 35Ah AGM SLA
Battery

Aluminum-housed resistor

Quick Disconnect (10-8 AWG)

Cost

Qty PGS

Total
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12x7 Wheel

Buggies
Unlimited

$32.95

4

$131.80

Gallagher Tire R4T3G8GE

$165.00

4

$660.00

Amazon

B07F3JMQ
M2

$22.95

4

$91.80

6 ft 1.5"x3.0" Rail

McMaster

47065T108

$63.63

2

$127.26

8 ft 1.5"x3.0" Rail

McMaster

47065T108

$86.82

2

$173.64

10 ft 1.5"x3.0" Rail

McMaster

47065T108

$104.28

1

$104.28

6 ft 1.5"x1.5" Rail

McMaster

47065T102

$36.99

2

$73.98

18" 1.5x1.5 Diagonal Brace

McMaster

47065T702

$20.84

8

$166.72

10 ft 1.5"x1.5" Rail

McMaster

47065T102

$57.82

4

$231.28

8 ft 1.5"x1.5" Rail

McMaster

47065T102

$48.42

2

$96.84

6 ft 1.5"x1.5" Rail

McMaster

47065T102

$36.99

4

$147.96

Waterproof USB Camera

Amazon

B07C2RL8
PB

$53.99

2

$107.98

USB 2.0 Cable 6 feet

Amazon

B00NH11N
5A

$5.99

4

$23.96

1" Axle Lock Collar

Go Power
Sports

AZ8557

$3.95

8

$31.60

Steel Ball Bearing

McMaster

5913K64

$12.69

8

$101.52

Quick Release Pin

McMaster

98320A155

$1.80

4

$7.20

Side Mount Bearing for Rail

McMaster

47065T786

$74.74

8

$597.92

Hand Brake

McMaster

60585K32

$15.50

8

$124.00

Corner Bracket (1.5"x1.5")

McMaster

47065T845

$5.77

56

$323.12

Corner Bracket (3"x3")

McMaster

47065T254

$10.61

8

$84.88

Silver Surface Bracket

McMaster

47065T261

$6.66

4

$26.64

Silver Flush 90 Degree Angle
Bracket

McMaster

3136N158

$12.77

24

$306.48

Tee surface bracket

McMaster

47065T279

$9.16

12

$109.92

End-Feed Double Nut, FlangedButton Head

McMaster

47065T149

$6.76

3

$20.28

Black-Oxide Alloy Steel Flanged
Button Head Screw

McMaster

91355A189

$6.77

7

$47.39

End-Feed Nut with Flanged Head

McMaster

47065T97

$2.71

4

$10.84

End-Feed Nut, Flanged-Button
Head

McMaster

47065T145

$4.51

20

$90.20

23-8.5-12 Tire
4x4 Live Axle Wheel Hub

55049
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Black-Oxide Alloy Steel Socket
Head Screw-3/8"

McMaster

91251A623

$9.02

1

$9.02

Medium-Strength Steel Hex Nut

McMaster

95462A031

$8.79

1

$8.79

Black-Oxide Alloy Steel Socket
Head Screw-5/16"

McMaster

91251A583

$11.48

1

$11.48

Chain, 14 ft

McMaster

7210K1

$93.38

1

$93.38

Sprocket

McMaster

2299K316

$22.85

8

$182.80

Connecting Link for chain

McMaster

6261K191

$0.82

10

$8.20

Key Stock

McMaster

99374A110

$9.18

2

$18.36

Keyed Wheel Shaft

McMaster

1497K104

$94.29

1

$94.29

M6 Connectors (8 awg -1/4" ring
eye) (25 pack)

Amazon

B072KBVS
4N

$13.48

2

$26.96

Diodes

Digi Key

1655-23163-ND

$0.46

8

$3.68

Battery Boxes (U1)

Amazon

HM082BKS

$11.36

8

$90.88

Battery+Bulbs

SLAA1235C

$89.99

4

$359.96

Nilight Toggle Switch (5 pack, 2
pin)

Amazon

B078KBC5
VH

$8.66

1

$8.66

Auxbeam LED Lightbar (w/o
expert installation)

Amazon

B00UEOLX
EY

$34.99

1

$34.99

Clamping Two-Piece Shaft Collar
with Keyway

McMaster

3390N19

$26.15

4

$104.60

Strut Channel Bracket

McMaster

33125T11

$5.63

8

$45.04

Idler Sprocket

McMaster

6663K1

$26.72

4

$106.88

End-Feed Single Nut with Button
Head 5/16"-18 Thread, Stainless
Steel

McMaster

47065T145

$4.51

3

$13.53

Female Threaded Round Standoff

McMaster

91125A652

$3.95

4

$15.80

316 S.S Button Head Hex Drive
Screw

McMaster

98164A211

$8.37

1

$8.37

316 Stainless Steel Washer

McMaster

91525A416

$9.60

1

$9.60

Steel Oversized Washer

McMaster

91201A035

$10.95

1

$10.95

Silver Corner Bracket

McMaster

47065T845

$5.77

10

$57.70

Axle Lock Collar 1"

Go Power
Sports

AZ8557

$3.95

8

$31.60

18-8 S.S Extra-Wide Truss Head
Phillips Screws

McMaster

92467A424

$5.03

2

$10.06

Duracell 12V 35Ah AGM SLA
Battery
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18-8 Stainless Steel Hex Nut

McMaster

92673A199

$6.53

2

$13.06

18-8 Stainless Steel Hex Head
Screw

McMaster

92240A760

$5.62

4

$22.48

18-8 S.S Button Head Hex Drive
Screw

McMaster

92949A585

$8.62

2

$17.24

316 Stainless Steel Washer

McMaster

90107A030

$9.15

1

$9.15

6061 Aluminum Bar

McMaster

8975K171

$94.23

1

$94.23

Voltage regulator

Amazon

B07KQW54
2Q

$100.00

1

$100.00

8 gauge wire

Amazon

B07CQ3FV
LR

$19.99

1

$19.99

Chain Breaker

Amazon

B079K9YPJ
L

$12.99

1

$12.99

Connecting Link for chain

McMaster

6261K191

$0.82

5

$4.10

18-8 Stainless Steel Socket Head
Screw, 1/4"-20

McMaster

92196A542

14.93

1

14.93

18-8 Stainless Steel Hex Nut

McMaster

92673A113

2.27

1

2.27

End-Feed Nut, Flanged-Button
Head, 5/16"-18

McMaster

47065T145

$4.51

15

$67.65

Silver Corner Bracket

McMaster

47065T845

$5.77

21

$121.17

Onboard PC

RSL

400
+

Total spent

+

$15,022.27

(not including outsourced parts)
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Appendix D: Gantt Charts by Quarter
D1: Fall Quarter Gantt Chart
Task

F'19
Week 5

F'19
Week 6

F'19
Week 7

F'19
Week 8

F'19
Week 9

F'19
Week 10

Function: Design
Determined Height and Width
Adjustment Mechanisms
Bearing Design for wheel shaft
Detailed Solidworks Design
Material Selection
Completed Strength Calculations
(FEA/Hand Calcs.)
Function:
Electronics/Mechatronics
Wiring Size Adjustability
Camera Selection
Required Power Calculations
Power Supply Acquisition
Circuitry Plan
Function: Manufacturing
Motor and Motor Controller
Acquisition
Enclosure Selection
Bearing Design
Wheel and Tire Selection
Manufacturing and Assembly Plan
Function: Software
Assess wireless video transmission
viability
Computational hardware acquisition
(RPi, GPS)
Joystick readout
Establish multi-node connection
Motor controller communication
with joystick
GPS module readout
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D2: Winter Quarter Gantt Chart

Task

W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W'20
Week Week Week Week Week Week Week Week Week Week Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Function: Software
Finalize joystick output
Finalize joystick
control logic
Finalize/order
computer systems
Setup (local) video
stream
Finalize control logic
(on/off, etc.) for
auxiliary functions
Integrate motor
controllers
Fine-tune turning logic
"One-touch" bootup
process
Integrate wireless
connections (joystick &
video)
Function: Design
Finish the CAD Model
Right Angle Gearbox
design selection
Static Analysis
Dynamic Analysis
Thermal Analysis
Part Drawings (as
needed)
Function:
Electronics/Mechatro
nics
Emergency switches
Finalize electrical
components
Power management
Final Power Budget
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Circuitry Design
In-System Assembly
Function:
Manufacturing
Finalize parts list for
ordering
Finalize parts list for
manufacturing
Finalize assembly plan
Drivetrain Subsystem
Acquire Motor system
Wheel system
selection
Brake system
acquisition
Brake system
assembly
Wheel system
acquisition
Shaft acquisition
Shaft sizing/cutting
Sprocket acquisition
Chain acquisition
Attach sprockets and
chain to shafts
Finish 2 Drivetrain
Assemblies
Main Body Subsystem
T Slot acquisition (all
systems)
Main Body frame
dimensioning
Acquire connecting
bolts and brackets (all
systems)
Assemble main frame
Acquire width sliding
system
Manufacture static &
dynamic width
adjustment
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Attach width
adjustment devices to
frame
Acquire Thunderdome
materials
Form Thunderdome
Attach Thunderdome
to frame
Design on board
computer/aux.function
battery mounts
Install on board
computer &
aux.function battery
mounts

+

Finish Main Body
Assembly
Power Unit Subsystem
Frame dimensioning
Assemble frame of a
single power unit
Acquire shaft mount
material
Manufacture shaft
mounts
Acquire motor mount
Attach Drivetrain
subsystem to Power
Unit subsystem
Acquire wiring
Emergency switch and
fuse installation
Motor Controller to
Motor wiring
Battery acquisition
Battery installation
Operator camera
acquisition
Manufacture and
attach Camera Mount
Lights installation
Install enclosure plates
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Finish Power Unit
Assembly

D3: Spring Quarter Gantt Chart
Task

W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20 W '20
Week Week Week Week Week Week Week Week Week Week
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Function: Software
Logging feature

+

PID Tuning
Bench Test + Fixes
Unit Test + Fixes

+

Presentation Work
Thesis Work
Function: Design
Vibration Analysis
Thermal Analysis
Standardize CAD file
names
Motion Study
Analysis Finalization and
Design Considerations

+

Initial thoughts for future
work
Function:
Electronics/Mechatroni
cs
Updated Testing
Procedures
Remote MakerLab
Soldering Procedure
Design Temporary
Brake/Battery Circuit for
Testing
**Remote Guidance for
Isabella&Ryan to
complete testing
**Data & Control
Analysis
Function:
Manufacturing
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Finish outsourcing
priority parts
Attain approval for
Private Residence
Testing
**Coordinate pick up of
materials from RSL
**Assemble remaining
parts of Drive Unit
**Drive Unit testing
**Differential Speed
motor testing

+

Function: Team
Organization
Thesis Table of Contents
& Intro Chapter
Draft of final report (due
5/11 week 7)
Presentation Preparation
Presentation Modifying
and Presenting

I

Thesis Final Draft
Patent Plan/Business
Plan
** Marks the best case scenario items for the timeline assuming that we will be able to do the testing we
are hoping to do

l
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Appendix E: Evaluation Matrices for Critical Components
E1 Width Modulation
Table E1. Width modulation completed evaluation matrix for our four primary considerations
Type of
Criteria

Criteria

Priority
Level
(1-5)

Weight
(%)

Width Modulation Ideas
Ranking per Criteria
[Scale of 1-5, based on ability to meet criteria]
(Weighted Score)
Spring Pin

MultiPurpose

User
Friendly

Producible
and

Rail and
Pin

Lever

Leg
Rotation

Modularity for
sensors, wheels,
and attachments

2

0.050

3
(0.150)

4
(0.200)

2
(0.100)

3
(0.150)

Compatibility
with other
systems
(electronics,
height, etc.)

4

0.100

4
(0.100)

4
(0.400)

2
(0.200)

1
(0.100)

Ability to change
width to a variety
of sizes within
the range

5

0.125

4
(0.500)

4
(0.500)

1
(0.125)

4
(0.500)

Minimal negative
impact on the
environment

2

0.050

5
(0.250)

5
(0.250)

5
(0.250)

5
(0.250)

Minimal damage
to crops

4

0.100

5
(0.500)

5
(0.500)

5
(0.500)

5
(0.500)

Safe for people
working with or
around it

4

0.100

3
(0.300)

3
(0.300)

2
(0.200)

4
(0.400)

Minimal training
required to learn
operation

2

0.050

5
(0.250)

5
(0.250)

5
(0.250)

5
(0.250)

Ease of changing
size (physical
effort, # of
required people)

3

0.075

3
(0.225)

4
(0.400)

2
(0.200)

4
(0.400)

Minimal number
of components
required

1

0.025

4
(0.100)

4
(0.100)

5
(0.125)

2
(0.050)

Structural
durability

3

0.075

4
(0.300)

4
(0.300)

2
(0.150)

3
(0.225)
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Sustainable

Weather
resistance

4

0.100

2
(0.200)

3
(0.300)

3
(0.300)

3
(0.300)

Ease of
production

2

0.050

3
(0.150)

5
(0.25)

2
(0.100)

3
(0.150)

Ease of repair

2

0.075

3
(0.225)

4
(0.300)

2
(0.150)

3
(0.225)

Affordability

1

0.025

4
(0.100)

3
(0.075)

4
(0.100)

3
(0.075)

3.650

3.950
Develop

2.850

3.475

Total

,~~~~·P~
1-~---

l

I

rj- !

Figure E.1. Rail and pin concept for width modulation.
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E2 Height Modulation
Table E2. Height modulation completed evaluation matrix for our four primary considerations
Type of
Criteria

Criteria

Priority
Level
(1-5)

Weight
(%)

Height Modulation Ideas
Ranking per Criteria
(Scale of 1-5, based on ability to meet criteria)
Pneumatic
System

MultiPurpose

User
Friendly

Producible
and
Sustainable

James
Brown

Spring Pin

Tall Main
Body

Compatibility
with other
systems
(electronics,
width, etc.)

4

0.105

2
(0.211)

4
(0.421)

3
(0.316)

2
(0.211)

Ability to change
height to a variety
of sizes within the
range

5

0.132

5
(0.658)

4
(0.526)

4
(0.526)

1
(0.132)

Minimal negative
impact on the
environment

2

0.053

5
(0.263)

5
(0.263)

5
(0.263)

5
(0.263)

Minimal damage
to crops

4

0.105

5
(0.526)

5
(0.526)

5
(0.526)

5
(0.526)

Safe for people
working with or
around it

4

0.105

4
(0.421)

4
(0.421)

3
(0.316)

4
(0.421)

Minimal training
required to learn
operation

2

0.052

5
(0.263)

4
(0.211)

4
(0.211)

5
(0.263)

Ease of changing
size (physical
effort, # of
required people)

3

0.079

5
(0.395)

4
(0.316)

2
(0.158)

5
(0.395)

Minimal number
of components
required

1

0.026

2
(0.053)

5
(0.132)

4
(0.105)

5
(0.132)

Structural
durability

3

0.079

4
(0.316)

3
(0.237)

4
(0.316)

3
(0.237)

Weather
resistance

5

0.105

5
(0.526)

5
(0.526)

2
(0.211)

5
(0.526)

Ease of
production

2

0.053

1
(0.053)

4
(0.211)

3
(0.158)

5
(0.263)
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Ease of repair

3

0.079

2
(0.158)

4
(0.316)

3
(0.237)

5
(0.395)

Affordability

1

0.026

1
(0.026)

4
(0.105)

4
(0.105)

5
(0.132)

3.868

4.211
Revisit

3.447

4.105
Revisit

Total

----~

----1-:
~~~~

+--r-

- - rl I

&n,u>1.d.

Figure E.2. “James Brown” concept for height modulation.
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E3 Auxiliary Functions
Table E3. Auxiliary function completed evaluation matrix for our four primary considerations
Type of
Criteria

Criteria

Priority
Level (15)

Weight
(%)

Auxiliary Function Ideas
Ranking per Criteria [1-5]
(Scale of 1-5, based on ability to meet criteria)
Video
System

MultiPurpose

User
Friendly

Producible
and
Sustainable

Harvesting

Weeding

Spraying
System

Functionality
for different
crops

5

0.132

3
(0.395)

1
(0.132)

5
(0.658)

5
(0.658)

Compatibility
with other
systems
(electronics,
height, etc.)

4

0.105

4
(0.421)

2
(0.211)

2
(0.211)

4
(0.421)

Minimal
negative
impact on the
environment

2

0.053

5
(0.263)

5
(0.263)

4
(0.211)

3
(0.158)

Minimal risk
of damaging
crops

4

0.105

5
(0.562)

2
(0.211)

1
(0.105)

3
(0.316)

Safe for
people
working with
or around it

4

0.105

4
(0.421)

4
(0.421)

2
(0.211)

4
(0.421)

Minimal
training
required to
learn
operation

2

0.053

3
(0.158)

1
(0.053)

2
(0.105)

4
(0.211)

Structural
durability

3

0.079

3
(0.237)

2
(0.158)

4
(0.316)

3
(0.237)

Weather
resistance

4

0.105

2
(0.211)

2
(0.211)

4
(0.421)

4
(0.421)

Ease of
production

2

0.053

2
(0.105)

1
(0.053)

2
(0.105)

2
(0.105)

Ease of repair

3

0.079

3
(0.237)

1
(0.079)

3
(0.237)

2
(0.158)

Affordability

1

0.026

4
(0.105)

2
(0.053)

3
(0.079)

3
(0.079)
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Improves
current
alternative
Weighted
Total

4

0.105

3
(0.316)

4
(0.421)

2
(0.211)

3
(0.316)

3.395
Develop

2.263

2.868

3.500
Develop

S;Je..
View

Tc>p

Figure 4.4. Early concept sketch for spraying and camera systems on the ARC
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Appendix F: COVID-19 Adapted Testing
For this testing proposal, the ARC team will be looking to conduct two different tests to
be able to provide proof of functionality for our work: drive unit motion capability and
synchronous and differential motor driving capability. Given the current circumstances, the
target location for testing would be at the home of Isabella Morales and Ryan Ku which is close
to SCU’s campus.
The intent for the drive unit motion test is to have the drive unit set up as shown in figure
1a but also attach the second motor, 4 batteries, and motor controller on the plate above the
wheels as the entire system was designed to be set up. By putting the drive units on cinder block
supports in the place of the plastic supports shown in figure 1a, the wheels will not be touching
the ground which will allow for the full motion tests to be able to be conducted without causing
the drive unit to move. The motor sprocket will be connected to the wheel shaft using a chain
and tightened via the idler sprocket to transmit torque. Testing will see the motors controlled
through a connecting cable and a joystick in forward and reverse directions at our target speeds
of 0.28 m/s and 0.7 m/s.
The synchronous and differential motor driving capability will be done to demonstrate
synchronized motor drive at the same rates as well as to show the 4 motors driving and they’re
ability to perform differential driving. The setup for this system will involve 4 batteries in total
connected in series then branching into connecting in parallel with each of the four motors. 2
additional batteries in series will be used to disengage the motor brakes for both tests. Figure 1b
shows the configuration for one motor that will be replicated across the four other motors as
well. All 4 motors will then be controlled by a single computer and joystick.
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(1a)
(1b)
Figure 1: Shows the testing set up for the the drive unit (1a) and the wiring configuration for the
motors (1b)
F.1 Equipment Required
The following supplies will be required in order to successfully perform the specified tests. This
list is all critical supplies with a more detailed list can be found in the appendix.
F.1.1 Assembly Components
❏ Drive unit (as assembled in figure 1a; the below list states shows what will be needed in
total excluding components that will stay firmly attached to the frame during transport)
❏ 2 motor assemblies (motor, gearbox, holding brake)
❏ 2 gearbox sprockets
❏ 2 wheel shaft sprockets
❏ Screws to connect motor to motor mount
❏ 2 motor brackets
❏ Motor to wheel shaft chain
❏ 2 idler sprockets
❏ 2 idler sprocket mounts
❏ 4 cinder blocks (to take the place of plastic shelves shown in figure 1a for
mounting)
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❏ Drivetrain system (as assembled in figure 1b; the below list states shows what will be
needed in total)
❏ 2 additional motor assemblies
❏ Motor controller
❏ 8 batteries (4 for application, 4 for backup)
❏ The batteries are to remain in tightly secured battery boxes at ALL times
unless absolutely necessary
❏ 20 feet of 8 gauge wire
❏ 2 kill switches
❏ 1 main power/battery cutoff switch
❏ Secondary Motor controller cutoff switch
❏ Joystick
F.1.2 PPE/Tools
❏ Safety glasses
❏ Long pants
❏ Closed-toed shoes
❏ Long hair must be tied back
❏ Remove any loose clothing that could get caught in spinning parts
❏ Allen wrench sets
❏ Metric and Imperial
❏ 8 gauge wire stripper
❏ 8 gauge wire cutter
❏ Bike chain disassembly tool
❏ Laptop to motor controller cable
❏ Voltmeter
❏ Infrared thermometer gun
❏ Lead acid battery charger
❏ 4 10” stakes
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Given the above list of required equipment, figure 2 shows the planned locations for storage of
this equipment.

(2a)
(2b)
Figure 2: Figure 2a shows a closet that would house some of the more hazardous equipment
such as the motors and batteries as well as a potential charging station. Figure 2b shows where
the drive unit would be placed while not in use
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F.2 Transportation Procedure
For the transportation of the drive unit, two people is recommended for a safer and more careful
process but could be done with one person. It is recommended that all involved team members
wear protective gloves and masks to mitigate spread of germs.
❏ Send list of required components to faculty/staff member that has access to the RSL
❏ Coordinate drop-off time with the above faculty/staff member
❏ Using a pickup truck, securely place drive unit in bed of truck by lying it down
horizontally and securing with bungee cords
❏ Detach currently attached motor from the drive unit for transportation
❏ Place all other components specified in the above list into the truck
❏ Meet Isabella and Ryan at the below address to transfer supplies
1285 Manchester Drive
Apartment 2
Santa Clara, CA 95050
❏ Allow for the staff and faculty member to fully unload equipment and place on the side of
the road before Isabella and Ryan collect equipment
❏ While Isabella and Ryan begin transporting equipment into the designated
address, it is ideal for the transport team to wait in the car to keep watch of the
equipment
❏ In order to gain entry into the front of the house, two small porch steps need to be
traversed. Isabella and Ryan will lift opposing sides of the drive unit to accomplish this
task.
❏ There will be sufficient clearance in the house to transport the drive unit and other
components to their assigned storage space, which will most likely be in the
downstairs closet.
❏ When the drive unit and other components are worked on, they will be transported to the
backyard. The downstairs closet is no more than 10 feet from the backyard entrance.
❏ There are also two small porch steps that need to be traversed to reach the
backyard from inside. Isabella and Ryan will lift opposing sides of the drive unit
to accomplish this task.
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F.3 Testing Procedure - Drive Unit
The drive unit will be tested in the backyard of the home of Isabella and Ryan as shown in figure
3 below.

(3a)

(3b)

Figure 3: Figure 3a shows an overview of the backyard of the house. Figure 3b shows the
specific location where the drive unit will be tested.
F.3.1 Pre-Deployment Procedure
□ Make sure that the testing space is properly secured
❏ Post a sign on the backdoor saying “Testing in Progress: DO NOT ENTER”
❏ Inspect the testing apparatus to make sure no hazards are near the drive unit
□ Ensure all bolts are tightened and there are no loose sections of the chassis frame. The
below list identifies critical bolts that a loose bolt could yield significant damages or harm
□ Place the four cinder blocks in a rectangle shape on the ground
❏ The stands should line up with the corners of the drive unit
□ With both team members, carefully lift and place the drive unit on the cinder blocks
□ Place 2 stakes in the ground on each side of the drive unit
□ Tie rope from one stake to one on the opposite side tightly to secure the drive unit in place
□ Inspect drive unit and tires for any damage; ensure tires can spin freely
□ Drive chain adjusted with idler to maintain tension in chain
□ Set up a table adjacent to the drive unit
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□ Place the 4 batteries, motor controller, and kill switches on the table
□ Check that voltage of each of the 4 batteries is greater or equal to 12 volts
□ Ensure batteries enclosed in battery boxes
□ Lids closed
□ Box is placed in a secure position
□ Check that 4 batteries are correctly wired in series
□ Check that there are no loose wire connections in switches, fuses, or motor controllers
□ With all switches in OFF position, connect batteries to the fuse and motor controller by
plugging the two sides of the battery disconnects together
□ Move the main battery switch to the 1+2 position
□ Switch the motor controller switch to the ON position
□ NOTE: For preliminary testing, the joystick will be tethered to the actual drive unit. Care
will be given that the operator is still not near the robot and that the tether does not get caught
in any moving components.

F.3.2 Testing Procedure
□ No one is standing near robot (at least 6 feet away)
□ Verify safety mechanisms: brake and dead-man switch
□ There will be one operator at a time and at least one additional safety spotter
□ Briefings will occur before each test to ensure all present know their roles
□ Activate motors to rotate wheels in one direction
□ Change motor rotation in the opposite direction
□ Adjust speed throttle to observe and record the speed change response of the wheels
□ Adjust Joystick direction to test steering control logic
□ Use infrared thermometer guns occasionally to ensure no components are overheating
□ In the event of the loss of joystick connection or the observation of any issue with the
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chassis structure or control, carefully approach the chassis if safe to do so and switch the
power master switch off
F.3.3 Post-Deployment Procedure
□ Switch the motor controller switch to the OFF position
□ Flip switches for the brake to OFF
□ Move main battery switch to OFF position
□ Disconnect battery disconnects if done with all testing for day
F.4 Testing Procedure - Synchronous Motor Testing
The testing procedure for testing 4 motors being driven synchronously will be done on a table
inside of the apartment. The following procedures outline how this will be done in a safe manner.
F.4.1 Pre-Deployment Procedure
□ Make sure that the testing space is properly secured
❏ Notify all members of household that testing is going to occur
❏ Inspect table and surrounding areas to ensure no hazards
□ Ensure all wire connections are secure and connected in the proper orientation
□ Ensure motors can spin freely without interfering with any other objects
□ Motors are labeled so it is known which motors are expected to rotate
□ Check that voltage of each of the batteries is greater or equal to 12 volts
□ Ensure batteries enclosed in battery boxes
□ Lids closed
□ Box is placed in a secure position
□ Check that 4 batteries are correctly wired in series
□ Check that there are no loose wire connections in switches, fuses, or motor controllers
□ With all switches in OFF position, connect batteries to the two fuse and motor controller
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setups by plugging the two sets of the battery disconnects together
□ Move the main battery switch to the 1+2 position
□ Switch the both motor controller switches to the ON position
F.4.2 Testing Procedure
□ Verify safety mechanisms: brake and dead-man switch
□ There will be one operator at a time and at least one additional safety spotter
□ Briefings will occur before each test to ensure all present know their roles
□ Activate motors a lowest speed setting to ensure functionality
□ Change motor rotation in the opposite direction
□ Adjust speed throttle to observe and record the speed change response of the wheels
□ Adjust Joystick direction to test the full steering differential control logic
□ Use infrared thermometer guns occasionally to ensure no components are overheating
□ In the event of the loss of joystick connection or the observation of any issue with the
chassis structure or control, switch off the power master switch
□ All relevant data and parameters will be automatically recorded by the software for future
data analysis
F.4.3 Post-Deployment Procedure
□ Switch the motor controller switch to the OFF position
□ Flip switches for the brake to OFF
□ Move main battery switch to OFF position
□ Disconnect battery disconnects if done with all testing for day

F.5 Other Safety Procedures
There are a few other safety procedures that will need to occur in order to ensure safe use of the
equipment. The below necessary procedures include the battery charging procedure at the
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apartment address listed in the transportation procedure as well as the soldering work that will be
performed at the same location.
F.5.1 Battery Charging Procedure

Figure 4. Battery charging area
Batteries will be charged in the area shown above in Figure 4. Batteries will be charged
one at a time using an OEM car trickle/maintenance charger, which is designed to be plugged
into a car battery for long periods of time (documentation cites 4 years of continuous charging
without ill-effects due to maintenance charging mode). However, charging batteries will still be
monitored at all times, with voltages checked regularly to ensure proper charging, and will be
disconnected once near maximum capacity. The documentation suggests that our 35Ah batteries
should take no more than 7-8 hours to charge from 0% to maximum capacity. A fan will also be
stationed nearby to ensure proper ventilation and airflow in the charging area.
F.5.2 Soldering Procedure
Each motor of our system has 5 hall sensors wires extending out. In order to connect these
sensors to our motor controller, these wires need to be soldered onto the transition board of a
RoboteQ Dual Hall cable. While our team has already soldered and tested two motors in a dual
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configuration, another pair of motors still needs soldering to a hall cable. This will allow for
testing of four motors being driven synchronously, demonstrating our control capabilities even
under the COVID-19 rescoping of our project goals.
For this process, we will be using a lead-free solder and will be soldering in a well ventilated
area with a fan to increase air circulation and a station located near an open window. The below
list outlines how this will be done at the residence listed in the transportation procedure section:
1. Each motor has 8 wires directly connected to it and 2 connected to the metal brake. The
five smaller, 22 gauge wires connected to the motor are for the hall sensor and the ones to
be soldered. (Note: Brake wires are also 22 gauge but not part of this procedure)
Table 1. Wiring information for AWG 22 hall sensor wires.
Color

Function

Red

+5V

Black

GND

Blue

H1 / A

White

H2 / B

Green

H3 / C

2. As two motors are being connected to the hall cable, both the +5V and the GND solder
pads will have two wires.
a. Take the red hall sensor wire from both motors, insert both into the +5V pad, and
solder.
b. Repeat with the black hall sensor wire from both motors, insert into GND pad,
andsolder.
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Figure 5. The GND and +5V pads circled. Each pad will have two wires soldered to it.
3. Designate the two motors as motor 1 and motor 2. Starting with motor 1, take the blue
hall sensor wire, insert and solder it to the pad labeled ‘A1’. Next, take the white wire,
insert, and solder to the pad labeled ‘B1’. Then, take the green wire, insert, and solder it
to the pad labeled ‘C1’.
4. Repeat step 3 for motor 2. The blue wire goes to pad ‘A2’, the white wire goes to pad
‘B2’, and the green wire goes to pad ‘C2’.
5. After completing the soldering work for the process, clean the work station of any byproduct and wash hands immediately.
This completes the soldering required for our modified testing goals.
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Figure 6. Wiring Schematic with two motors, color coded wires, and dual hall cable transition
board.
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F.6 Safety Procedure Appendix
Table F6.1: Detailed List of Required Materials for Testing
Item

Quantity

Own/Borrow Notes

Soldering station

1B

Solder

1B

Wire strippers

1B

Need for 8, 16, and 22 gauge

Wire Crimpers

1B

need ones for between 8 to 22
gauge

Wire cutters

1B

Car jack stands

4B

Safety Glasses

1B

Allen Wrench sets

1 metric, 1 imperial

1B

Infrared Thermometer Gun

1B

Heat Gun

1B
However much is
available

B

Motors

5O

Motor Controllers

3O

Batteries

8O

Battery Boxes
Wires
Hall sensors Cable
Cameras

USB cables
Zip ties

Big and small gauge
1 wired, 1 unwired

I

B

Voltmeter

Rope

I know Ryan said he has a pair
but get one for Isabella too

To be used for a guideline

8O

Let's keep the batteries in the
battery boxes

O

Both an 8 and 16 Gauge pack,
get all of it

O

The wired one is connected to
the two motors on the table

2O

4O
25 O

2 should be connected to the
workstation, other 2 should still
be boxed
May be useful to temp mount
cameras and lights
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Amber Flashers

2O

Lights

1O

One box of 4 headlights

USB hub

2O

Should be near the monitor

Fuses

6O

Should be small box with about
6 fuses

Battery Disconnects

2 packs

O

Should include red plastic
holders and metal inserts

14-16AWG Connectors

1 pack

O

Blue colored spade crimp
connectors

8-10AWG Connectors

1 pack

O

a roll of all metal crimp
connectors

M6 Connectors (8AWG)

2x 25 count packs

O

Toggle Switchs

1 x 5 count pack

O

Emergency Switches

3O

Two in setup on table and
another red one should be in a
box

Heat Shrink Set

1O

Clear Plastic Box at workspace
with multiple sizes

Joystick

1O

underneath computer

1O

Still in plastic bag in a box on
the right side of our station on
the floor

ANSI Roller Chain Idler
Sprocket

2O

For chain tensioner, should be
in a small box
with a multitude of bags for
connections. The box
was in picture 6 of sent email.

Female Threaded Round
Standoff
18-8 Stainless Steel, 1/2" OD,
2" Long, 1/4"-20 Thread Size

2O

^

Motor to wheel shaft chain

End-Feed Single Nut with
Button Head 5/16"-18
Thread, S.S.

2 packs

O

^

316 stainless steel button
head hex drive screw
Super-Corrosion-Resistant,
1/4"-20 Thread Size, 1/2"
Long

1 pack

O

^

316 stainless steel washer
Oversized,
1/4" Screw Size, 0.281" ID,
0.75" OD

1 pack

O

^
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Steel Oversized washer for
5/8" Screw Size, 0.656" ID,
1.25" OD

1 pack

18-8 S.S Extra-Wide Truss
Head
Phillips Screws

1 pack

:

!
I
'
I
'

- -- -- ~ -

O

For motor assembly mount,
should be in the
same box as chain tensioner
supplies
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The diagram below show s how to wi re the controller and how to turn pow er On and Off.
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Appendix G: API Documentation
G.1 Class List
Here is a list of all the classes:
❏ ARC (C++ API to communicate with the ARC's motor controllers)
❏ RoboteqDevice
❏ TeleopARC (Translates joystick inputs into corresponding twist messages)
G.2 File List
Here is a list of all documented files with brief descriptions:
❏ include/ARC_API.h (Establishes the required functions needed to interface with the
ARC system)
❏ include/Constants.h (Defines the macros needed to interface with RoboteQ devices.
This is part of the RoboteQ API)
❏ include/ErrorCodes.h (Defines the macros needed to interface with RoboteQ devices.
This is part of the RoboteQ API)
❏ include/RoboteqDevice.h (Provided API for RoboteQ devices)
❏ src/ARC_API.cpp (Implements the ARC_API.h file, built on the RoboteQ API)
❏ src/arc_main.cpp (Implements the ARC callback function and starts the main_arc node)
❏ src/arc_teleop.cpp (Implements the teleop node)
❏ src/RoboteqDevice.cpp (Provided implementation of the RoboteQ API defined in
RoboteqDevice.h)
G.3 Class Documentation
G.3.1 ARC Class Reference
#include <ARC_API.h>
G.3.1.1 Public Member Functions
ARC ()
int connect ()
void disconnect ()
void motor_on (const bool &side, const int &motor, const int &power)
void motor_off (const bool &side, const int &motor)
int get_battery_voltage (const bool &side)
int32_t get_command (const bool &side, const int &motor)
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int32_t get_power (const bool &side, const int &motor)
int32_t get_speed (const bool &side, const int &motor)
int32_t get_amperage (const bool &side, const int &motor)
arc::MotorControllerDataLog make_log ()
G.3.1.2 Private Member Functions
void controllerCallback (const geometry_msgs::Twist::ConstPtr &twist)
G.3.1.3 Private Attributes
ros::NodeHandle _nh
Node handle to interface with the subscriber and parameter server.
ros::Subscriber _vel_sub
Subscriber for Twist messages that the teleop node publishes to.
ros::Publisher _log_pub
Publisher for MotorControllerDataLog messages to record motor data if necessary.
string _port_0
Port string for left controller.
string _port_1
Port string for right controller.
int _l_canNodeID
Expected CAN Node ID for left controller.
int _r_canNodeID
Expected CAN Node ID for right controller.
int _retries
RoboteqDevice _l_controller
RoboteqDevice instance of the left controller.
RoboteqDevice _r_controller
RoboteqDevice instance of the right controller.
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G.3.1.4 Detailed Description
This class serves as a C++ API to encapsulate the core functionality of the ARC system.
It uses the RoboteqDevice API to interface with the motor controllers and has dedicated
functions to set specific motor speeds and read various data.
G.3.1.5 Constructor & Destructor Documentation
ARC::ARC ()
Constructor for the ARC class. The constructor initializes the parameters and topics
using values from the ROS Parameter Server initialized by the arc_main.launch file. Subscription
to the Twist messages should be set up here as well.
G.3.1.6 Member Function Documentation
int ARC::connect ()
Connects to the two controllers using the initialized port information.
void ARC::controllerCallback (const geometry_msgs::Twist::ConstPtr & twist)[private]
Defines the callback function to be called every time a new message is received
from the topic that this callback function is tied to. This function converts the received
Twist messages and converts and executes them as corresponding commands for
differential steering.
void ARC::disconnect ()
Disconnects all connected controllers.
int32_t ARC::get_amperage (const bool & side, const int & motor)
Gets the motor amperage of a specific motor.
Parameters
side

Specifies the motor controller to read from

motor

Specifies the motor channel to read from

int ARC::get_battery_voltage (const bool & side)
Reads the battery voltage for a given controller.
Parameters
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side

Specifies the motor controller to read the battery voltage
from

motor

Specifies the motor channel to read from

int32_t ARC::get_command (const bool & side, const int & motor)
Gets the actual motor command of a specific motor.
Parameters
side

Specifies the motor controller to read from

motor

Specifies the motor channel to read from

int32_t ARC::get_power (const bool & side, const int & motor)
Gets the applied power level of a specific motor.
Parameters
side

Specifies the motor controller to read from

motor

Specifies the motor channel to read from

int32_t ARC::get_speed (const bool & side, const int & motor)
Gets the RPM of a specific motor.
Parameters
side

Specifies the motor controller to read from

motor

Specifies the motor channel to read from

arc::MotorControllerDataLog ARC::make_log ()
Creates a MotorControllerDataLog and captures relevant motor data at the time of
function call.
void ARC::motor_off (const bool & side, const int & motor)
Turns a specific motor off.
Parameters
side

Specifies the motor controller to send the command to

motor

Specifies the motor channel to send the command to

void ARC::motor_on (const bool & side, const int & motor, const int & power)
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Sets the speed of a specific motor.
Parameters
side

Specifies the motor controller to send the command to

motor

Specifies the motor channel to send the command to

power

Specifies the speed at which the motor should be set to.
This should be an integer value from 0 to 1000,
representing a percentage of the motor configuration's
max RPM (e.g. 500 means 50% of max RPM).

The documentation for this class was generated from the following files:
include/ARC_API.h
src/ARC_API.cpp
src/arc_main.cpp
G.3.2 RoboteqDevice Class Reference
G.3.2.1 Public Member Functions
bool IsConnected ()
int Connect (string port)
void Disconnect ()
int SetConfig (int configItem, int index, int value)
int SetConfig (int configItem, int value)
int SetCommand (int commandItem, int index, int value)
int SetCommand (int commandItem, int value)
int SetCommand (int commandItem)
int GetConfig (int configItem, int index, int &result)
int GetConfig (int configItem, int &result)
int GetValue (int operatingItem, int index, int &result)
int GetValue (int operatingItem, int &result)
G.3.2.2 Protected Member Functions
void InitPort ()
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int Write (string str)
int ReadAll (string &str)
int IssueCommand (string commandType, string command, string args, int waitms, string
&response, bool isplusminus=false)
int IssueCommand (string commandType, string command, int waitms, string &response, bool
isplusminus=false)
G.3.2.3 Private Attributes
int device_fd
int fd0
int handle
The documentation for this class was generated from the following files:
include/RoboteqDevice.h
src/RoboteqDevice.cpp
G.3.3 TeleopARC Class Reference
G.3.3.1 Public Member Functions
TeleopARC ()
G.3.3.2 Private Member Functions
void controllerCallback (const sensor_msgs::Joy::ConstPtr &joy)
G.3.3.3 Private Attributes
ros::NodeHandle _nh
Node handle to interface with the subscriber, publisher, and parameter server.
ros::Subscriber _joy_sub
Subscriber for the Joy messages.
ros::Publisher _vel_pub
Publisher for the Twist messages.
int _linear
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Index for linear input on the axes[] array.
int _angular
Index for angular input on the axes[] array.
int _speed
Index for speed input on the buttons[] array.
int _enable
Index for the enable trigger on the buttons[] array.
int _shutdown
Index for the shutdown trigger on the buttons[] array.
double _speed_high
Value of the higher maximum speed allowed.
double _speed_low
Value of the lower maximum speed allowed.
double _low_speed_factor
Ratio of lower to higher maximum speed (_speed_low / _speed_high), to be used to
downscale inputs when the operator wants crawling speed.
G.3.3.4 Detailed Description
This class serves as a teleoperation node that converts joystick inputs provided by the joy
node (in the form of Joy messages) into corresponding Twist messages.
G.3.3.5 Constructor & Destructor Documentation
TeleopARC::TeleopARC ()
Constructor for the TeleopARC class. Relevant parameters should be read from the ROS
Parameter Server, while parameters not found should be defaulted to some predetermined value.
Connections to relevant topics should be set up here as well.
G.3.3.6 Member Function Documentation
void TeleopARC::joyCallback (const sensor_msgs::Joy::ConstPtr & joy)[private]
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Defines the callback function to be called when a Joy message is received on the joy
topic. Logic for translating these Joy messages into appropriate Twist messages and passing
them onto the relevant topic should be done here.
The documentation for this class was generated from the following files:
src/arc_teleop.cpp
G.4 File Documentation
G.4.1 include/ARC_API.h File Reference
This header file establishes the required functions needed to interface with the ARC
system.
#include <ros/ros.h>
#include <geometry_msgs/Twist.h>
#include <arc/MotorControllerDataLog.h>
#include "RoboteqDevice.h"
G.4.1.1 Classes
class ARC
G.4.1.2 Macros
#define _R_CONTROLLER (1==1)
#define _L_CONTROLLER (!_R_CONTROLLER)
G.4.1.3 Macro Definition Documentation
#define _L_CONTROLLER (!_R_CONTROLLER)
Defines the boolean corresponding to the left controller
#define _R_CONTROLLER (1==1)
Defines the boolean corresponding to the right controller
G.4.2 include/Constants.h File Reference
Defines the macros needed to interface with RoboteQ devices. This is part of the
RoboteQ API. Please refer to the RoboteQ site.
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G.4.3 include/ErrorCodes.h File Reference
Defines the macros needed to interface with RoboteQ devices. This is part of the
RoboteQ API. Please refer to the RoboteQ site.
G.4.4 include/RoboteqDevice.h File Reference
Provided API for RoboteQ devices.
G.4.4.1 Classes
class RoboteqDevice
G.4.4.2 Functions
string ReplaceString (string source, string find, string replacement)
void sleepms (int milliseconds)
G.4.5 src/ARC_API.cpp File Reference
Implements the ARC_API.h file, built on the RoboteQ API.
#include <iostream>
#include <ros/console.h>
#include "RoboteqDevice.h"
#include "ErrorCodes.h"
#include "ARC_API.h"
#include "Constants.h"
G.4.6 src/arc_main.cpp File Reference
Implements the ARC callback function and starts the arc_main node.
#include <ros/ros.h>
#include <geometry_msgs/Twist.h>
#include "Constants.h"
#include "ErrorCodes.h"
#include "RoboteqDevice.h"
#include "ARC_API.h"
G.4.6.1 Functions
int main (int argc, char **argv)
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G.4.7 src/arc_teleop.cpp File Reference
Implements the teleop node.
#include <ros/ros.h>
#include <sensor_msgs/Joy.h>
#include <geometry_msgs/Twist.h>
G.4.7.1 Classes
class TeleopARC
G.4.7.2 Functions
int main (int argc, char **argv)
G.4.8 src/RoboteqDevice.cpp File Reference
Provided implementation of the RoboteQ API defined in RoboteqDevice.h.
#include <iostream>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <errno.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <sstream>
#include "RoboteqDevice.h"
#include "ErrorCodes.h"
G.4.8.1 Macros
#define BUFFER_SIZE 1024
#define MISSING_VALUE -1024
G.4.8.2 Functions
string ReplaceString (string source, string find, string replacement)
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Appendix H: User Manual
H.1 Installation
1. Clone this repository into your catkin_ws/src directory
2. Install and initialize rosdep (used for installing the necessary system dependencies of
packages
sudo apt install python-rosdep
sudo rosdep init
rosdep update
3. Install all missing package dependencies
NOTE: If you haven’t done so, add your workspace to your ROS environment:
source ~/catkin_ws/devel/setup.bash
cd ~/catkin_ws
rosdep install arc
NOTE: If for some reason the above command doesn’t work, try the following
(which goes through all packages and installs all missing dependencies
cd ~/catkin_ws
rosdep install --from-paths src --ignore-src -r -u
H.2 Commands/Instructions
H.2.1 Setting Up Workspace
source ~/catkin_ws/devel/setup.bash
H.2.2 Package Building
cd ~/catkin_ws
catkin_make
H.2.3 Launching the ARC Program
NOTE: ensure a joystick is connected and can be found at /dev/input/jsX (if not js0, change
accordingly in arc/launch/arc_teleop.launch first)
NOTE: ensure one or two motor controllers are connected and can be found at /dev/ttyACMX
(if not ttyACM0 or ttyACM1, change accordingly in arc/launch/arc_main.launch first)
# launches joy and teleoperation nodes
roslaunch arc arc_teleop.launch
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# launches main node
roslaunch arc arc_main.launch
# launches camera nodes
roslaunch arc arc_cam.launch
H.2.4 Read Various Outputs
List all topics:
rostopic list
Select a topic to ego: e.g.
rostopic echo joy
rostopic echo arc/cmd_vel
rostopic echo arc/motor_logs
H.2.5 Record Message Data
cd ~/bagfiles
rqt_bag
# then select the topic(s) you want to record
NOTE: You can also create graphs or extract raw data from a bag file. See links below for more
info.
H.3 Important Links
1. ROS Melodic C++ API
2. ROS Tutorials
3. ROS Joy Tutorials
4. ROS rqt_bag Wiki
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Appendix I: Conceptual and Final Mechanical Drawings

Figure I.1: Shown here are possible storage options for liquid tanks and batteries. The payload
would be stored in line with the wheels either using the same frame as the wheels or hung off the
chassis above.
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Figure I.2: A concept for width modulation consisting of a 2 stage lever that would allow for 2
positions. The idea was dropped due to a lack of variability for different lengths as well as the
intermediate step’s lack of linear motion.
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Figure I.3: Width modulation concept that involves all four legs independently swiveling on a
vertical rod. Accompanying this concept is a swivel and pin locking system for the tire rotation,
which ensures that the tires are facing forward despite the width adjustment.
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Figure I.4: Concept sketch for pneumatic system that was considered for height modulation. To
raise the chassis, the lever would be turned and the direction valve would allow compressed air
to lift the piston and the structure above it.
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Figure I.5: Concept sketch of the spring pin system that was considered for height and width
modulation. The pins would lock two telescoping metal columns into place at a desired
width/height.
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